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AbstractThis thesis combines theoretical, computational and experimental techniques in the study ofreanalysis in human sentence comprehension.We begin by surveying the main claims of existing theories of reanalysis, and identifyrepresentation preservation as a key concept. We show that the models which most obvi-ously feature representation preservation are those which have been formulated within themonotonicity framework, which assumes that there are aspects of representation which areupdated monotonically (i.e. non-destructively) from state to state, and that any reanalysiswhich requires a non-monotonic update is predicted to cause processing disruption.Next, we present a computational implementation, based on the monotonic theory ofGorrell (1995b). We argue that in constructing such a model of reanalysis, it is essentialto consider not only declarative constraints, but also the computational processes throughwhich reanalysis is performed. In contrast to Gorrell (1995b), we provide a computationalimplementation which makes reanalysis routines explicit, leading to novel predictions in caseswhere there exist more than one alternative for structural revision. I show why preferencesfor such reanalysis ambiguities may dier between predominantly head initial languages suchas English, and head nal languages such as Japanese.After this, we consider the empirical consequences of the implementedmodel, in particularin relation to recent experimental data concerning modier attachment. We show that themodel is too restrictive, and we argue that the appropriate way to expand its coverage is toapply the monotonicity constraints not directly to phrase structure, but to thematic structure.We provide a general framework which allows such non-phrase structural models to be dened,maintaining the same notion of monotonicity that was employed in the previous model. Wego on to provide solutions to some computational problems which accompany this change.Finally, we present two experimental studies. The rst of these considers the issue ofreanalysis ambiguity, and specically the existence of a recency preference in reanalysis, aspredicted by our implementedmodel. The predicted recency preference is conrmed in o-linetasks, such as comprehension accuracy and a questionnaire experiment, but is not conrmedin self-paced reading. We discuss some possible reasons for this dissociation between theon-line and o-line results. The second experimental study considers the eect of modierattachment in Japanese relative clause ambiguities. In this study, we conrm the inuenceof thematic structure on the resolution of Japanese relative clause ambiguities, and we arguethat this eect should be interpreted in terms of a constraint on reanalysis.
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Chapter 1IntroductionNatural language is vastly ambiguous; the number of possible readings for a sentence can in-crease exponentially with the length of the input. Given this fact, the human ability to recoverthe meaning of utterances eciently and apparently eortlessly, must be seen as remarkable.Much psycholinguistic research has focussed on the decisions people make when initially facedwith an ambiguous portion of the input. However, given the vastness of ambiguity in naturallanguage, it cannot be guaranteed that the initially preferred analysis will always be consis-tent with the intended overall interpretation of the utterance. This means that a full theoryof syntactic processing needs to specify not only how people initially resolve ambiguities, butalso how they recover (or reanalyse) when the initially chosen analysis turns out to be incor-rect. Reanalysis is a fundamentally complex process; at any point where reanalysis is possible,there may be any number of previous choice points, each of which may be revisable in anynumber of ways. Given this complexity, it is unlikely that reanalysis processes are randomor arbitrary. Rather, it is more likely that these processes are guided and constrained bysystematic principles and preferences. It is the goal of a theory of reanalysis to specify whatthese principles and preferences are, and this thesis may be seen as a contribution towardsthis goal.1.1 Overview of the thesisIn chapter 2, we establish the background of reanalysis within psycholinguistic research,identifying key concepts and discussing existing proposals in the light of these. We begin12
by dening what we mean by the term reanalysis, and establish the need for a theory ofreanalysis in psycholinguistic research, pointing out that reanalysis has hitherto played onlya secondary role in all but a small number of experimental studies. We then move on to adiscussion of the nature of reanalysis, identifying two of its key components, diagnosis andcure. We show how current models can be classied in terms of these two notions. We go onto discuss the concept of representation preservation; that is, the preference for the processorto maintain aspects of the structure that it has already built at the point where reanalysisbecomes necessary. Current models are shown to dier in the extent to which representationpreservation is assumed to be a constraint on reanalysis processes. We end the chapter witha more detailed discussion of two contrasting models.In chapter 3 the focus moves to the class of monotonic models, which represent a partic-ularly clear, and therefore theoretically interesting version of the representation preservinghypothesis. We show how the notion of monotonicity yields a precise denition of \preserva-tion" in representation preserving models, and we discuss models which have been proposedwithin this framework, concentrating particularly on that given in Gorrell (1995b). We pointout the necessity for monotonic theories such as Gorrell's to consider the actual processesinvolved in parsing and reanalysis, rather than simply dening the declarative constraints ofthe monotonic theory in question.Chapter 4 describes a computational implementation of a monotonic model which takesthe constraints of Gorrell (1995b) as its starting point. We show how the required constraintscan be captured by assuming three basic parsing operations, one of which, tree-lowering, isused for monotonic reanalysis. We point out the existence of reanalysis ambiguities, in whichthe tree lowering operation can be applied at more than one site, and argue that theories ofreanalysis must include preferences for such constructions. On the basis of examples fromEnglish and Japanese, we argue that such preferences may dier between predominantly head-initial languages such as English, and predominantly head-nal languages such as Japanese,and suggest some reasons why this may be so.Chapter 5 considers some of the empirical consequences of the model described in theprevious chapter, particularly in the light of recent experimental data concerning modierattachment. We show that the model is too restrictive, and argue that the appropriate wayto expand its coverage is to apply the monotonicity constraints not directly to phrase structure,13
as in classical monotonic theories, but to thematic structure. We give two general denitions ofmonotonicity, which allow one to maintain the notion of monotonic preservation while alteringthe types of representation to which it applies. Our thematic monotonicity constraint is theresult of applying these general denitions to certain aspects of thematic structure. We showhow the thematic monotonicity constraint combines insights from both Pritchett (1988) andFrazier and Clifton (1996).In chapter 6, we consider computational problems arising from the implementation ofthe thematic monotonicity model. Unlike in chapter 4, where the goal was to produce animplementation for a specic model, the focus here is on generality. Specically, we providea general method for fully incremental parsing, and consider the problem of implementinggeneral monotonicity denitions, as constraints on reanalysis.In chapter 7, we describe a self-paced reading experiment and a questionnaire study de-signed to test a preference for the resolution of reanalysis ambiguity. Specically, we testconstructions in which reanalysis is necessary, but where there are two possible ways to re-analyse. In terms of the model described in chapter 4, this corresponds to a choice betweenapplying tree-lowering either at a low (recent) or high (non-recent) site, and we predicted alow preference for these constructions. This low preference is conrmed in two o-line mea-sures (comprehension accuracy and questionnaire responses), but not in reaction times in aself-paced reading experiment. We conclude the chapter by discussing some reasons for thedistinction between the on-line and the o-line results.In chapter 8, we describe two questionnaire experiments designed to test the inuence ofthematic structure on the resolution of Japanese relative clause ambiguities. Previous studieshave found a high attachment preference for these constructions (Kamide and Mitchell, 1996).We argue that, in such left-branching structures, the preferred high attachment is derived viareanalysis. In our questionnaire studies we nd that thematic domain boundaries reduce thenumber of high attachments, as predicted by the thematic monotonicity model described inchapter 5.1.2 CaveatsThe preceding section gives an idea of what the reader can expect to nd in this thesis. Inthis section, we will give some indications about what the reader will not nd here.14
First, the reader will notice that, in common with much of the literature on psycholinguis-tic research, the syntactic structures we assume are rather nave. For example, we employneither the complex feature structures of Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollardand Sag, 1994) nor the highly baroque structures of functional projections and moved elementstypical of contemporary Chomskyan syntax (Chomsky, 1992). Instead, we have concentratedprimarily on processing phenomena, and limited our grammatical assumptions to a fairly ba-sic and general level.1 We believe that the resulting account could be recast in terms ofa number of syntactic theories. For example, it would be possible to build the reanalysistheory described here into a Principles and Parameters parser, provided that the grammarused by this parser is monostratal and non-derivational, as is the case in the parser describedin Crocker (1996). A similar account in Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar may alsobe possible, along the lines of the model described in Konieczny (1996). The monotonicityconstraints which we develop here rely to a great extent on the constituency based notionsof dominance and precedence. However, we believe that correlates of these constraints couldalso be dened in terms of dependency structures, allowing the possibility of building a ver-sion of the theory based on a dependency theory, such as Word Grammar (Hudson, 1994;Hudson, 1990).2 Specializing the parser in terms of one or other of the available syntactictheories would bring challenges of its own, and would doubtless lead to novel and interestingpredictions. However, we feel that it is possible, and often desirable, to investigate processingphenomena from a standpoint that is reasonably neutral with respect to syntactic theory, justas it usually considered desirable to investigate grammatical phenomena from a standpointthat is neutral with respect to processing theory.As far as the processing model itself is concerned, we will be discussing syntactic eects onreanalysis. It is widely assumed that reanalysis processes make use of a variety of knowledgesources, including semantics, pragmatics, statistical preferences and intonation. In concen-trating on chiey the syntactic aspects of reanalysis, our model will necessarily be incomplete,1We will clarify points where the choice of syntactic analysis has particularly important consequences.2Building a fully incremental parser for Minimalist theory (Chomsky, 1992) would be a considerable un-dertaking, since the notion of derivation on which standard minimalism crucially depends is fundamentallynon-incremental, and does not correspond to what we know of processing in either comprehension or pro-duction. This would appear to necessitate a fairly indirect grammar-parser relation, which would limit thetheoretical interest of the enterprize. Much more feasible and interesting from the processing point of viewis the dynamic version of minimalist theory proposed by Phillips (1995; 1996), where the derivations areperformed from left-to-right, and are intended to correspond precisely to the stages of incremental parsing.15
and therefore may miss some important generalizations. However, the task of building a work-ing model which incorporates all of the knowledge sources that may inuence reanalysis isprobably AI complete, since it would require the model to draw inferences from world knowl-edge. It seems a more reasonable goal to concentrate initially on a small well-dened subpartof the problem, and subsequently to investigate how it interacts with other components ofthe process.Furthermore, the incremental nature of the model we present here can, we believe, act asa basis for the investigation of other, non-syntactic eects on reanalysis. For example, it isknown that the frequency of certain constructions can aect preferences in attachment am-biguities and in reanalysis. In order to dene such statistical preferences in a psychologicallyinteresting way, it is desirable to have a realistic model of the contexts in which they applyduring real human parsing, and this necessitates an algorithm which builds connected struc-ture incrementally. Incrementality is also a prerequisite for modelling the eects of semanticinterpretation, since it is well known that plausibility eects can make themselves knownvery quickly (Traxler and Pickering, 1996). However, determining exactly how semantics andpragmatics inuence the reanalysis process is an interesting and complex question which weleave to future research.
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Chapter 2Experimental and TheoreticalResearch on Reanalysis2.1 Analysis and ReanalysisPsycholinguistics is an interdisciplinary eld of enquiry bringing together techniques of exper-imental psychology, linguistics and computer science to study the ability of humans to acquire,comprehend and produce language, and the problems involved in language breakdown.1 Theeld involves the study of linguistic processing at a number of levels, from the very ne graineddetails of word recognition to the higher level processes of discourse interpretation. A centralpart of psycholinguistics, which is referred to as \sentence processing" or \parsing", involvesthe study of how people compute hierarchical structure and dependency relations betweenwords and phrases, in order to derive a compositional semantic interpretation of an utter-ance. An important assumption, which has been borne out by a large volume of research,is that these combinatorial processes are guided and constrained by grammatical knowledge.It is therefore assumed that, at some level, there is a component of sentence comprehensionwhich can be viewed as the assignment of a grammatical structure, or an analysis, to a stringof words. For example, given a sentence such as Jack thinks Bill is silly, the grammaticalanalysis might include among other things, the information that thinks is the main verb ofthe sentence, that Jack is its subject, and that Bill is silly is its clausal complement. Given1Much of the material in sections 2.2 and 2.5 of this chapter will appear in Sturt and Crocker (to appear).17
the extent of ambiguity in natural language, it is clear that a string of words may sometimesbe compatible with more than one analysis, as in the sentence Jack said Bill died yesterday,which is compatible both with analysis in which yesterday modies died, and with an anal-ysis in which yesterday modies said. This kind of ambiguity is known as global ambiguity.Another type of ambiguity, which will play a central part in this thesis is local ambiguity. Astring is regarded as locally ambiguous if, given some processing algorithm,2 more than oneanalysis is compatible with the input at some intermediate stage of processing, regardless ofwhether or not all of these analyses will remain compatible with the input as a whole. So,for example, in the string, Jack knows Bill is silly (making certain assumptions about theprocessing algorithm), at the point where Bill is read, the input is compatible both with ananalysis in which knows takes a noun phrase direct object (a slot which can be occupied byBill), and also with an analysis in which knows takes a clausal complement (the subject slotof which can be occupied by Bill). Because only the second of these analyses is compatiblewith the input as a whole, the sentence is regarded as locally, but not globally ambiguous.The sentence Jack knows Bill very well exhibits the same local ambiguity, but is globallycompatible only with the NP direct object analysis.A serial model of sentence processing (such as that in Frazier and Rayner (1982), whichwe will discuss in section 2.3) applies preference strategies at ambiguous points in the input,to select just one analysis. Clearly, if just one analysis is selected when more than onealternative is possible, then there will be occasions in which this analysis is incompatiblewith the intended interpretation, or, in some cases, incompatible with the global grammaticalstructure of the utterance. In such cases, the processor must \recover" the correct analysisin order to arrive at the intended interpretation.In general, the process of discarding the current analysis and recovering the correct analysisis known as reanalysis. As we shall see in this introductory chapter, although a theory ofreanalysis is necessary for a complete model of parsing, the study of reanalysis is still verymuch in its infancy. Experimental psycholinguistics has concentrated on the decisions thatpeople initially make to resolve ambiguities, and reanalysis has played an important role in2As Abney and Johnson (1991) point out, local ambiguity is not an intrinsic property of strings, but aproperty of strings given some processing algorithm. When we use the term \locally ambiguous" in this thesis,we will do so on the assumption of a fully connected incremental parsing algorithm, as appears to be thegeneral practice in psycholinguistics. 18
the methodology which has been used. However, very few experimental studies have lookedat reanalysis as a research topic in its own right. Meanwhile, on the theoretical side, modelshave been proposed that attempt to explain intuitive dierences in the diculty of reanalysis,but these have typically not considered in any great detail the computational processes bywhich reanalysis is carried out.However, before we go on to discuss the specic models that have been proposed, we willbegin by oering a denition of reanalysis.2.2 A denition of \Reanalysis"As we said above, \reanalysis" can be loosely dened as the discarding of one analysis in favourof another. However, in order to be precise, we need a denition which will allow us to choosewhen one analysis can be counted as being dierent from another. Dierent models makedierent implicit assumptions on this question, and therefore, what counts as \reanalysis"varies considerably from model to model. For example, in Gibson's (1991) restricted parallelsystem, \reanalysis" refers only to recovery from \parsing breakdown" situations, which arepredicted to occur in those cases where a previously discarded parse has to be re-introduced.The re-ordering of alternatives still under parallel consideration, which presumably must occurat some level, is not regarded as reanalysis. Similarly, in \constraint satisfaction" models (e.g.MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (1994)), which are characterized by the parallelcompetitive activation of multiple alternatives, minor changes in relative activation levels arenot usually classed as \reanalysis", but some researchers working in this tradition (Trueswell,Tanenhaus, and Kello (1993)) do not deny the existence of \true garden path" eects, whichare indeed associated with \reanalysis". Presumably, reanalysis in a constraint satisfactionmodel corresponds to the re-activation of an alternative whose activation has dropped belowsome threshold to a level close to zero.By contrast, within a serial framework, the Garden Path model (Frazier (1978), Frazierand Rayner (1982)) assumes that normal processing is accompanied by any number of minorreanalyses, as initial attachments based on restricted grammatical knowledge are discardedby higher level processing modules. However, even within the Garden Path tradition, it isnot always clear which varieties of structural change count as reanalysis. For example, inmodels inuenced by the Garden Path tradition a distinction is often made between the19
attachment of postmodiers of verbs, which are incorporated into the representation viasister adjunction, and the attachment of postmodiers of nouns, which are incorporated viaChomsky adjunction (see Clifton, Speer, and Abney (1991) for an example of this distinction).Adams (1995) uses this distinction to argue that the attachment of NP modiers is, in somesense, more destructive than attachment of VP modiers, and therefore, in this model, weshould presumably see attachment of NP modiers as involving some form of reanalysis, andattachment of VP modiers as not.Given this wealth of subtly dierent nuances associated with the term, we propose toclarify what we mean by \reanalysis", before discussing the notion any further.We view the processing of a string as a series of states, where each word induces a transitionfrom one state to the next. The construction of a grammatical analysis can be viewed asa process of dependency formation, where dependencies can be viewed as directed binaryrelations, usually between heads and the items which the modify or select. Dependenciestake dierent forms in dierent grammatical theories. For example in categorial grammars(Lambek, 1958; Moortgat, 1988), dependencies are represented by argument cancellation.Meanwhile, Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammars, (Pollard and Sag, 1994), supplementargument cancellation with feature structure unication. In Government and Binding theory(Chomsky (1981; 1986a)) dependencies take the form of licensing relations (e.g. case marking,theta role assignment), and more recent versions of Chomskyan syntactic theories (Chomsky,1992), employ feature \checking". In Word Grammar (Hudson (1994; 1990)), dependenciesbetween words are theoretical primitives. Despite the varieties of formal devices which areused to model the notion, we believe that dependency is fundamental to all syntactic theories,and plays an important part in human language comprehension. We will employ this notionin our denition of reanalysis.We will use the abbreviation DepS to stand for the following proposition: \Dep is the setof dependencies holding in the preferred analysis at state S". We will abbreviate the notionof \a transition from state S to state T" as S =) T . Now, we dene reanalysis as follows:3A transition S =) T involves reanalysis i DepS = DepT .From the denition, it can be seen that by \reanalysis" we mean \breaking at least one3Note that the denition makes the simplifying assumption that it will always be possible to identify oneparticular transition where the preference for one alternative is replaced by the preference for another.20
dependency". From this it follows that, for example, attaching a postmodier is not a case ofreanalysis, since it involves adding rather than breaking a dependency. On the other hand, ina ranked parallel system, changing the relative preference order of analyses in such a way thatthe preferred analysis at S is no longer the preferred analysis at T will count as reanalysis, ifthere are any dependencies at S which do not hold at T .2.3 The Importance of Reanalysis in PsycholinguisticsThe ultimate aim of psycholinguistics must be to gain a full understanding of the process bywhich sound waves (or sequences of written characters) are mapped to and from representa-tions of meaning. So far, progress in this endeavour has been limited to relatively small partsof these processes. In sentence processing research, the majority of experimental studies havebeen directed at the investigation of the initial decisions that people make to resolve localambiguities. Although, as we will see below, reanalysis plays a central part in the method-ology used to investigate this issue, very few experimental studies have looked seriously atreanalysis as a phenomenon in its own right.The dominant methodology4 for studying initial ambiguity resolution strategies can betraced back to the inuential eye-tracking experiments reported in Frazier and Rayner (1982),which we will briey describe in this section. The main goal of Frazier and Rayner's studywas to demonstrate the existence of serial strategies in human sentence processing, and toargue in particular for the strategies of Minimal Attachment and Late Closure. We will takethe strategy of Late Closure as an example here, considering some of the authors' originalmaterials. Consider (2.1) below:(2.1) a. Since Jay always jogs a mile this seems like a short distance to him.b. Since Jay always jogs a mile seems like a short distance to him.Late Closure predicts that the processor prefers to attach incoming material to recentlybuilt structure. In (2.1), late closure predicts that the NP a mile is preferentially attachedas a direct object of the preceding verb jogs, rather than as a subject of the main clause.Assuming a serial control strategy, in which the processor locally commits itself to only one4By \methodology", we mean the general technique of eliciting garden paths, rather than eye-tracking inparticular. 21
resolution of the ambiguity and subsequently reanalyses if necessary, then it is predicted thatany information which disconrms the initially chosen Late Closure attachment will triggerreanalysis, which will result in increased processing diculty. In the case of (2.1), this set ofhypotheses predicts that there will be a dierence in processing diculty between (2.1.a) and(2.1.b) in the region beginning with seems. Specically, greater processing diculty will bedetected in (2.1.b), where the initial Late Closure attachment is disconrmed, than in (2.1.a),where it is conrmed. In fact, the authors found evidence for both Late Closure and MinimalAttachment, by demonstrating statistically signicant increases in reading time, and in thenumber of eye regressions in the predicted dispreferred structures.Clearly, the methodology described in Frazier and Rayner's study relies crucially on nd-ing reanalysis eects in order to demonstrate ambiguity resolution strategies. However, as wewill see below, Frazier and Rayner also considered another side to the question, namely thatof how the processor reanalyses. Although Frazier and Rayner's study, and the methodologyit exemplies, has been hugely inuential, subsequent experimental research has almost ex-clusively followed up issues related to the rst question of what inuences initial ambiguityresolution, rather than the second question of how the processor reanalyses. Of course, thequestion of what inuences initial ambiguity resolution is an important one, because its an-swer promises to shed light on a number of fundamental properties of mental architecture.One important question is the nature of the knowledge informing the process of ambiguityresolution. For example, are ambiguities initially resolved on the basis of all possible relevantinformation, including semantic/pragmatic plausibility, ne grained statistics and syntacticwell-formedness (c.f. MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (1994), Trueswell, Tanen-haus, and Kello (1993)), or does the processor initially make its decisions based on restrictedlow-level knowledge sources, such as structural preferences, and subsequently rene or revisethese decisions when higher level information becomes available (c.f. Frazier and Rayner(1982) Rayner, Carlson, and Frazier (1983), Ferreira and Henderson (1990), Mitchell, Corley,and Garnham (1992)).However, in order to gain a fuller understanding of human language processing, we needto supplement our knowledge of initial ambiguity resolution with knowledge about reanalysis.The language processor often initially resolves ambiguity in a way which is inconsistent withthe nal interpretation of the utterance, which means that initial resolutions of attachment22
ambiguities cannot be totally reliable predictors of the global reading of an utterance. Thispoint can be seen more clearly if we consider certain dissociations between results from on-line ambiguity resolution experiments and results from corpus studies. One example of such adissociation is reported in Brysbaert and Mitchell (1996), and involves Dutch relative clauseattachment ambiguities of a form similar to Someone shot the servant of the actress who wason the balcony. Although the author's eye-tracking experiment showed clear evidence for acommitment at the earliest measurable point to the high attachment of the relative clause(i.e. the reading where the servant is on the balcony), a search of a Dutch corpus revealeda strong low attachment bias for structures of this type (i.e. sentences where the intendedmeaning corresponds to the reading where the actress was on the balcony predominated).If the on-line evidence reects a preference for initial ambiguity resolution, and the corpusused by the authors reects a realistic sample of the language to which Dutch speakers areexposed, then, in the majority of cases, reanalysis will be necessary in order to derive theintended interpretation of these constructions. Although the experiment was designed to testa separate issue (the eect of linguistic experience on initial ambiguity resolution) results suchas these also illustrate that initial ambiguity resolution is unlikely to be a reliable predictorof the nal interpretation of an utterance. A full understanding of language comprehensionmust include a consideration of how alternatives are recovered when an initial decision isdiscarded. In short, we need a theory of reanalysis, which would make predictions regardingthe the relative accessibility of alternatives to the initial decision, and how the processorchooses when more than one alternative is available. This is necessary so long as the processorever adopts the wrong initial analysis, which is likely to be a frequent occurrence in sentencecomprehension.2.4 The Nature of ReanalysisReanalysis is an inherently complex process as compared with initial ambiguity resolution.In order to see this, consider Figure 2.1. The point we are going to make is easiest to seeif we restrict our attention to a maximally incremental processing system, where each wordis incorporated into single totally connected syntactic representation before the processormoves on to consider the next word. As we will argue in later chapters of this thesis, such anotion of incrementality is a desirable property for models of the human syntactic processor,23
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Figure 2.1:and is assumed, either implicitly or explicitly, in many theories. Consider the problem ofincorporating a new word into the representation, as informally illustrated in gure 2.1.Assuming that the processor attaches in accordance with the theory of trees, so that itcannot create crossing branches, or allow a node to have more than one mother,5 then thelocus of initial attachment possibilities for the projection of the new word corresponds withthe right frontier of the tree built so far|that is, depending on the processing system used,the constituent XP could be attached as a daughter of any of the nodes on the path from Cto A, or alternatively, the root A could be attached as the left daughter of XP (see Stevenson(1994a), (1994b) and the model given in chapter 4 for particularly clear examples of \right-frontier based"6 attachment strategies). However, no other attachments are possible if theprocessor wants to obey the theory of trees, retain a connected structure, and preserve alldependencies.Now consider the possibilities for reanalysis. It may be the case that XP cannot nda felicitous attachment site on the right frontier. If this is true, then, according to mostmodels, the processor will attempt to revise a previous decision. In contrast to the situationof initial ambiguity resolution, there are no a priori structural constraints on either the locusof revisable previous choice points or on the locus of possible alternatives for any one of these5The theory of trees is introduced on page 48, chapter 3. See also Wall (1972) and Partee, ter Meulen, andWall (1993) for further discussion.6The right frontier of a tree can be dened as the set of all nodes in the tree which do not precede anyother node. 24
choice points. Given the inherent complexity of reanalysis, it is implausible to suggest thatreanalysis is an essentially arbitrary or random process. Instead, it is highly likely that theprocess is guided by systematic constraints and strategies. A denition of these strategies isessential to a full model of human parsing, since even if we successfully identify the preferencesthat humans exhibit in initially resolving ambiguities, this information is incomplete withoutsome further consideration of how these initial decisions are revised. Frazier and Rayner's(1982) study, which we mentioned above, made some initial progress towards the study ofstrategies in reanalysis. Specically, they considered the following three hypotheses about thereanalysis mechanism:Backward Reanalysis: The processor proceeds backwards, attempting alternative resolu-tions of each choice point, in reverse chronological order (note that this chronologicalbacktracking algorithm is used by the prolog theorem prover, and is therefore thedefault algorithm used by parsers written in this language).Forward Reanalysis: The processor abandons its parse of the sentence, and returns to thebeginning of the sentence to start again (presumably the parser would have to retain atleast some details of the original parse, to avoid making the same mistake twice).Selective Reanalysis: The processor makes use of the information it has available in orderto prioritize its search for alternative solutions. For example, in (2.1b), the disambiguat-ing word seems lacks a subject. The processor can make use of this kind of informationin order to start looking for an NP which could act as the missing subject. This kindof information can be used to nd the most relevant choice points to look at duringreanalysis.Frazier and Rayner argued that the observed patterns of eye movements supported the third ofthese alternatives, the selective reanalysis hypothesis. Given the extent of ambiguity in naturallanguage, and the temporal and computational constraints on processing, we would expectthe search for previous choice points to be prioritized in a way which is likely to maximizethe chances of nding the correct solution. A simple chronological search would not, in thegeneral case, guarantee this. Therefore, some version of the selective reanalysis hypothesis islikely to be true of the human language processing system. However, selective reanalysis isa high level description of a strategy which could be instantiated in any number of dierent25
ways. The question of exactly how the processor selects its choice point for reanalysis is animportant one, which has only recently begun to be considered in any great depth.A further question which must be answered in a theory of reanalysis is that of whatmakes some kinds of reanalysis dicult. If the parser applies systematic strategies in itsreanalysis processes, then it is likely that there are systematic and predictable dierences inthe accessibility of dierent types of reanalysis. Hence, any patterns of diculty which weobserve can be used to infer information about the nature of the constraints which applyto reanalysis. For example, in a recent series of experiments, Ferreira and Henderson (1991)found that reanalysis diculty is signicantly increased when the head of an ambiguous phraseis separated from its disambiguating region, so that (2.2a) is more dicult to reanalyse than(2.2b):(2.2) a. While the boy scratched the dog that is hairy yawned loudly.b. While the boy scratched the big and hairy dog yawned loudly.Ferreira and Henderson interpreted this nding in terms of a processor which assigns thematicroles in a head driven manner, so that the patient role of scratched is assigned to the NPheaded by dog earlier in (2.2a) than in (2.2b), allowing time for the activation of the globallycorrect subcategorization frame to decay in (2.2a), increasing the diculty of the reanalysis.Although this interpretation of the data has been disputed (see Hemforth, Konieczny, andScheepers (1994a)), the study demonstrates that reanalysis diculty is amenable to exper-imental investigation, and suggests a fruitful avenue of future research, which has not beenfollowed up to any great extent.2.5 Theoretical Models of ReanalysisIn this section, we will turn our attention to the abstract sub-components of the reanalysisprocess, and we will consider in more detail how theoretical models have proposed constraintson these processes. Specically, we will identify two dimensions on which theories of reanalysismay vary, and classify existing models according to them. We will argue that many of themodels of reanalysis that have been proposed to date are incomplete in that they concentrateon abstract specications of constraints on reanalysis, without paying due attention to theactual computational processes involved. The theoretical approach to reanalysis has its origins26
in computational and theoretical linguistics. Most of the models that we discuss in this sectionhave as their goal the formulation of constraints on reanalysis, such that certain types ofreanalysis are predicted to be systematically more dicult than others.2.5.1 The Components of the Reanalysis ProcessConsider example (2.3):(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.Assume that the cake is initially attached as the direct object of saw, and that the processorattempts to reanalyse this decision at was. Assume also that the processor is serial to theextent that it does not have the sentential complement reading available7. Then, the reanalysismust involve at least the following operations:1. the cake must be \detached" from its current position as the direct object of saw (wewill call this position the detachment site).2. the cake must be re-attached as into the subject of was (we will call this position thetarget site).3. The (projection of) the new word was must be attached into a position in the represen-tation (we will call this position the attachment site of the new word).As we stated above, recent models of reanalysis have concentrated on the aim of accountingfor dierential costs associated with dierent reanalyses by postulating various constraints onthe possibilities for revision. The proposed constraints may vary along two dimensions; rstly,models vary in the extent to which they constrain the diagnosis versus the cure of gardenpaths (terms we have borrowed from Fodor and Inoue (1994)). Secondly, models vary in thenature of the computational limitations which are assumed to be the ultimate motivation forthe constraints. Specically, while some models attribute their constraints directly to limitsin the computational resources available to the processor (such as bounded working memory,for example), others express the computational limitations less directly, by appealing to a7In a parallel system, such as that of Gibson (1991), the processor simply has to discard the structurecorresponding to the direct object reading from its working set, and attach was into the structure correspondingto the sentential complement reading. 27
preference encoded in the processor to preserve certain core aspects of representation. We willcall the former class resource bounded and the latter class representation preserving models.It is with the problem of dening representation preserving models that this thesis will beconcerned.2.5.2 Diagnosis vs. CureAs we mentioned above, there is still not a great deal of experimental evidence available onthe nature of reanalysis, and many researchers have relied on intuitive distinctions, betweendegrees of diculty associated with dierent types of reanalysis. An example of such a dis-tinction, originating in the work of Pritchett (1988), is that between \conscious" garden paths(which, typically are claimed to cause noticeable processing diculty) and \unconscious" gar-den paths (which, intuitively cause only a minor disruption to processing). Contrast (2.3),repeated below, which would on most accounts be classed as an unconscious, or easy gardenpath, with (2.4), which on many would be classed a conscious, or dicult garden path (c.f.Pritchett (1988), (1992), Gorrell (1995b)).(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.(2.4) While the wedding guests ate the cake was still being decorated.Using the intuitive distinctions such as these as a clue, researchers have attempted to deneconstraints on reanalysis which exclude garden paths from which recovery is dicult, butinclude easy garden paths.It should be noted before we proceed with the discussion that many researchers dis-agree with making a distinction between conscious and unconscious garden paths. Frequentlyvoiced objections include the possibility that the diculty of reanalysis may vary according toa continuous function as opposed to a binary distinction, as well as the fact that experimentaltechniques have not yet been found which can probe whether or not a reanalysis reaches con-sciousness. We do not propose to justify the conscious/unconscious distinction here. However,we do point out that while the theories that we will be discussing in this section predict that,all other things being equal, certain types of reanalysis are systematically easier to achievethan others, they do not necessarily commit themselves to dening this distinction in termsof consciousness, despite the fact that many researchers in the eld have done so previously.28
The prediction that certain types of reanalysis are systematically easier than others leads toa number of further predictions which allow experimental testing|predicted easy reanalysesshould be preferred to predicted dicult reanalyses in situations where both are possible,all other things being equal; comprehension accuracy and reading speed should be adverselyaected in sentences which demand a reanalysis which is predicted to be dicult relative tosentences which allow a reanalysis which is easy, for example.However, it does not make sense to conduct such experiments without a model to test,and we believe that it is reasonable to base such initial models on intuitions. Throughoutthis thesis, we will freely cite the intuitions of researchers who have worked previously inthe eld, making the assumption that these intuitive data correspond to actual processingpreferences which should be captured in a model. Although we do provide two experimentalstudies of reanalysis issues in chapters 7 and 8, there is a need for more extensive experimentalinvestigation, which we leave for future research.Recall from the previous section that reanalysis typically involves nding a detachmentsite, nding a target site to re-attach the detached constituent, and nding a new attachmentsite for (the projection of) the new word. The constraints in the following models can bedened in terms of one or more of these notions:Pritchett (1988) The target site must be in the same theta-domain as the detachmentsite.8Pritchett (1992) The detachment site must govern or dominate the target site.Gorrell (1995b) The detachment site must dominate the target site. (n.b. this is aconsequence of the indelibility of dominance and precedence relations, rather than beingstipulated).Lewis (1993) The detachment site must be local to the new attachment site of theincoming word (where the notion of local corresponds to \within the same maximalprojection").Fodor and Inoue (to appear) The detachment site must be accessible to the newattachment site of the incoming word through a chain of grammatical dependencies.8For a denition of theta-domain, see page 2.6.1. 29
Stevenson (1994a), (1994b) Similar constraints to those proposed in chapter 4, butderived from the architecture of a hybrid Competitive Activation model.It can be seen from the above that the models dier with respect to the relative importanceattached to the detachment site and the target site. For example, Lewis (1993) and Fodorand Inoue (to appear) impose no constraints on the target site, beyond those that apply toinitial attachment, but impose strong constraints on the detachment site with respect to theposition where the projection of the new word is attached. In terms of search, this impliesthat the search for the attachment error that is the ultimate cause of the need for reanalysisis more tightly constrained than the search for an alternative attachment. On the otherhand, Pritchett (1988), (1992) imposes no constraints on the position of the detachment siteitself, but does impose constraints on the position of the target site relative to the detachmentsite. Pritchett's model implies that the search for an alternative attachment is more tightlyconstrained than the search for the error. We can call models of the former kind, whichconstrain the search for the error more heavily than the search for alternative attachments,\diagnosis-constrained models", and models of the latter kind, which constrain the search foralternative attachments more heavily than the search for the error, \cure-constrained models".Of course, many models constrain elements of both diagnosis and cure; for example, the modelwhich we will describe in chapter 4 imposes a right-frontier based accessibility constraint onthe search for a detachment site, and to this extent is diagnosis-constrained. On the otherhand, the model also strongly constrains the space of possible target positions, and to thisextent it is also cure-constrained. This shows that diagnosis-constrained models and cure-constrained models are not mutually exclusive. Rather, diagnosis and cure should be seenas two aspects of search which, in any particular processing model, may independently beconstrained to a greater or lesser extent. To the extent that a model can be seen to constraindiagnosis at the expense of cure, that model can be called diagnosis-constrained model, andvice versa.2.5.3 Resource-Boundedness vs. Representation PreservationIt is likely that the ultimate motivation for the constraints on reanalysis is computational.Given the combinatorial explosion of ambiguity in natural language, and the a priori complex-ity of search involved in reanalysis which we discussed above, it is unlikely that all alternatives30
to an initially chosen analysis are equally accessible to the processor. However, as we have seenabove, models vary with respect to how these limitations manifest themselves in processingbehaviour.Gibson (1991) is a clear example of a resource-bounded model, since in this model, thebounds on computational resources play a direct role in the constraints imposed on reanalysis.In Gibson's model, the processor maintains multiple analyses in parallel, but, to avoid memoryoverload, prunes away analyses which exceed a certain processing cost relative to the preferredanalysis. The necessity for re-introducing a pruned structure is predicted to correspond to theconscious garden path eect in human processing. In this system, the constraint on reanalysisis clearly motivated by working memory limitations. Conserving working memory also playsa key part in the more serial model of Lewis (1993), where attachment sites waiting to belled are pruned from the parser's memory under certain conditions.By contrast, Representation Preservingmodels attribute to the processor an unwillingnessto destroy representation, or propose that there is a diculty involved in doing so. Theultimate motivation for this may very well be limitations in computational resources; after all,representations presumably require computational resources to build and modify. However,the link between bounds on computational resources and constraints on processing is muchless direct in these models than in the resource bounded models. Instead, the claim is thatthere is something about destroying structure which is intrinsically dispreferred. The modeldescribed in Fodor and Inoue (to appear) contrasts strongly with a representation preservingmodel, since it claims that there is no diculty involved in destroying structure per se, justso long as the limited inferential capabilities of the processor allow it to determine whichstructure needs to be destroyed.An example of a principle which is clearly motivated by representation preservation isFrazier and Clifton's (to appear) Minimal Revisions Principle (Frazier, 1990a; Frazier, 1994):Minimal Revisions: Don't make an unnecessary revision. When revision isnecessary, make the minimal revision consistent with the error signal, maintainingas much of the already assigned structure and interpretation as possible.As an abstract statement about the nature of human sentence processing, the concept behindthe Minimal Revisions principle makes a great deal of sense. Clearly, the opposite claim,say a \Maximal Revisions" principle would be computationally implausible; it would entail31
a strategy in which the processor throws away hard-earned interpretations for no good rea-son. Furthermore, the small amount of experimental evidence which exists points towardsrepresentation preserving behaviour on the part of the processor. For example, Ferreira andHenderson's (1991) results, as described, can be interpreted in terms of a processor whichnds it hard to reanalyse dependencies which have been semantically conrmed.However, the statement of Minimal Revisions, as given above, could be interpreted invarious ways, depending on precisely what is meant by \minimal revision", and \maintainingas much of the already assigned structure and interpretation as possible." The question is,what general metric would be appropriate to quantify destructiveness to representations? Onepossibility, which would be consistent with our dependency-based denition of reanalysis, isto count the number of dependencies which have to be broken by the revision in question.This metric was behind the explanation we suggested for dierences, described in Sturt andCrocker (1996), and in chapter 4 of this thesis, between reanalysis preferences in head-initialversus head-nal languages.However, the simple number of dependencies which are broken is unlikely to providea complete answer to the question|in many cases, both \hard" and \easy" garden pathsinvolve breaking only one dependency. In the reputedly \easy" garden path in (2.3) repeatedbelow, one dependency (between saw and the cake is broken, and the same is true of the\hard" garden path in (2.4), where the broken dependency is between ate and the cake.(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.(2.4) While the wedding guests ate the cake was still being decorated.Furthermore, there is evidence that the preferred interpretation of certain relative clauseattachment ambiguities in Italian (De Vincenzi and Job (1995)) and Japanese (Kamide andMitchell (1996)) may be derived via the breaking of one dependency even in the absence ofany syntactic or semantic error signal (see Sturt and Crocker (1997), and chapter 5 of thisthesis for discussion).This leads us to another side to this question, which is the consideration that there mightbe certain aspects of representation that are, in some sense, more sacred to the processor thanothers, and which it is therefore more reluctant to destroy. This has been the basic assumptionbehind many of the reanalysis models that have been recently proposed. Thus, as we shall32
see, Pritchett's (1988) Theta Reanalysis Constraint encodes a preference to preserve certainaspects of thematic structure, as dened by his \thematic domains". Meanwhile, Gorrell(1995b) and Weinberg (1993), (1995), which we will consider in chapter 3, and which wewill develop in subsequent chapters of this thesis encode a preference to preserve (descriptionbased) constituent structure representations. On the other hand, Bader (1996) argues thatmultiple representation types (a mixture of syntactic, lexical-morphological and prosodic)should be preserved.As with the diagnosis/cure distinction, resource-boundedness and representation-preservationare not mutually exclusive characteristics. That is, for example, a processor may be resourcebounded in some way, say, due to limitations on working memory, but may use representation-preservation as a heuristic for keeping the computational cost of reanalysis within thesebounds. Similarly, a processor may be primarily motivated to preserve representations, butbe further limited by rather modest inference capabilities.2.6 A More Detailed Description of Two ModelsIn this section, we will look at two recent models, and examine in more detail how theyconstrain reanalysis. The rst model we look at is that of Pritchett (1988, 1992), which ex-emplies a representation preserving, cure based approach. Secondly, we look at the proposalof Fodor and Inoue (to appear), which exemplies a diagnosis based approach.We will postpone our discussion of monotonic models such as Gorrell (1995b) until thenext chapter.2.6.1 Pritchett (1988)The Theta Reanalysis Constraint (TRC)The motivation behind Pritchett's (1988)9 work is to produce a parsing model whose be-haviour is motivated, to as great an extent as possible, by the principles of the competencegrammar. The competence grammar that Pritchett assumes is similar to the Principles and9The TRC was replaced by the \On Line Locality Constraint" (OLLC) in subsequent work (Pritchett(1992)). However, we discuss the earlier version of the theory here, as it is a much clearer example of arepresentation preserving principle. In chapter 5, we will argue that, although the TRC has some empiricalproblems, these are not solved satisfactorily by the OLLC, and the TRC oers a better starting point for thedenition of constraints on the reanalysis of modier attachment.33
Parameters model of grammar (Chomsky (1981; 1986b; 1986a)). The process of initial ambi-guity resolution is assumed to be driven by the maximum satisfaction of licensing constraints,with particular emphasis being placed on the thematic component of the grammar. Thismeans that the parser works in such a way as to minimize the number of thematic rolesthat are left unassigned or unreceived at any point in processing, a strategy which he callsTheta Attachment. Conversely, reanalysis is constrained by a principle which guarantees thepreservation of the thematic structure that has been assigned. This constraint on reanalysisis called the thematic reanalysis constraint:Theta Reanalysis Constraint: (TRC) Syntactic reanalysis which interprets a-marked constituent as outside of its current -domain is costly.-domain:  is in the  -domain of  i  receives the  -role from  or  isdominated by a constituent that receives the   role from .We can see how the TRC predicts the dierence in diculty between (2.3) and (2.4). First,consider the easier (2.3):(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.The NP covering the cake is initially attached as the direct object of saw:[....[V P saw [NP the cake]]In this position, the cake receives the theme role from saw. Subsequently, on the input ofwas, the theme role is taken over by a clause (CP). Since the cake is dominated by this CP,it is still within the theme theta domain, and the reanalysis is predicted to cause littlediculty.[....[V P saw [CP [IP [NP the cake] was]]]]Now consider (2.4), which is claimed to be a dicult reanalysis:(2.4) While the wedding guests ate the cake was still being decorated.We assume that the cake is assigned the theme theta role by ate. However, the reanalysisrequired to reinterpret the cake as the subject of the matrix clause brings the constituent outof this domain (i.e. it no longer receives the theme role from saw, and is not dominated by aconstituent which is assigned this role). Hence the reanalysis is predicted to cause diculty.34
DiscussionPritchett's model can be clearly seen as a cure-based, representation preserving theory, inthat the Theta Reanalysis Constraint can be interpreted as a preference to preserve thecontent of thematic domains. However, there are a number of aspects of the model which areunsatisfactory. Firstly, the theory makes no attempt to dene the computational processesby which reanalysis is carried out. It is certainly reasonable to dene declarative constraintson representational change, and it can be seen as a strength of Pritchett's theory that suchconstraints can be dened so simply. However, as we will argue in chapters 3 and 4, afull theory of reanalysis must say not only which types of reanalysis are possible, but alsohow reanalysis proceeds. Dening such dynamic processes leads to new empirical predictionswhich cannot be made simply with reference to static principles such as the Theta ReanalysisConstraint. Furthermore, the consequences of a reanalysis model are hard to assess withoutthe aid of a computational implementation, given that reanalysis is an inherently complexphenomenon.A second aspect of Pritchett's model which can be criticised is the fact that the licensing-based approach fails to make any interesting predictions regarding modiers, which do notobviously t into the scheme of licensing. Recent work originating in the well known studyby Cuetos and Mitchell (1988) has made a number of interesting ndings regarding modiers,and these need to be accounted for in a theory of sentence processing. In fact, we will arguein chapter 5, that some of the accounts of these eects of modier attachments, such as thatof Frazier and Clifton (1996) can be reconciled with a version of the TRC. However, thisrequires a number of changes, and it is not obvious how the licensing-based approach wouldt in with these.A third aspect of Pritchett's model which has been the subject of criticism is his use ofhead driven parsing (Pritchett, 1991). This strategy, in which a constituent is not built untilthe head has been received in the input, is non-incremental, and is inconsistent with a widerange of evidence from head nal languages (Hemforth, Konieczny, and Scheepers (1994a),Yamashita (1994), Bader and Lasser (1994)). However, since this aspect of Pritchett's modelhas been criticised elsewhere (Crocker (1996), Gorrell (1995b), Inoue and Fodor (1995)), wewill not discuss the issue further in this chapter. We do, however, point out that head drivenparsing is not a necessary consequence of the TRC; in fact, in chapter 5, we will describe35
a model which combines certain key insights of the TRC with incremental, word by wordstructure building.2.6.2 Fodor and InoueIn contrast to Pritchett's model, the work of Fodor and Inoue (1994; to appear) representsa particularly clear example of a diagnosis-constrained approach to reanalysis. Indeed, theauthors specically claim that there is no diculty involved in destroying structure per se, andthat it is not the case that some cures are easier than others. They claim that diculty onlyarises in cases where the processor's inference mechanism breaks down, after failing to ndthe source of the original parsing error that has led to the garden path. The value of Fodorand Inoue's model is that it allows us to test the consequences of assuming that representationpreservation and constraints on cure are unnecessary in a theory of reanalysis. However, aswe will see, although representation preservation and cure constraints are assigned a minimalrole, there are points in the theory which rely crucially on the (often implicit) assumption ofprecisely such constraints.In what follows, we will examine the proposal put forward in Fodor and Inoue (to appear)in some detail.At the core of the reanalysis mechanism is the principle of Attach Anyway:Attach Anyway: Having established that there is no legitimate attachment sitein the CPPM for the current input word, attach the input word into the CPPMwherever it least severely violates the grammar, and subject to the usual preferenceprinciples that govern Attach.10The parser then tries to change the rest of the tree to legitimate the ungrammatical attachmentproduced by Attach Anyway. This process is governed by the principle of Adjust:Adjust: When a grammatical conict has been created between two nodes orfeatures X and Y in the CPPM, by either Attach Anyway or Adjust, eliminate theproblem by altering minimally (i.e. no more than is necessary) whichever of Xand Y was less recently acted on, without regard for grammatical conicts therebycreated between that node and other elements in the CPPM.10Attach is simply the rst pass attachment principle, which attempts to nd a grammatical attachment sitefor the current input word. 36
It can be seen that Adjust is dened recursively. This results in a basic reanalysis algorithmthat can be summarised as follows:1. Attach the projection of the oending word into the tree via Attach Anyway.2. Find X, a node or feature which is incompatible with the current conguration.3. Change X in some way (e.g. if X is a node, reattach it elsewhere in the tree, if X is afeature, destructively change it).4. If the resulting conguration is well-formed, then succeed, else go to 2.Because of the recursive denition, steps 2 and 3 may be repeated any number of times, ina chain of inference that, in a successful reanalysis, will lead to the discovery of the originalerror source. Recalling our discussion earlier in the chapter, each application of step 2 may beseen as a diagnosis step in the inference chain, while each application of step 3 may be seenas a cure step in the inference chain. As we mentioned in the previous discussion, Fodor andInoue's model can be seen as a strongly diagnosis-constrained model. What this means is thatof steps 2 and 3, it is 3 to which the main constraint of the theory applies. The constraint inquestion is called the Grammatical Dependency Principle:The Grammatical Dependency Principle (GDP): When a grammar viola-tion has been created in the CPPM by an action on node n in accord with AttachAnyway or Adjust, attempt to eliminate the problem by acting on a node that isgrammatically incompatible with n.The GDP ensures that each diagnosis step in the chain of inference is linked by a grammati-cal inconsistency. Given that the set of nodes or features which can be inconsistent with anattachment is highly constrained syntactically, this is equivalent to imposing a locality con-straint, dened in terms of grammatical dependencies, on the diagnosis step of the search.11Let us see how a typical reanalysis would proceed in this framework. Consider the following\easy" sentence:(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.11Note that these local dependency links may be composed together to form a non-local dependency, as inlong-distance extraction, for example. 37
In Fodor and Inoue's system, the cake is initially attached as the object of saw. When theauxiliary verb was is read, clausal structure is projected, and (presumably) the CP projectionis attached as a sister of saw, via attach anyway, and as part of the attachment operation,incorporates the NP the cake as its subject, in a manner similar to the tree-lowering operationof Sturt and Crocker (1996), which we discuss in chapter 412. The set of nodes with which theattachment of CP in this position is incompatible includes the verb saw, since it is labelledwith a feature showing subcategorization for an NP. Adjust then changes this feature to onewhich subcategorizes for a CP. The lexicon is checked, and the repair is successful, since sawcan subcategorize for a CP.However, there is another aspect of Fodor the model which, in contrast to the GrammaticalDependency principle, is clearly a cure based, representation preserving principle. The authorscall this the \Thematic Overlay Eect" (henceforth TOE). Informally, the content of TOE isthat verbs and other thematic assigners resist having their arguments removed. This seemsat rst sight to be very similar to the TRC of Pritchett, but there are dierences, the mostimportant of which is that TOE does not apply in cases where the removal of an argumenthas been explicitly requested in an inference step; that is to say, the eects of TOE cannot beseen in cases where the steps of diagnosis inference follow the GDP. So, for example, in (2.3)above, since the GDP allows the processor to infer that it is necessary to remove the cakefrom saw, no TOE eects can be seen. However, this can be contrasted with the \dicult"garden path given in (2.5).(2.5) While the boy scratched the big and hairy dog yawned loudly.Here, there is no chain of grammatical inconsistencies leading from the lack of an overt subjectfor yawned to the misattachment of the big and hairy dog as the object of scratched.13 Thismeans that the processor has to apply an \emergency" reanalysis operation, which the authorscall theft, and which applies when the GDP does not lead to a successful reanalysis. It is incases of theft that TOE eects are seen. To make the point, Fodor and Inoue contrast (2.5)with a similar example, which involves theft, but does not induce the TOE eect:(2.6) While the boy scratched the big and hairy dog and the cat yawned loudly.12Thanks to Janet Fodor (personal communication), for giving some details of the attachment operationsassumed in Fodor and Inoue (to appear).13Note that this assumes a high \attach anyway" for yawned.38
In (2.6), Fodor and Inoue argue that yawned prefers to take the cat as its subject, in preferenceto the entire coordinated NP. This leads to an analysis of (2.6) as an incomplete sentence,that could be continued as follows:(2.7) While the boy scratched the big and hairy dog and the cat yawned loudly, thehamster continued running in its little wheel.Fodor and Inoue point out that sentences such as (2.7) are intuitively easier to process thaneither (2.5) or the complete sentence analysis of (2.6), and that this is due to TOE. Thereason for this is that theft removes the NP object in of scratched in (2.6), and forces the verbscratched to be re-interpreted as intransitive. In (2.7), in contrast, only one conjunt of thecoordinated NP is removed, and although the internal structure of the coordinated phrasehas to be revised, the verb scratched remains marked as a transitive verb, retaining an NPargument. Therefore no TOE eects are observed.If the observation illustrated in (2.6) and (2.7) is correct, then it poses some interestingproblems for most theories of reanalysis. However, it is instructive to note that in order toaccount for it, Fodor and Inoue appeal to a principle which is clearly representation-preservingand cure-constrained in its content. Indeed, it is dicult to see how such a contrast could bepredicted on a purely diagnosis based account, as the diagnosis of a misattachment involving acoordinated NP would appear a priori to be more rather than less complex than one involvingan uncoordinated NP.DiscussionFodor and Inoue's model is interesting and instructive in that it allows us to see the conse-quences of the extreme position they adopt. The model goes further than Pritchett's in thatit considers the actual processes of inference in reanalysis. However, although it is possible togain an intuitive idea about what kind of an algorithm is involved, there are still a number ofissues which would have to be resolved before a computational implementation could be builtto test the theory. For example, unless heavily constrained, the application of Attach Anywaycould lead to serious intractability problems. Each \cure" step in a chain of adjustmentsmay be executed as an ungrammatical attachment, and is not constrained by the GDP14.14Recall that the GDP applies to diagnosis rather than cure steps.39
Furthermore, at the point when the processor makes the ungrammatical attachment, it maynot know whether it is the appropriate ungrammatical attachment to make, because this maydepend on the success of subsequent ungrammatical attachments. Given the fact that, forany reasonably sized phrase marker, the number of possible ungrammatical attachments atany one step in the chain of inference is quite large, the search space involved may be quiteenormous.2.7 SummaryIn this chapter we have pointed out that, while a theory of reanalysis is fundamentally im-portant for any model of human sentence processing, it has been the focus of surprisinglylittle research in psycholinguistics. In our survey of existing research on reanalysis, we havediscussed, on the one hand, distinctions between cure based approaches and diagnosis basedapproaches, and on the other, distinctions between representation preserving and resourcebounded models. We have argued that some version of the representation preserving hypoth-esis is very likely to be true of human language processing mechanisms. In the remainderof this thesis, we will look at the representation preserving hypothesis in considerable detail,looking at a class of monotonic models, which allow us to dene exactly what is meant by\representation preservation", and to apply the concept to working processing models.
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Chapter 3The General Framework3.1 The Monotonicity FrameworkIn the last chapter, we identied representation preservation as a property shared by a numberof reanalysis models. However, the assumption of representation-preserving constraints onreanalysis leaves open the following two questions:1. How should we formalize the notion of preservation?2. Which aspects of representation should be preserved?In this chapter,1 we will see how the monotonicity framework provides an answer to the rstquestion, and we will go on to consider the contribution to the monotonicity framework madeby Gorrell (1995b). As far as the second question is concerned, we will see that the traditionalapproaches to monotonicity assume that it is constituent structure which is preferentiallypreserved. However, in chapter 5, we will dene a method of generalizing monotonicity sothat it can be applied to other representations.What, precisely, do we mean by \representation preservation"? We can regard a repre-sentation as a set of (possibly binary) linguistic or structural relations. Now, recalling thata parse is viewed as a series of transitions from one state to the next, the notion of \preser-vation" implies that, once a relation has been added to the representation, it is not removed.Monotonicmodels (Gorrell (1995b), Weinberg (1993), Sturt and Crocker (1996)) use a form of1Much of the material in section 3.1 of this chapter will appear in Sturt and Crocker (to appear) and Sturtand Crocker (1997). Much of the material in section 3.3 is drawn from Sturt and Crocker (1996).41
representation called a description which can be \preserved" in this manner, while toleratingcertain classes of reanalysis. Recalling our denition of reanalysis, this means that, while atthe level of linguistic dependencies, a relation holding at some state S may fail to hold at thenext state T , at the level of the description, all relations holding at state S also hold at stateT .3.2 Determinism and the Minimal Commitment HypothesisThe monotonicity hypothesis has its origins in Marcus's (1980) attempt to apply to natu-ral language processing the techniques of deterministic parsing, which had previously beenused in the design of compilers for computer languages. Marcus saw determinism as a meansof dealing with the pervasive problem of ambiguity in natural language, and argued thatit provided an interesting alternative to the traditional techniques of parallelism and non-deterministic search. The idea of determinism as applied to natural language processing wasthat at ambiguous points in the input, the processor could \hedge its bets" until disambiguat-ing information became available. In the case of Marcus's original work (Marcus (1980)), thiswas achieved by using a look ahead buer to hold portions of the input, allowing the parserto wait for disambiguating information to become available.It may be assumed that the human language processing system is subject to two opposingpressures. On the one hand, the processor is under pressure to build up a maximally infor-mative interpretation word by word, and this, under standard assumptions, means that theparser is under pressure to make commitments. On the other hand, it may also be assumedthat the processor is under pressure not to commit itself to decisions which may subsequentlyhave to be revised, since such reanalysis presumably has a computational cost. One of thekey tasks of a theoretical model of human language processing is to determine the parser'spriorities when faced with these two competing pressures, and existing models can be charac-terised in terms of exactly where they stand on this issue. For example, the classical GardenPath model of Frazier (1978) and Frazier and Rayner (1982) may be characterised by theassumption of maximal commitment, as, at least at the constituent structure level, the parseralways nds a single fully specied analysis at all points in the input, at the cost of rou-42
tinely having to reanalyse its decisions.2 On the other hand, as we will see below, many ofthe theories grew out of Marcus's work on deterministic parsing have been called minimalcommitment models, because their use of delay mechanisms and underspecication is basedon the (often implicit) assumption that, at least in many cases, the processor delays makingcommitments for the computational benet of not having to reanalyse, even though makingsuch commitments could otherwise allow a maximally informative incremental interpretation.Clearly, an extreme version of the minimal commitment hypothesis would make for animplausible model of sentence processing, as it would imply that humans are never misled intomaking the wrong reading of a local ambiguity, and hence never have to reanalyse; a positionwhich is contrary to a large body of experimental and intuitive evidence. Therefore, in orderto be psychologically interesting, a minimal commitment model has to specify the limits towhich the parser may hedge its bets. Marcus (1980) did this by limiting the size of the look-ahead buer to three cells3, thus forcing the parser to make a decision in cases where thislimit was exceeded. However, given the considerable evidence for incremental interpretation,it is clear that this still results in a model which is too minimally committed to be useful as apsychological model (For examples of cases where Marcus's use of the delay mechanism leadsto missed predictions, see Pritchett (1992)).3.2.1 The Essence of MonotonicityIn later deterministic models, such as Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck (1983), Berwick and Wein-berg (1984), Barton and Berwick (1985), the representations built by the parser were un-derspecied. So, as we will see below, for example, Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck (1983) usedthe transitivity of non-immediate dominance, as well as allowing node labels to be non-rigiddesignators.4 In the case of Barton and Berwick (1985), underspecication involved the useof partial well-formed substring tables,5 allowing the processor to delay its commitment con-cerning the syntactic category of a node covering some substring of the input. What theselater deterministic models have in common is that the representation built by the parser is2Note that later revisions of the Garden Path model, underspecication has been added for lexical categoryambiguities (Frazier and Rayner, 1987) and modier attachment (Frazier and Clifton, 1996).3Roughly speaking, a buer cell may either a single word, or a partial or complete noun phrase.4This means that the description is underspecied as to whether or not two node labels refer to the samenode.5See Gazdar and Mellish (1989) for an introductory discussion of well-formed substring tables.43
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Figure 3.1: The Essence of Monotonicity.monotonic; that is to say, new information can be added to the representation during thecourse of a parse, but it cannot be altered or removed. In what follows, we will discussin some detail how these monotonic models work. We will see in the course of the discus-sion that, although the underspecied representations that are used are by denition partialstructures, it is possible to reconcile them with a processing regime in which a fully speciedrepresentation is built up word by word, thus allowing for incremental interpretation to takeplace.We can think of the dynamics of processing in monotonic models on three levels, asillustrated in gure 3.1. On the rst level, the description, is a set of statements describingcertain aspects of the syntactic representation. Following Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck (1983),the description standardly consists of a set of dominance relations; for example, at State1, the description consists of the statement that a dominates b. As we shall see, the factthat the dominance relation is transitive (i.e. if X dominates Y and Y dominates Z, thenX dominates Z) gives D-theory its exibility and power. At any state, the description can44
be interpreted as an innite set of \possible trees", which we have depicted on the middlelevel of the diagram, corresponding to all the trees which are consistent with the dominancestatements, along with the axioms of the theory of trees. If we assume that the model doesnot employ look ahead buers, stacks or other delay devices, then, at any point in processing,a minimal \default" tree can be generated from the description.6 The ease with which such adefault tree may be recovered from the description will depend on exactly how fully speciedthe parser's output is. In the case of the models which we will be discussing in this and thesubsequent chapter, the \default" tree at some state S is simply the result of assuming alldominance relations in the description at S to encode immediate dominance, and assumingall nodes not mentioned in the description not to exist, that is, assuming the description is a\closed world". If we take State 1 in Figure 3.1, for example, the \possible trees" comprisethe innite set of trees corresponding to the statement that a dominates b , including treesin which other nodes exist on the domination path between a and b. However, at this state,the default tree contains only the unique member of the set of possible trees for which thereis evidence in the description, namely, the tree in which a dominates b, and no other nodesexist; in other words, where a directly dominates b.The constraint of monotonicity says that the description must be preserved|that is, oncea dominance relation has been added, it cannot be deleted. This means that the descriptioncan be seen as a monotonically increasing set, where the description at each state will be asubset of all descriptions at subsequent states. Conversely, the \possible trees" comprise amonotonically decreasing set, in that adding new relations to the description removes \possibletrees", but never adds them. Consider the eect of adding the new relation dom(a,c) at state2. This has the eect of removing from the set of possible trees all structures in which c doesnot exist, for example, or all trees in which c dominates a. However, all the trees which arecompatible with the description at state 2 are also compatible at state 1.In this sense, the monotonicity framework shares common features with the classical cohortmodel of word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). The \cohort" in Marslen-Wilson's systemis simply the set, at a given state of word recognition, of all word candidates consistent withthe string of phonemes processed up to that point. As subsequent phonemes are recognized,word candidates which become inconsistent with the input are removed. If it subsequently6This is what Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck (1983) called the \standard referent".45
becomes necessary to reintroduce a candidate that has been eliminated at a previous state,then a processing cost is predicted. Thus, the cohort is a monotonically decreasing set, andis equivalent to the level of \possible trees" in the monotonicity framework. Of course, oneof the major dierences between syntax and word recognition is that, unlike the set of wordcandidates in a cohort, the set of continuations of a syntactic prex is innite, and thusimpossible to enumerate.7 The description in a monotonic processing model may therefore beviewed as an underspecied representation which, at any state S, encodes the locus of possiblechanges which the representation may undergo as new material is processed subsequent tostate S.3.2.2 Innite Local AmbiguityAn illustration of the fact that a description can encode an innite number of structures canbe gained by considering the phenomenon of innite local ambiguity. Innite local ambiguitymay arise in circumstances such as the following. Imagine the following string of words hasbeen processed:(3.1) I saw the man ...Now, let us say that the minimal \default" interpretation contains the following information:(3.2) (State S:) I [V P saw [NPx the man]]Because of the transitivity of the dominance relation, the set of \Possible Trees" will includetrees in which various numbers of nodes intervene on the domination path between VP andNPx. However, the minimal default tree will include only the single tree indicated above, inwhich VP immediately dominates NPx. Now imagine that the input proceeds so that at stateT, the default tree includes the following information:(3.3) (State T:) I [V P saw [NPy [NPx the man]'s wife]]By the time of state T, the default tree at state S has been removed from the set of PossibleTrees, and, since the dependency between the verb saw and NPx has also been removed,we class this change as a reanalysis. However, the new minimal interpretation at state T7This distinction does not hold in languages which exhibit cyclical agglutinative morphology, where thenumber of word candidates for a prex is potentially innite.46
has existed in the set of Possible Trees at all previous states, including that of State S. Infact, the input could continue indenitely in the same manner, and the set of Possible Treeswould at each stage be monotonically narrowed down, with the description simultaneouslymonotonically increasing.(3.4) I saw the man's wife's friend's sister's ..........The type of local ambiguity exemplied in (3.1)-(3.4) is more pervasive than might bethought. We can expect to nd similar examples in all cases where right branching and left-branching structures meet|a situation which, as pointed out by Inoue and Fodor (1995), isextremely pervasive in head-nal languages such as Japanese. We will discuss the parsing ofsuch constructions in more detail in chapters 4 and 6.It should be clear at this point that the D-theory formalism is extremely powerful, in thatit allows a compact encoding of an innite number of possible trees. This property makes themonotonicity paradigm an interesting alternative to parallelism. In contrast to, for example,ranked parallel models (e.g. Gibson (1991)), in which alternative analyses are explicitly built,and structures pruned when they exhibit a particular relative or absolute processing cost, inthe monotonic framework, multiple analyses are simply implicit in the description, and the\pruning" is simply the by-product of adding new relations to the description.3.3 Gorrell and Structural DeterminismThe model proposed by Gorrell (1995b) is important because it takes a position which isnearer to maximal commitment, and further from minimal commitment than any previousmonotonic or deterministic model. This is due to the following properties which hold ofGorrell's model:1. All sources of underspecication are removed, other than those which directly followfrom the D-theory representational system. For example, unlike earlier models, such asBerwick and Weinberg (1984), Barton and Berwick (1985) and Weinberg (1993), Gorrelldoes not allow the parser to underspecify node category labels.2. The look ahead buers of previous deterministic models are removed, and incrementalattachment behaviour is introduced in the parser.47
3. An extra constraint is added to the D-theory system; specically, the parser now hasto preserve not only dominance relations, but also precedence relations, resulting in amore constrained model.The particularly constrained nature of Gorrell's model is interesting for a number of reasons,the most important of which being the following:1. As we will see, the lack of a look-ahead buer, and the reduction of underspecicationmean that it is now possible to reconcile monotonic models with the psychologicallydesirable property of incrementality.2. As all other sources of delay and underspecication are removed, a theory of reanalysisdiculty can now be derived directly from the D-theory representational system.It is crucial to note a further sense in which Gorrell's model diers from previous monotonicmodels, and that is that the requirement of monotonicity is applied purely to what Gorrellcalls primary relations (i.e. dominance and precedence). By contrast, secondary relations(such as theta and case assignment, for example), are not constrained in this way, so that it ispossible for linguistic relations to change over the course of a parse, while the dominance andprecedence relations remain monotonically updated. This property means that, in contrastto earlier minimal commitment models, the D-theory conditions are being used not as amechanism of underspecication that allows the parser to \hedge its bets", but as a way oflimiting the accessibility of alternatives to the current preferred analysis.In the following sections, we will describe Gorrell's model in some detail.3.3.1 Conditions on TreesWe will say that the set of relations describing the phrase marker being constructed is coherenti it conforms to the following conditions for trees (adapted from Partee, ter Meulen, andWall (1993)).1. Single Root Condition:There is a single node, the root node, which dominates every node in the tree:9x8y: dom(x; y) 48
2. Exclusivity Condition:No two nodes can stand in both a dominance and a precedence relation:8x; y. prec(x; y) _ prec(y; x) $ : dom(x; y) ^ : dom(y; x)3. Inheritance:(a.k.a. the \non-tangling" condition). All nodes inherit the precedence properties oftheir ancestors:8w; x; y; z. prec(x; y) ^ dom(x;w) ^ dom(y; z) ! prec(w; z)Dominance and precedence are both dened as transitive relations. In addition, it isusually assumed that dominance is reexive (every node dominates itself) and precedence isirreexive. That is to say that dominance denes a weak partial order and precedence denesa strict partial order.3.3.2 Primary and Secondary RelationsAs we have mentioned above, Gorrell divides syntactic representation into primary relations(dominance and precedence) and secondary relations (theta-role assignment, c-command,case-assignment, etc), of which only the primary relations are constrained by monotonicity.8This is what he calls \structural determinism".In the following, we again use the abbreviation \S =) T" to stand for the transition fromstate S to state T .Thus, Gorrell's Structural Determinism constraint can be dened as follows:9Dominance Constraint:For each transition S =) T , if X dominates Y at state S, then X dominates Y at stateT .Precedence Constraint:For each transition S =) T , if X precedes Y at state S, then X precedes Y at stateT .108Note the notion of `primary' versus `secondary' relations here should not be confused with `primary' versus`secondary' phrases in Construal Theory (Frazier and Clifton, 1996).9Note that although this constraint is equivalent to Gorrell's, it is not stated in identical terms.10To avoid cluttering these denitions, we avoid explicit mention of the universal quantiers over the variablesX and Y . We continue to make this omission in subsequent denitions, where we believe there is no dangerof misinterpretation. 49
Consider (2.3) and (2.4), repeated from the previous chapter:(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.(2.4) While the wedding guests ate the cake was still being decorated.Recall that (2.3) is standardly thought to be easier to process than (2.4).Gorrell explains the diculty of processing (2.4) in terms of the fact that monotonicityis not preserved in primary relations. In (2.3), by contrast, although secondary relationshave to be altered during the parse, primary relations can be built up monotonically, and thesentence is therefore predicted to be easily processable. Below we give a brief description ofthis, though for more detail and a range of further examples, the reader is referred to Gorrell'soriginal work (1995b).Consider (2.4). At the point where the parser has just received the cake, this NP will havebeen attached as the direct object of ate. Thus, the set of relations will encode the fact thata VP dominates this NP (in the following diagram, we box these two nodes for clarity):CP (= S0) HHHHHCwhile IP (= S) HHHHNP4the wedding guests I0 HHI VP HHVate NP4the cakef...,dom(VP,NP),...gHowever, the following word, was forces a reinterpretation in which the NP the cakeappears in the matrix clause.
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IP HHHHHHHHHCP HHHHHCwhile IP HHHHNP4the wedding guests I0 HI VPVate
IP HHHNP4the cake I0 HHHHI VP4was still being decorated
In this revised structure, it can be derived that the original VP now precedes the NP(through the inheritance condition), but this leads to a contradiction, because we now havedom(VP,NP) ^ prec(VP,NP)against the exclusivity condition, and thus the parse is predicted to be impossible.Now consider (2.3). At the point where the cake has just been parsed, the tree-descriptionwill include an NP dominating the cake. This NP is dominated by VP and preceded by V:IP (= S) HHHHNP4the wedding guests I0 HHI VP HHVsaw NP4the cakeThe primary relations will include the following:f..., dom(VP,NP), prec(V,NP),...g 51
Among the secondary relations, we will have, for example, the assignment of a thematicrole to the direct object NP by the verb. Now, encountering the verb was will force areinterpretation to a complement clause analysis, and a consequent revision of this assignmentof thematic roles. However, the set of primary relations can be updated monotonically, withthe addition of a new S-node (call it S2).11 We show the relevant section of the correspondingphrase marker below: VP HHHVsaw S2 HHNP HHDETthe NcakeThis is achieved by adding the following relations:fdom(VP,S2), prec(V,S2), dom(S2,NP)gThe addition of the above new relations does not falsify any of the relations carried overfrom the previous state. For example, both dom(VP,NP) and prec(V,NP) are still true.In summary, the D-theory formal machinery has allowed Gorrell to isolate a congura-tional level of representation (\primary relations") which can be built up monotonically, whileallowing non-monotonicity at other levels.3.3.3 Non-monotonic Semantic InterpretationGorrell's original model, in common with approaches such as Pritchett (1992), assigns greatimportance to the syntactic level of representation in explaining garden path phenomena,and as such, does not concern itself with issues of semantic interpretation. The implementa-tion which we discuss in the next chapter inherits this concentration on syntax. Ultimately,11In standard GB theory, and in Gorrell's model, we would also require a new CP node immediately dom-inating the embedded S (or IP) node. This will mean that the secondary relations of case-assignment andgovernment hold between V and NP before but not after reanalysis. The CP node has been omitted for clarityof exposition. 52
however, for a processing model to be plausible, we must show that the parser is capable ofbuilding semantically interpretable structures. We believe that the best approach for Gorrell'smodel, as well as the model described in the next chapter, is that suggested in the originalD-theory paper (Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck (1983)), in which the \default tree" entailed bythe description is created at each state (that is after each word has been attached), by makingthe \closed world" assumption. We assume that it is possible to build a semantic interpre-tation from such structures.12 The non-monotonicity of secondary relations suggests thatsemantic interpretation must also be non-monotonic, as it is usually assumed that secondaryrelations, such as theta assignment, are necessary for interpretation. There is no guarantee,for example, that a semantic representation available at a particular parse state will entailany representation at a subsequent state. Consider the following sentence for example:(3.5) John believed the politician was lying.The interpretation available in a \snap-shot" taken immediately after the politician has beenread, on NP object reading, certainly does not entail the interpretation of the whole sentence;in fact, one interpretation is contradicted by the other.This type of model, in which syntax is given a fairly privileged place in the processingarchitecture, may be contrasted with models which are concerned primarily with incrementallyextracting semantic representation, and in which logical forms are built directly, without theexplicit construction of a purely syntactic level of representation (e.g. Pulman (1986), Milward(1994), (1995)). Such models derive logical forms entirely non-destructively by using logicaldevices such as higher-order abstraction.3.3.4 Connectedness and IncrementalityThe mere existence of garden path phenomena shows that the human parser is incremental inthe sense that it does not wait for disambiguating information before committing itself to ananalysis of a locally ambiguous material. However, given the incremental nature of syntactic12This view of semantic interpretation is similar in spirit to certain computational approaches, such as thatof Shieber and Johnson (1993), which uses Tree Adjoining Grammars (Joshi, Levy, and Takahashi, 1975) topack together trees which share the same recursive structure (we will discuss TAGs in some detail in the nextchapter, in section 4.3.3). In this system, a semantic tree is built up simultaneously with the syntactic treein the Synchronous TAG formalism. Default semantic values can be obtained from the semantic tree at eachpoint in processing by assuming that no further TAG adjunctions are to be performed.53
processing, we are faced with a further question: How ne-grained are the units of incrementalprocessing? In response to this question, many researchers assume a head-driven architecture,in which commitment to a syntactic analysis may only be made when a licensing head hasbeen found in the input (Abney (1987; 1989), Pritchett (1992)). Such a strategy impliesthat in a head-nal language, such as Japanese for example, the processor waits until thenal word of a phrase before building that phrase and thus committing itself to an analysis.However, there is experimental evidence from Dutch (Frazier (1987)) and intuitive evidencefrom Japanese (Inoue and Fodor (1995)) that in such languages, structuring can and doesoccur before the head has been encountered:Consider the following example (Inoue (1991), p.102):(3.6) BobBob gaNOM MaryMary niDAT [tnom=i ringoapple woACC tabeta]eat-PAST inuidog woACC ageta.give-PAST\Bob gave Mary the dog which ate the apple "Comprehenders report a \surprise" eect on reaching the rst verb, tabeta (\ate"). This isexplained on the assumption that the nominative, dative and accusative arguments (\Bob",\Mary" and \the apple"), are initially postulated as coarguments of the same clause, inadvance of reaching the verb. On reaching the transitive verb \ate", this analysis is falsied,since this verb cannot take a dative argument. However, if, as the head-driven models wouldpredict, the arguments are not structured in advance of the verb, but are held in some form oflocal memory store, then we have no simple explanation for the surprise eect. Observationssuch as these have recently been conrmed in a number of experimental studies on headnal constructions (Bader and Lasser (1994), Hemforth, Konieczny, and Scheepers (1994a),Yamashita (1994)), all of which provide evidence for attachment commitments before thehead of a phrase is read.Gorrell uses examples such as these to motivate the principle of Incremental Licensing(1995b):Incremental Licensing: The parser attempts incrementally to satisfy the prin-ciples of grammar.However, no formal specication is made of what actions the parser takes if it is unable tosatisfy this principle. The crucial question is that of whether the parser should be allowed to54
buer constituents. For example, if the current word cannot be attached into the descriptionunder construction so as to guarantee a grammatical continuation, is it permissible to keepthe word and its associated superstructure in a buer or stack until the issue is resolved? Thisquestion is related to the issue of connectedness in that the size of the stack accessible to theparser corresponds to the amount of structure which may be left unconnected in the parser'smemory (see Stabler (1994a), (1994b)) for a discussion of this issue). Gorrell does not providea discussion of this, though implicitly he does allow the parser to retain unconnected materialin its memory, in cases where there is insucient grammatical information to postulate astructural relation between two constituents. One example of this is the occurrence of asequence two non case-marked NPs, as in the following centre-embedded example:(3.7) The man the report criticised was demoted.On this question, Gorrell claims that \there is no justication for asserting any relationbetween the two NPs" Gorrell (1995b). This implies that the parser is able to store uncon-nected material in its memory. If this is so, then it is necessary to constrain the conditionsunder which material may be added to this store. In particular, if the parser is permitted toshift material onto a stack whenever it fails to make an attachment, then, in a garden pathutterance, the error will not be recognised until the end of the input has been reached, whenthe parser will be faced with a stack full of irreducible structures. This was essentially theproblem faced by Abney, whose (1987) model required the use of an unbounded stack. Thiswas because attachment could only be made under a head-driven form of licensing, so that inleft-branching structures, where the licenser was still unread in the input, it was essential toshift structure onto the stack until the licenser was found, in order for the attachment to bemade. The problem was that the parser could not tell whether to continue adding material tothe stack, in the expectation of a licenser later in the input, or whether to abandon the parse.In a later version (Abney (1989)), this problem was solved with the addition of LR-states, toindicate whether or not a grammatical continuation could be expected at the current input.In the implemented model which we introduce in the next chapter, we do not allow theparser to store unconnected material in its memory, insisting instead on full connectedness. Amore general solution to the problem of fully connected parsing will be discussed in chapter5. 55
3.4 SummaryIn this chapter, we have given an overview of the monotonic processing models, considering inparticular, the contribution made to this class of models by Gorrell (1995b). By introducingincremental processing, limiting underspecication to a minimum, and applying monotonicityto only a subset of linguistic relations, Gorrell creates a system which is considerably less\minimally committed" than previous models of the deterministic tradition. In Gorrell'smodel, monotonicity is more properly described as a constraint on possible reanalysis thana way of limiting the initial commitments that the parser makes. The models which weintroduce in the remainder of this thesis will inherit this property. However, while Gorrell'smodel makes an important contribution to the class of monotonic models, it makes very littleconsideration of the actual processes which are involved in reanalysis. In terms of Marr's(1982) levels of explanation for theories of mental processes, Gorrell's model may be seen asa computational level theory, in that it species the logic of the relevant computation. In thenext chapter, however, we will go one step further, and introduce a model which may be seenas an algorithmic level implementation of Gorrell's theory, in that it species the details ofhow the relevant computation is carried out. We will argue that it is important for a theoryof reanalysis to consider these issues, and show how such algorithmic considerations can leadto novel predictions.
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Chapter 4Monotonicity and ConstituentStructure4.1 Introduction4.1.1 D-theory and Psychological ModelsAs we have seen, one of the aims of theories of reanalysis is to capture dierences in process-ing diculty associated with dierent types of reanalysis.1 From a theoretical point of view,the attraction of the monotonic D-theory based models such as Gorrell (1995b), which wediscussed in the previous chapter, is that they oer the possibility of deriving the requiredconstraints on structural revisions \for free", as a consequence of the representational for-malism used by the parser, removing the need to stipulate the constraints separately. By thesame token, however, these models suer from a conceptual problem, which becomes partic-ularly clear when one attempts to provide a computational implementation. The problemcan be summarised as follows. As we argued in chapter 2, the existence of constraints onthe class of possible structural revisions may be assumed to be a consequence of systematicstrategies adopted by the human parser to cope with the inherent computational complexityof the search involved in the reanalysis task. However, the mere adoption of the D-theoryrepresentational formalism in no way guarantees that the search mechanisms used by theparser will be limited in the required manner. For example, in D-theory based models, it1The material reported in this chapter is largely drawn from Sturt and Crocker (1996).57
is predicted that reanalysis involving the addition of structural relations (e.g. precedenceand dominance relations between nodes) is more dicult to achieve than reanalysis whichrequires the deletion of structural relations. However, this still leaves the question of deningthe search strategies by which the parser decides which structural relations to add at eachparse state.Consider, for example, sentence 2.3, repeated below:(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.Assuming again that the cake is initially attached as the direct object of saw, then at thepoint where was is received, a number of structural relations must be added, to incorporate anew clausal node into the structure with the cake as its subject (see page 52 for a discussionof how adding these relations results in a reanalysed structure). The question, then, is howthe processor chooses which relations to add. Clearly, an algorithm which simply proposedsets of new structural relations at random, and subsequently ltered out those which wereinconsistent with the theory of trees, would be computationally implausible, representing atotally unconstrained and possibly non-terminating search procedure, seemingly at odds withthe idea that the constraints on structural revisions are computationally helpful to the humanlanguage processing mechanism. Instead, we believe it is much more plausible to assumethat the processor uses systematic strategies in deciding which relations to add. There area number of possible ways in which such strategies can be dened. Given the existence ofsystematic strategies, or search procedures, as we will refer to them in this chapter, we can stillimagine a number of possible architectures in which such procedures could be instantiated.For example, the processor could use some systematic heuristics to propose possible new sets ofrelations, which are, again, ltered out with reference to the theory of trees. However, a secondpossible architecture is one in which the choices of the parser are limited to a constrained setof parsing operations, which are guaranteed to preserve D-theory coherence, and the parseris simply incapable of revising in such a way as to violate the D-theory conditions. Such aprocessing regime is likely to be more computationally ecient than one in which solutions areinitially proposed, and subsequently ltered through a D-theory \clash check"2 The approachis also interesting on a methodological level, since the explicit statement of restricted parsing2Though, we note that the \clash check" itself may be performed in polynomial time (Cornell, 1994).58
operations and search strategies for their application is likely to result in a more restrained,and thus more predictive, model.In this chapter, we will take this stronger approach. Specically, we will describe a modelwhich builds representations that preserve the D-theory coherence conditions, but where thisconstraint is obtained as the result of restricting the operations available to the parser, ratherthan imposing a lter on proposed output. In particular, we propose that the parser proceedsby incrementally assembling descriptions of lexically anchored tree fragments, and that ithas at its disposal two composition operations, simple attachment, which identies the rootof one tree with a node on the fringe of another, and tree lowering, which inserts one treeinside another at an intermediate point on the right frontier. These operations are related tothe operations of substitution and adjunction found in tree adjoining grammars (henceforthTAGs) (Joshi, Levy, and Takahashi (1975), Schabes, Abeille, and Joshi (1988)), though wewill see that an important dierence between TAG adjunction and the tree-lowering operationmeans that the latter, but not the former, can be used for reanalysis.As we mentioned in the previous chapter, there has been a discernible trend towardsconstraining the power of the original D-theory model in order to sharpen its psychologicalplausibility. In the implementation described in this chapter, we take the constraints ofGorrell's model as a starting point, but, by limiting the operations of the parser, we derive aparser which is more restrictive than Gorrell's, in the sense that only a subset of attachmentslicensed in Gorrell's model is licensed in the model proposed here. We believe that this courseof action has the following advantages over previous D-theory based models:1. By limiting the attachment operations available to the parser, we directly address thesearch problem; dicult reanalysis is unavailable simply because it is not in the parser'srepertoire, and not because it is ltered out as part of a generate-and-test procedure.This has advantages for the computational eciency of the parser, but also yields amodel which is more restrictive, in the sense that only a subset of the D-theory validattachments/reanalyses are possible. This gives the model greater predictive power.2. The explicit denition of a set of parsing operations, which are related to a well-understood grammar-formalism (Tree Adjoining Grammar), makes the model relativelysimple to implement computationally. 59
3. Finally, psycholinguists have recently begun to give serious consideration to the questionof how the parser reanalyses (Fodor and Inoue, 1994), as opposed to what structures theparser can and can't reanalyse. This implies a need for computational models capableof making explicit predictions on this question. The formulation of parsing operations,and search strategies for their application, as we provide in this chapter, represents acontribution to such a research programme.Before we proceed with the discussion, we should point out one important consequence ofthe restrictive architecture which we describe in this chapter. Since the parser is only capableof monotonic reanalysis, it must be the case that non-monotonic reanalysis is achieved througha separate mechanism. This is essentially the view of Pritchett (1992) and Abney (1989), whoboth propose that \hard" reanalysis is achieved outside the \automatic" human sentenceprocessor, using higher level reasoning. A less restrictive view of the monotonicity hypothesiswould be to see monotonicity as a preference rather than as an absolute requirement, so that,for example, the parser would attempt to reanalyse monotonically before considering non-monotonic reanalysis solutions, but would be capable of non-monotonic reanalysis. In eithercase, a full model would have to consider how non-monotonic reanalysis is achieved, sincesystematic eects in non-monotonic reanalysis are known to exist, and these eects requireexplanation.34.2 Constraints on the ModelThe implementation described here obeys the following constraints, which are intended tocapture, and build on, the conditions described in Gorrell's work. In particular, informa-tional monotonicity is dened, as well as full specication. The condition of incrementality isstronger than that implied by Gorrell, since it insists on full connectedness. that is to say thatat any stage, the parser has access only to a single set of relations describing a fully connectedtree, and each word has to be incorporated within this structure as it is encountered.Here, then, are the constraints which apply to our implemented model:1. Strict Incrementality: Each word must be connected to the current tree description3For example, Ferreira and Henderson's (1991) head position eect (described above in chapter 2) involveswhat would be considered as non-monotonic reanalysis in Gorrell's (1995b) model.60
at the point at which it is encountered through the addition of a non-empty set ofrelations to the description.2. Structural Coherence: At each state, the tree description should obey the conditionson trees:(a) Single Root Condition.(b) Exclusivity Condition(c) Inheritance3. Full Specication of Nodes: Tree-descriptions are built through the assertion ofdominance and precedence relations between fully specied nodes. In the current im-plementation, each node is a triple hCat,Bar,Idi, consisting of category Cat, bar-levelBar and an identication number Id. Each of these three arguments must be fullyspecied once the structure has been asserted.44. Monotonicity: The tree-description at any state n must be a subset of the tree-description at state n + 1.5 Thus the parser may not delete relations from the treedescription.5. Obligatory Assertion of Precedence: If two or more nodes are introduced as sisters,then precedence relations between them must be specied.6. Grammatical Coherence: At each state, each local branch of the phrase markerdescribed must be well-formed with respect to the grammar.64As an anonymous reviewer has pointed out, the insistence on full specication of syntactic category isalmost certainly too strong; it does not allow us to capture the cases in which the part of speech of a wordis ambiguous, and resolved only after subsequent input has been read, with little appreciable processing cost(Frazier and Rayner (1987)). Though we have not worked out the details, a fuller account might allow categorynames to be changed, while retaining certain aspects of the basic structural skeleton, or to introduce parallelismor further underspecication for lexical category ambiguity. These solutions would, however, not follow directlyfrom the D-theory formalism.5In fact, since (1) requires the set of relations added to the description at each word to be non-empty, thedescription at n is a proper subset of the description at n+ 1.6Note that adopting the Grammatical Coherence constraint does not render Strict Incrementality vacuous.Strict Incrementality requires full connectedness, and no buering of input, while Grammatical Coherence isintended to guarantee that the (connected) `default tree' produced at each incremental point in processing isspecied enough to support semantic interpretation, at least in principle.61
4.3 Coherence-Preserving Parsing Operations4.3.1 Syntactic RepresentationThe syntactic representation assumed is similar to that used in Tree-Adjoining Grammars(henceforth TAGs) (Joshi, Levy, and Takahashi (1975)), and in particular, Lexicalised TreeAdjoining Grammars (Schabes, Abeille, and Joshi (1988)). Each lexical category is associatedwith a set of structural relations, which determine its lexical subtree. For example, the verbcategory for English contains the following relations:fdom(VP,V0), dom(V0,Word), dom(S,VP),dom(S,NP),prec(NP,VP)gThese dene the following subtree, where we borrow a tradition from the TAG literatureand represent an attachment site with a downward-pointing arrow.7S HHNP# VPV0WordAs each word is encountered in the input, the parser attempts to add the set of structuralrelations dening that word's lexical subtree to the set of structural relations dening theglobal representation under construction, in a way which is similar to the Assertion Setapproach to parsing (Barton and Berwick, 1985). There are two possibilities for this: simpleattachment and tree-lowering, corresponding roughly (though not exactly, as we shall seelater) to substitution and adjunction in TAG.87Note that, strictly speaking, this is the minimal, or \default" tree dened by the set of relations givenabove. We will often speak of descriptions as though they are fully specied trees when we believe this to beclearer.8Note that the parser is not head-driven, since, for example, we allow lexical subtrees to include materialnot dominated by the word's maximal projection. In a head-nal construction, this allows arguments andadjuncts to incorporate themselves into the projection of the licensing head before this head is reached in theinput. Empty heads do not play any structure building role in the parser.62
4.3.2 Simple AttachmentThe parser is capable of performing simple right and left attachment, illustrated schematicallyin Fig.4.1. A lexical subtree may contain attachment sites to the left or the right of the wordfrom which it is projected. These are distinguished empty nodes, which must be lled inaccordance with the conditions on trees (the parser eectively keeps these nodes on a stack;see appendix for details). Intuitively, left-attachment consists in attaching the current globaltree onto the left corner of the subtree projection of the new word, while right attachmentconsists in attaching the subtree projection of the new word onto the right corner of thecurrent global tree. This is done by simply identifying the root node of one subtree withan attachment site from the other subtree, and adding the required structural relations tothe global representation. The attachment operations are similar to Abney's (1987; 1989)Attach-L and Attach respectively. In the following denitions, we use the term current treedescription to refer to the set of relations describing the global phrase-marker currently inthe parser's memory, in other words, the parser's left context. The term subtree projectionis used to refer to the set of relations corresponding to the lexical category of the new wordencountered in the input.Left Attachment:Let D be the current tree description, with root node R. Let S be the subtree projection ofthe new word, whose left-most attachment site, A is of identical syntactic category with R.The updated tree description is S [D, where A is identied with R.Right Attachment:Let D be the current tree description, with the rst right attachment site A. Let S be thesubtree projection of the new word, whose root R is of identical syntactic category with A.The updated tree description is S [D, where A is identied with R.The parser is also capable of creating a new attachment site with reference to a verb's9argument structure. For example, if a transitive verb is found in the input, then a new rightattachment site is created for a NP, and a new NP node is \downwardly projected" as a sisterto the verb.So, for a simple transitive sentence such as Polly eats grapes, rst Polly is projected to a9This is also done with other argument assigners, such as prepositions.63
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Figure 4.1: Left and Right Attachment
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Figure 4.2: TAG adjunction.Let  be an auxiliary tree, whose root and foot nodes are also of category c. The adjunctionof  to  at node n will yield the tree  that is the result of the following operations:1. The subtree of  dominated by n is excised. We call this excised subtree t.2. The auxiliary tree  is attached at n, and its root node is identied with n.3. The excised subtree t is attached to the foot node of , and the root node, n of t isidentied with the foot node of .It is simple to dene a version of TAG adjunction in terms of sets of structural relationswhich describe trees. The trees ,  and  can be described by sets of relations, which wecall A, B and   respectively. For example, A (which describes ), is as follows | (Again, weuse c:n to represent the node n with category C)A = fdom(a,b), dom(a,c:n), dom(a,d), dom(c:n,g),dom(c:n,h), prec(b,c:n), prec(c:n,d), prec(g,h)gThe set B is similarly dened. Now, to adjoin  to , we nd the set of local relations L  Ain which c:n participates:1010The `local relations' in which a node N participates at state S are those dominance and precedence relationswhich dene the mother and sisters of N at S . 66


















NPFigure 4.3: Reanalysis as the insertion of one tree inside another. The inserted material isenclosed inside the dotted line.Here, the nodes corresponding to root and foot nodes of the auxiliary tree are the S nodeand NP (subject) node of the embedded clause respectively. In order to accommodate 0into 0 in the desired monotonic fashion, therefore, we will have to drop the requirement forroot and foot nodes to be of identical syntactic category. However, we must constrain thisoperation so that it may only be employed in cases where the root node of the auxiliary treeis licensed in its new adjoined position. In the above case it is licensed, since know maysubcategorize for a clause.12In order to maintain structural coherence, the new word attached via tree-lowering mustbe preceded by all other words previously attached into the description. We can guaranteethis by requiring the lowered node to dominate the last word to be attached. We also need toensure that, to avoid crossing branches, the lowered node does not dominate any unsaturatedattachment sites (or \dangling nodes"). In other words, in order to obey the theory of trees,the node selected for tree-lowering must be accessible in the following sense:13definition Accessibility:Let N be a node in the current tree description. Let W be the last word to be12In the current implementation, lexical information for the verb know is re-accessed in order to nd thealternative subcategorization frame.13Though Accessibility can be derived from the theory of trees, the actual parser does not reason from rstprinciples in order to nd accessible nodes, but explicitly uses the above denition. This is done for eciencyreasons. 68









Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of Tree Lowering. The node R must be licensed in theposition previously occupied by Nat which tree-lowering may be applied. Note that, tree-lowering can capture many eects ofstandard TAG adjunction, and it is therefore possible to use this operation for the attachmentof post-modiers, which is the course of action taken in this implementation. The preferencefor argument over adjunct attachment (Abney, 1989; Clifton, Speer, and Abney, 1991) iscaptured by the fact that tree-lowering is only attempted in cases where standard attachmentfails.16 Note, however, that we do not claim that adjunct attachment exhibits the samecost as reanalysis. The distinction is that adjunct attachment involves only adding a newdependency, while reanalysis crucially involves breaking a dependency17 (see section 4.7 for adiscussion of this issue).4.4 Top-Down PredictionWe mentioned earlier that, (for head-initial languages like English), when the parser en-counters a head requiring a following internal phrasal argument, this argument is projectedtop-down and asserted as a so-called \dangling node". However, there will be cases where theword immediately following the head cannot be directly connected to such a dangling node.Consider the following example:(4.1) Mary thinks John .....16In Gorrell's original model, this is accounted for by the Principle of Simplicity (Gorrell (1995b)).17In Gorrell's (1995b) terms, reanalysis involves deleting secondary relations.70
On encountering the verb thinks, the parser must project a clausal node, since this verbcan only subcategorize for a clause. However, the NP John cannot be directly connected tothis node, since it is of the wrong syntactic type. The current implementation addresses thisproblem by adopting Crocker's approach (1994; 1996), in which the \functional structure" ofthe clause (CP, IP) is projected top-down along with the NP subject node in the specierposition of IP. This provides an immediate attachment site for the embedded subject. This isan example of the parser's \non-lexical structure building", as discussed in the appendix.18We will discuss a more general solution to the problem of non-lexical structure buildingin chapter 6, where connections between the current word and the left context are only builtwhen evidence appears in the input.4.5 Search Strategies for Coherence-Preserving Reanalysis4.5.1 EnglishConsider again example 2.3:(2.3) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.At the point where standard attachment fails, the parser is faced with the task of incorporatingthe projection of was into its representation. In this case, there is only one accessible node atwhich tree-lowering may be applied in such a way that grammatical licensing conditions aremet, and that is the NP boxed in the diagram below:S HHHHNP4the wedding guests VP HHHVsaw NP HHDETthe Ncake S HHNP# VPV0wasIn the above, then, the word was uniquely disambiguates the local ambiguity. However,there may be occasions where reanalysis does not coincide with unique disambiguation. Inparticular, the parser may be faced with a choice of alternative lowering sites in much the same18Milward's rule of state prediction ((1994), (1995)) gives a more general solution to this problem using adynamic grammar formalism (see Sturt and Crocker (1995) for further discussion on this point).71
way as it is faced with a choice of alternative attachment sites at the onset of a standard localambiguity. and therefore we must consider the search strategy, or heuristics used to choosebetween such lowering sites. For example, imagine that the following utterance has just beenprocessed:(4.2) I know [NP1 the man who believes [NP2 the countess]]Now, imagine that the utterance continues with the verb hates. The verb must be attachedvia tree-lowering, but now there are two accessible nodes where the operation can be applied;NP1 and NP2. It intuitively seems that the lower site, NP2 is preferred, and we will discusssome experimental evidence supporting this intuition in chapter 7. This can be seen moreclearly in the following sentences, where binding constraints force a particular reading; (4.3.a),where lowering is obligatorily applied at the lower NP, is easier than (4.3.b), where loweringcan only be applied at the higher NP:(4.3) a. I know the man who believes the countess hates herself.b. I know the man who believes the countess hates himself.In the above examples, though the verb hates triggers reanalysis, it is the following reexivepronoun, himself/herself which uniquely disambiguates the structure. If it is indeed the \low"reanalysis (corresponding to (4.3.a)) that is favoured, then in the dispreferred case, (4.3.b),the parser will mis-reanalyse on encountering hates, only to experience what we might thinkof as a \second order" garden path eect at the disambiguating signal, himself, where thepreferred reanalysis is seen to have been mistaken.If the preference to reanalyse at a low, more recent site does indeed exist, it may becompared with a similar preference to attach post-modiers to low sites, which follows fromfrom principles such as Right Association (Kimball (1973), Phillips (1995), (1996)), or LateClosure (Frazier, 1978). Thus, for example, the preferred reading for John said Bill left todayis (4.4.a), where the adverbial appears in the lower clause, as opposed to (4.4.b), where itappears in the higher clause.(4.4) a. John said [Bill left today]b. John said [Bill left] today 72
Since tree-lowering is also used for post-modier attachment, we would expect the searchstrategy used in examples such as (4.3.a) to share some features in common with that in(4.4.a).A possible strategy which can be used, then, is to search the set of accessible nodes in abottom-up direction. We dene the current node path as the ordered set of accessible nodes.To implement the bottom-up search, the current node path is ordered from bottom to top, sothat, in the path hN1; N2; :::; Nni, the node N1 is the node immediately dominating the lastword to be processed (i.e. the lowest accessible node), Nn is the highest accessible node, andNi immediately dominates Ni 1 for each pair of adjacent nodes in the path. The parser willthen consider, in the order given, each node in path as a possible lowering site.19In the bottom-up search, then, the parser considers the rst node in the path, N1, andattempts to lower. If this is unsuccessful, it moves to the next node, N2 (i.e. the nodeimmediately dominating N1), and again attempts to lower. The process continues, with theparser considering successively higher nodes until either lowering is successful, and the parsercan move on to consider the next word, or the current node path is exhausted, in which case,the parser fails, and the string is rejected as either a conscious garden path or ungrammatical.It will be noted that the simple bottom-up search reects a preference to lower the mostrecent node possible. However, we recognise that recency is not the only factor in the attach-ment of post-modiers (Cuetos and Mitchell (1988), Gibson et al. (1996)), so that the purebottom-up search we propose here can only be seen as an approximation. In section 4.7 wewill discuss possible factors which might inuence the selection of a site for tree-lowering.4.5.2 The Restrictiveness of the ModelThe reader can verify that the attachment and lowering operations as dened above areguaranteed to preserve the conditions on trees, and thus to satisfy the monotonicity criterion(Gorrell's structural determinism). For the attachment case, this is trivially true. For thelowering case, it can easily be seen that the source position of the lowered node (i.e. itscongurational position before the lowering operation is applied) is guaranteed to dominateits target position (after lowering has been applied). The result of this is that the present19Note that dierent search strategies may be implemented by changing the ordering function, and this willbe exploited in section 4.6 to deal with Japanese. 73
model is at least as restrictive as Gorrell's model; that is to say that all constructions predictedas conscious garden paths in Gorrell's model are also ruled out in the present model (i.e. theydo not receive a parse).Consider the following well known conscious garden path example:(4.5) John put the cake on the table in his mouth.Assume that the rst PP on the table is initially attached as the location argument of theverb put. In the present model, as soon as the preposition on is attached under the projectedPP node, all nodes preceding the PP are \closed o" from accessibility. In particular, noadjunction within the NP1 will be possible since the NP1 will never dominate \the last wordto be processed" at this or any other subsequent point in the parse. The result of this is thata second PP (in his mouth in (4.5)) can subsequently be attached as a modier of the table,but that the revisions required to recover the plausible reading (i.e. re-attaching the rst PP,on the table as a modier of the direct object, the cake, and attaching the second PP, in hismouth, as the new locative argument of put), will not be possible.20VP HHHHHHVput NP1 HHDetthe N0cake PP HHPon NP2#In Gorrell's model, this restriction is captured by the fact that the precedence relationbetween NP1 and PP would have to be altered if PP were to be subsequently reanalysed asan adjunct within NP1 (otherwise NP1 would simultaneously dominate and precede PP).As an aside, it is worth noting that in the present model, once PP is attached in itsargument position, no adjunction is possible, either to NP1 itself, or to any node dominated byNP1, whereas in Gorrell's model, adjunction is ruled out to non-maximal projections properlydominated21 by NP1, but not to the NP1 itself (i.e. the maximal projection). The followingdiagram illustrates the adjunction of PP to the maximal projection NP1. It can be seen that20This prediction is supported by on-line experimental evidence. Adams (1995) reports that reanalysis ofthe type required for (4.5), which she calls \theme repair", is more dicult than other options for attachingthe second PP, including attachment of the second PP as a modier of the table.21X properly dominates Y i X dominates Y and X 6= Y .74
in Gorrell's model, the adjunction can be performed simply by adding a new NP node (whichwe index NP3) which dominates NP1 and PP. This is because the precedence relation betweenNP1 and the PP node in its original argument attachment site still holds after the adjunctionof PP to NP1. In contrast, the parsing model outlined in this chapter cannot perform thisadjunction once the PP has been attached in its argument position, because, as explainedabove, NP1 becomes inaccessible to tree lowering as soon as the argument attachment of PPhas been made. VP HHHHHHHHHHVput NP3 HHHNP1 HHDetthe N0cake PP HHPon NP24the table PP2#Thus, in order to account for the diculty of such examples, Gorrell would need to ruleout the use of this type of adjunction explicitly, either by appealing to the competence theory,or by placing a constraint on the parser forbidding the \extension" of a maximal projectionin this way. This is important, because other well-known garden path examples are predictedto be dicult in Gorrell's model for essentially the same reasons (i.e. because the precedencerelation between an NP and a following phrase has to be \converted" to a dominance relation),and would therefore also rely on ruling out this type of adjunction. Examples are The horseraced past the barn fell and The psychologist told the woman he was having trouble with toleave. We do not necessarily wish to argue for or against the NP adjunction hypothesis on thecompetence level22, but rather we use this as an example to show how the model proposedhere is essentially more restrictive than Gorrell's in its range of predictions.Finally, we would like to point out a class of examples for which both Gorrell's model andthe model proposed here under-predict. Gorrell (1995b) , ch.5, points out that a model con-strained by structural determinism must allow weak interaction of non-syntactic knowledge,22Though, the existence of sentences such as The sweet and the cake on the table looked delicious, where bothNPs the sweet and the cake seem to be modied by the PP on the table make this a reasonable assumption.75
in the sense of Crain and Steedman (1985)). That is to say that, at each point in processing,it must be possible for discourse information and real world knowledge to be used in order tochoose among dierent alternative analyses proposed by the syntactic processor. This meansthe model faces problems in cases where the implausibility of an initially preferred analysisforces retrospective reanalysis. Consider the examples in (4.6):(4.6) a. John saw the man with a telescope.b. John saw the man with a moustache.Intuitively, there is no serious diculty associated with either the instrumental reading,in which the PP is attached as an argument of the verb, or with the analysis in which the PPis a modier of the noun. However, whichever of these analyses is initially chosen, monotonicreanalysis to the alternative analysis is not possible. For example, assume that there is aninitial preference for the instrumental reading, in which the PP is attached as a daughter ofthe VP (Rayner, Carlson, and Frazier, 1983). The constraint of incrementality means thatthis attachment of the PP must be made as soon as with is encountered. In the case of (4.6.a),this analysis remains plausible, since a telescope is a reasonable instrument with which to seea man. In the case of (4.6.b), however, the instrumental analysis is eventually found to beimplausible, since moustaches are, in general, rather poor optical instruments, and with amoustache will have to be reattached as an adjunct of the NP a man. We show the twoanalyses in (4.7) and (4.8).(4.7) VP HHHHHHVsaw NP4a man PP4with a telescope
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(4.8) VP HHHVsaw NP HHHDETa N0 HHHN0Nman PP4with a moustacheOn encountering the word moustache in (4.6.b), the parser will have to reanalyse fromthe structure in (4.7) to that in (4.8). But this will result in an incoherent description, since,in (4.7) we have prec(NP,PP), and in (4.8) we have dom(NP,PP), against the exclusivitycondition, and yet, though on-line preferences are known, neither of the two sentences givenin (4.7) or (4.8) seems to cause conscious processing diculty. Similarly, if the noun modierattachment is initially made, reanalysis to the instrumental reading will be impossible due tothe necessity to break a dominance relation between the NP and the PP.23 The problem ismirrored in the present model by the fact that, in the instrumental reading, the NP along withall the nodes it dominates, become inaccessible for tree-lowering as soon as the prepositionwith is attached.In chapter 5, we will discuss this problem further, and oer a solution in terms of a modelwhich is monotonic at the level of thematic structure.4.6 Processing JapaneseIn the previous section, we saw that, at the point of reanalysis, the parser may be faced witha choice of possibilities at which the lowering operation may be applied, necessitating thedenition of a search strategy. In this section we will look at a class of examples involvingthe reanalysis of relative clauses in Japanese, where just such a choice is found.We will rstly look at Gorrell's explanation for the distinction between conscious andunconscious garden paths for this type of example in terms of a comparison between the setof relations describing the phrase marker at two snap-shots of processing. We then show23The reader can verify that a binary left- branching variant of (4.7) will suer the same problem.77
how this \static" explanation fails to make an adequate distinction between the easy andhard cases of reanalysis. We subsequently demonstrate the important role of the searchstrategy in explaining this distinction, showing, incidentally, how the bottom-up strategy weproposed to account for the English data predicts the opposite of the observed results. Wethen give a (speculative) proposal of a top-down, weakly interactive search, which allows amore satisfactory explanation.4.6.1 Grammatical AssumptionsBefore we move on to a discussion of the processing data, we will rstly consider the assump-tions which underly the implementation of the Japanese grammar.We are assuming an analysis of Japanese grammar which employs many features of themodel of Korean and Japanese morphology and syntax made by Sells (1995) and Cho and Sells(1995), though, for practical purposes, the grammar is considerably simplied in comparisonwith these proposals, and lacks their full coverage.We assume, rstly, that an argument of a verb, such as a case-marked NP, or a complementclause (which will be marked with an obligatory complementizer), may \select" the verbalprojection which will be its licensing head.24Furthermore, we assume that lexical categories in Japanese project to no higher bar levelthan X0 (Sells (1994)).25As far as head-nal parsing is concerned, the eect of this is that case marked nounphrases, as well as other potential arguments of a verb, may attach themselves into a verbalprojection (eectively by adjoining at the V0 level), before the head verb of that projectionhas been read. This allows the parser to maintain a fully connected representation whenassembling the arguments of a head nal construction. Although this method depends oncertain features of grammar which may not hold of all head nal languages, we will considermore general solutions to the problem of connectedness in chapter 6.24This reversal of the direction of selection between head and argument is reminiscent of the Type Raisingrule, a theorem of the Lambek Calculus (Lambek, 1958). The type raising rule has been used in categorialgrammar for modelling a number of linguistic phenomena (see Dowty (1988), for example).25In our discussion of Japanese, label \S" is to be interpreted as \the highest V0 node of a verbal projection".78
4.6.2 The Processing DataThe issues we will be discussing concern constructions such as the following:26(4.9) a. [MaryMary gaNOM sinseihinnew product woACC tloc=i kaihatusita]developed kaisyaicompany gaNOM tubureta.went bankrupt\The company where Mary developed the new product went bankrupt."(Inoue (1991))b. Yamasitayamasita gaNOM [tnom=i yuuzinfriend woACC houmonsita]visited siriaiiacquaintance niDAT tegamiletterwoACC kaita.wrote\Yamasita wrote a letter to an acquaintance who visited his friend."(adapted from Mazuka and Itoh (1995))c. YamasitaYamasita gaNOM yuuzinfriend woACC [nom tacc=i houmonsita]visited kaisyaicompany deLOC mikaketa.saw\Yamasita saw his friend at the company he visited."(adapted from Mazuka and Itoh (1995))In all of the examples in (4.9), we assume that a clause is initially built containing an(overt) subject, object and transitive verb. However, subsequent appearance of the nounshows that this clause cannot be the main clause. Therefore the parser must nd some way ofconnecting the noun with the clause. The most direct way of doing this is to reinterpret theclause, or part of it, as a relative clause modifying the noun. The local ambiguity consists inthe fact that the boundary between the main and relative clause may fall at any point betweenthe left edge of the sentence and the immediately pre-verbal position (Japanese is a \super pro-drop" language, allowing both subjects and objects to be phonologically unexpressed underappropriate discourse conditions). We will see how this local ambiguity can be represented asa choice of lowering sites at the point where the parser receives the immediately post-clausal26The abbreviations t and will be used to stand for trace (of relativization) and pro (phonologicallyunexpressed pronominal element) respectively. We use subscripts to indicate case and coindexing. We believethat a \gapless" (Pickering and Barry, 1991) account of the Japanese data presented here would also bepossible. 79
noun. In each of the three sentences in (4.9.a-c), the initial string may schematically berepresented as follows:27NPnom NPacc VtransOn the assumption that the two NPs are initially structured as coarguments of the verb,the parser may have to \displace" one or more arguments from the clause on reaching therelativising noun. This is because a relative clause must contain a gap, which is coindexedwith the head noun, and if the constituent to be relativised is already overt in the initiallybuilt clause, then that overt constituent will have to be displaced from the clause, and replacedwith the gap. However, if the relativised constituent is not overt in the initially built clause,then no material will have to be displaced. For example, if the relativised constituent isrepresented by an empty pro category in the initially built clause, then the relativisationrelation can be established by postulating the pro as the relativised trace, and coindexing itwith the head-noun. Otherwise, if the relativised constituent is a non-overt adjunct in theinitially built clause, then the relativisation relation can be established by adding the emptycategory representing the adjunct to the clause.Inoue (1991) notes a general preference towards displacing the minimal amount of materialfrom a completed clause to a higher clause. He calls this the \Minimal Expulsion Strategy".28In the following, we will see how the \minimal expulsion" strategy can predict dierencesin the processing diculty of the examples given in (4.9), discussed by Mazuka and Itoh(1995) and Inoue (1991).The sentence in (4.9.a) is an example of a case where no material is displaced on reachingthe head noun. This is because, although both arguments of the verb kaihatusita are presentin the initial clause, the relativised constituent corresponds to a locative adjunct rather thanan argument, so no overt constituents need to be displaced by postulating the relativised gap.Note that, in Japanese, relativisation of an adverbial is generally only possible if the role ofthat adverbial is temporal or locative. We will refer to such examples as \null-displacement".Null displacement examples of this kind reportedly do not cause conscious processing diculty,27We indicate an NP bearing case C as NPC , and Vtrans denotes a transitive verb (i.e. a verb which takesone nominative and one accusative argument)28We prefer to use the term \displacement" over \expulsion", since, as we shall see, in the present model,a displaced element is not expelled from the clause to which it is originally attached, but rather everythingexcept the displaced element is lowered. However, we continue to use the term \minimal expulsion" when werefer to the processing strategy as proposed by Inoue.80






































Figure 4.6: Double displacement via the application of lowering at V0 nodea domination relation between (in our terms) V0 and Arg2. In fact, however, this doubledisplacement can be derived in an analogous manner to the single displacement examplenoted above. In this case, we lower the head node, V0, and reconstruct a relative clausestructure by adding the relevant nodes up to S2, including two empty argument positions.This is illustrated in Fig. 6. As the reader can verify, this, as well as the single argumentdisplacement preserves informational monotonicity, since the original position of V0 dominatesthe post-reanalysis position.294.6.4 A Search-Based Explanation of Minimal ExpulsionIn contrast to Gorrell's model (1995b; 1995a), where the distinction between single and dou-ble displacement is accounted for in terms of the parser's inability to withdraw structural29In fact, the structure Gorrell proposes for this example includes an empty INFL node as a right sister of theVP. The double displacement example could be ruled out if we allow the verb to raise via verb-movement intothis position. In this case, the last word to be processed will be in the INFL position, and thus, the V0 nodewill no longer be accessible for lowering. However, this would rule out all reanalyses involving displacement ofan object, but in some cases, such examples are possible without conscious processing diculty, as we shall seein section 4.6.6. Furthermore, there is very little convincing evidence for the existence of an INFL projectionin Japanese clausal syntax (Fukui (1986), see also Sells (1995)).83
statements at the initial point of disambiguation, we would like to propose instead that thediculty of examples such as (4.9.c) may be due to the parser initially performing a mis-reanalysis, which only becomes apparent at a later point of processing, from where recoveryis dicult.The standard denition for tree-lowering oered above (page 69) will obviously not suceto deal with the reanalysis necessary in this type of example, since here we must add structure(including a new sentential node, and empty argument position(s)) which is not part of thesubtree projection of the new head noun found in the input. The denition of tree-loweringhas therefore been extended so that this extra structure can be built as part of the operation.The parser includes an Argument Projection operation, which, on the input of a head, checksfor the presence of the required arguments, and, in the case of a verbal head, adds emptycategories for any arguments which are missing, in cases where the grammar allows this. It isthis operation which is employed in the extended denition of tree-lowering. Where loweringis applied to a head-projection, Argument Projection is reapplied, so that, in cases where thearguments of a verb are displaced by reanalysis, the embedded clause structure is \regrown",including any necessary empty argument positions (see Appendix). In the examples we havebeen considering, the \regrown" embedded clause can then be attached as a relative clause tothe incoming noun30, and this noun can then be attached as a coargument to the displacedarguments (Sturt (1994) contains details of this). Given the revised denition, either single ordouble displacement can be derived, depending on the node at which tree-lowering is applied.This means that, in order to account for the contrast in diculty between (c) and (b), wewill crucially have to appeal to the search strategy which the parser uses in nding a node forlowering. It will be clear that the bottom-up search we motivated in the previous section forEnglish will predict exactly the opposite results for these Japanese examples. This is becausethe last word to be attached into a clause will be a verb, and therefore, at the point wherethe parser fails to attach the head noun, the lowest node accessible to the lowering operationwill be the node immediately dominating this verb, i.e. in the above schemata, the V0 node.This means that, if the parser begins its search of the accessible nodes at the bottom, the V0node will be the rst to be tried, and (given that the original clause contains two arguments)the embedded clause will be reconstructed with two empty arguments, in eect, resulting in a30In fact, it is adjoined rather than attached, since the relative clause modies the head noun.84
double displacement. On the other hand, single displacement, which is known to be easy forJapanese perceivers, will be predicted to be more dicult, since it corresponds to choosing alowering site which is higher in the structure.If we reconsider the single displacement example, (15.b), repeated below as (4.10), we seehow the bottom-up search strategy wrongly predicts a conscious garden path eect:(4.10) Yamasitayamasita gaNOM yuuzinfriend woACC houmonsitavisited siriaiacquaintance niDAT tegamiletter woACC kaita.wrote\Yamasita wrote a letter to an acquaintance who visited his friend."Taking the V0 node immediately dominating houmonsita (\visited") as the node chosenfor lowering, the parser will displace both subject (Yamasita ga) and object (yuuzin wo) intothe main clause.This will result in an ungrammatical continuation, in which the verb kaita (\wrote") takestwo accusative arguments instead of one, and we must wrongly predict a garden path eectwhen the parser notices this downstream.31(4.11) Yamasitayamasita gaNOM yuuzinfriend woACC [nom tacc=i houmonsita]visited siriaiiacquaintance niDAT tegamiletterwoACC kaita.wrote4.6.5 Top-Down SearchA moment's reection reveals that, if we want to reproduce the \minimal expulsion" eectsusing the tree-lowering operation for the type of examples discussed here, we should dene apreference to perform lowering at as high a site as possible. It therefore seems reasonable topostulate a top-down search for Japanese.As yet we have very little on-line experimental data concerning the processing of this typeof example,32 and the following discussion is necessarily speculative, and should be seen asone possible way in which a top-down search could proceed. It should be noted in particular31In fact this structure will violate the so-called double-o constraint, which bars the overt presence of twoaccusative marked NPs (in our terms, PPs) as arguments of the same predicate. (see Kuroda (1988) for detailsof this constraint).32Though see footnote 35 below for a discussion of some very recent work.85
that the parser may be sensitive to more types of information than the simply congurationalissue of whether a node is high or low in a tree structure. One such factor may be thepragmatic plausibility of relativisation. Relativisation involves coindexing a head noun withan argument position (which is occupied by a gap site in the relative clause). Assuminga model which allows a certain degree of interaction of non-syntactic knowledge in makingparsing decisions (c.f. Crain and Steedman (1985)), it may be that the processor takes intoaccount the plausibility of establishing the referent of the head-noun in the argument positionconcerned. Other factors which may play a part here include the valency preferences of theverb, and the obliqueness of the argument to be relativised. Another factor which has beenshown to be important is the case-marking on the relativising head-noun (Inoue (1991)).33Imagine a two-argument clause has been built, resulting in the structure illustrated below,and that this is followed immediately by a noun, which must be incorporated somehow intothe analysis. S HHHArg1 V0 HHArg2 V0One possible search strategy is that the parser considers each accessible node in a top-downorder (S, V0, V0), until a plausible relativisation site is found.In a top-down search, the rst node to be considered for lowering is S. This solution cor-responds to retaining all arguments in the relative clause. We will call this null-displacement.Since the relative clause must contain a gap, and all of the arguments are overt, the gapmust represent an adjunct, which, as we have seen above, must be either temporal or loca-tive. Thus, the null-displacement option will only be available if the semantic content of therelativising head-noun is a plausible time or location for the semantic content of the relativeclause to have taken place.If this is not possible, we move on to consider node V0, and attempt to lower. This33For example, native speakers seem to avoid on-line parsing decisions which would require postulating twonominative-marked NPs as arguments of the same predicate. This means that, in the class of examples whichwe have been discussing, if the relativising head-noun is marked with nominative case, then there will be apreference against displacing the (nominative marked) embedded subject to the matrix clause, i.e. a preferencefor the null-displacement option. 86
option corresponds to relativizing Arg1. A new sentential node will be created, dominatingan empty argument in the position occupied by Arg1. This means that S will remain as thematrix sentential node, and will continue to immediately dominate Arg1, or, to put it anotherway, Arg1 will be displaced from the relative clause. This will be possible if it is plausible tocoindex the referent of the head noun with the empty element in the position of Arg1. If thisis not possible, then the parser will descend to the next node, V0, and attempt to relativiseArg2. In the context shown above, this kind of search will predict the \minimal expulsion"strategy, with null-displacement preferred.Consider rst a null-displacement example, (4.9.a), repeated below as (4.12):(4.12) [MaryMary gaNOM sinseihinnew product woACC tloc=i kaihatusita]developed kaisyaicompany gaNOM tubureta.went bankrupt\The company where Mary developed the new product went bankrupt."At the point when kaisya (company) is found in the input, the rst node to be consideredwill be the top S-node. The parser considers the relativisation corresponding to this node(i.e. adverbial relativization), which is found to be plausible, since a company is a plausiblelocation for Mary to have developed a new product. Thus no diculty is predicted, andindeed, this sentence does not cause conscious processing diculty.Now consider (4.9.b) repeated again as (4.13):(4.13) Yamasitayamasita gaNOM [tnom=i yuuzinfriend woACC houmonsita]visited siriaiiacquaintance niDAT tegamiletter woACCkaita.wroteAs before, the parser rst builds the transitive clause with houmonsita (\visited") as themain verb. This time, null-displacement is not a possibility, since siriai (\acquaintance") isnot a plausible location or time. This means that the processor considers the next node downas a lowering site. This node will be the constituent covering the object and verb yuuzinwo houmonsita. Accordingly, the subject argument, yamasita ga is displaced, and a relativeclause structure is built with an empty subject position. This analysis remains grammaticalthroughout the parse, and the structure will be unproblematic for the processor.Finally, consider (4.9.c) example repeated below as (4.14):87
(4.14) YamasitaYamasita gaNOM yuuzinfriend woACC [nom tacc=i houmonsita]visited kaisyaicompany deLOC mikaketa.saw\Yamasita saw his friend at the company he visited."(4.14) is complicated by the fact that the string is not only locally but also globallyambiguous. The other reading is one in which the main clause contains two empty arguments,and the initially built clause remains intact as an adjunct relative. The null context stronglydisfavours this reading, in which two uncontrolled gaps appear in the matrix clause, butit is possible to create a prior context which provides discourse control for both of thesearguments, as in the question in (4.15.a) below. In this case, the utterance is considerablyeasier to process:(4.15) a. anatayou waTOP dokowhere noGEN kaisyacompany deLOC PiitaaPeter woACC mikaketasaw no?Q\At which company did you see Peter?"b. nom acc [tloc=iYamasita YamasitaNOM gafriend yuuzinACC womet houmonsita]company kaisyaiLOC desawmikaketa.\I saw him at the company where Yamasita visited his friend."At the point where houmonsita (\visited") is attached, the parser will have built a simpletransitive clause with both nominative and accusative arguments overt. On encountering thenoun kaisya, the rst option to be considered is the adjunct relativisation corresponding tonull-displacement. This analysis is not implausible, since a company is a reasonable locationfor Yamasita to meet his friend. Let us say that the parser initially adopts this analysis. Atthe point when the nal verb mikaketa (\saw") is encountered, neither of its nominative oraccusative arguments is overtly present in the main clause. On the null context, this meansthat there are two uncontrolled arguments. However, raising the subject and object fromthe lower clause recties this situation. The two empty arguments in the lower clause arenow both controlled, the accusative argument, marked acc is grammatically controlled bythe head noun of the relative, kaisya, and the nominative argument, nom, is pragmaticallycontrolled by the matrix subject Yamasita ga. The explanation of the diculty of the reading88
given in 4.14 is that this raising of the two arguments cannot be derived via tree-loweringat the verb region of the sentence. This is because, by the time the disambiguating nalverb, mikaketa is encountered in the input, the relevant node for lowering will no longer beaccessible, since it will be embedded inside the relative clause.4.6.6 Easy Double DisplacementsThe present analysis predicts that double displacement should be possible if, at the initialpoint of reanalysis (i.e. where the immediately post-clausal noun is encountered), the need toperform lowering consistent with double displacement is obvious. This is in contrast to bothGorrell (1995b), (1995a) and Weinberg (1993; 1995), both of whom propose models whichallow the displacement of an overt subject but not an overt object.34Mazuka and Itoh (1995) give the following example, which reportedly causes no consciousprocessing diculty, despite the fact that both the subject and object have to be displaced:(4.16) HirosiHirosi gaNOM aidoru kasyupopular singer woACC [nom tacc=i kakusita]hid kameraicamera dewith totta.photographed\Hiroshi photographed the popular singer with the camera he was hiding."We assume, as before, that the overt nominative and accusative arguments are initiallystructured as arguments of the verb kakusita (\hid"). On encountering the head noun kam-era, the parser rst considers the null-displacement option, which is found to be implausible(\the camera where/when Hirosi hid the popular singer"). The single displacement optionis similarly ruled out (\the camera which hid the popular singer"). Finally, the double dis-placement option is considered, and is found to be plausible (\the camera which (somebody)hid"). This option is adopted, and the remaining processing proceeds without trouble.3534Though as we have seen above, if the lowering of a verb is permitted, Gorrell's model will allow thedisplacement of an overt object.35 Data from a preliminary experimental investigation into the issues discussed in this section (Hirose, 1997)supports the general claim being made here, that the processor can easily perform double displacement if theneed to do so is obvious at the point when the post-clausal head-noun is processed. Specically, for sentenceswhich eventually required double displacement, there was a signicant reading time advantage in cases wherethe post-clausal noun could be only be relativized in a way which was pragmatically consistent with doubledisplacement, as compared to cases which were initially ambiguous between single and double displacement.However, the data from this experiment do not appear to support the simple serial search mechanism proposedhere, since initially ambiguous single displacement examples were processed with a diculty equal to that ofthe ambiguous double displacements. However, these data should not be seen as conclusive, since no studyhas manipulated ambiguity and reanalysis type in a fully controlled 2  2 design. We leave the resolution ofthis issue for further research. 89
A similar eect can be seen if we consider topicalization. In Japanese, topicalised elements,which are given an overt morphological marker wa, almost invariably occur in the matrixclause36 though they may control a \gap" at any level of embedding. Below we reproducethe double displacement example (4.9.c) with the nominative marked argument topicalised.This is reported to be considerably easier to process than the non-topicalised version.(4.17) YamasitaYamasita waTOP yuuzinfriend woACC [nom tacc=i houmonsita]visited kaisyaicompany deLOC mikaketa.saw\(as for) Yamasita (he) saw his friend at the company he visited."In the top-down search described above, we hypothesised that, on reaching the headnoun, kaisya (\company") the processor rst attempts to form a relative clause consistentwith null-displacement, with a locative relativisation reading. However, in (4.17), the parsercan immediately eliminate this option, since it would involve a topicalised phrase Yamasitawa appearing in a subordinate clause. The next option to be tried will be the single displace-ment option, in which the constituent covering yuuzin wo houmonsita (\visited the friend")is lowered. However, this may be discounted on the grounds of plausibility, since \company"is not a plausible subject for \visited". We assume that the parser then adopts the doubledisplacement option, which eventually turns out to be correct. Thus (4.17) is correctly pre-dicted to be easier than its non-topicalised counterpart, (4.9.c). However, on the bottom-upsearch, there would be no dierence predicted, since the V0 node will be the rst node chosenas a prospective lowering site in both cases.3736Though see Kuroda (1988), for some limited exceptions.37Robert Frank (p.c.) points out that (4.17) can actually be processed with a single-displacement reanalysis.In this case, kaisya is initially taken to be modied by a relative clause containting the accusative NP and theverb, and kaisya is interpreted as a locative within this clause (\the company where he visited his friend").If the parser initially adopts this (locative) single displacement option as its preferred alternative, then weneed to nd an alternative explanation for the ease of processing (4.17) in comparison with the non-topicalisedalternative (4.9.c), since in both cases, the parser will have to perform non-monotonic reanalysis at the nalverb in order to obtain the correct reading. One possible explanation for the dierence might be that althoughboth sentences will require a non-monotonic reanalysis at the nal verb, this reanalysis will involve breakingtwo dependencies in the case of the non-topicalized version (4.9.c), but only one dependency in the case ofthe topicalized version (4.17), since the initial processing decision at the head noun kaisya will have involvednull-displacement in the case of (4.9.c), but single displacement in the case of (4.17).
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Figure 4.9: head detachment: A head projection is split into two separate projections.Examples in discussion of Japanese data. 92
dency", we mean a (licensing) relation between a satellite and its head both of which havebeen encountered in the input so far. In other words, we do not consider a dependency toexist between a head and its satellite if either of the two have not yet been encountered inthe input.40Let us consider head extension (gure 4.7) rst. On standard X-bar assumptions, thiscorresponds to the attachment of a modier. In a head-nal language, in which only pre-modiers, and no post-modiers exist, this operation can only be employed if the word whichheads the projection to be extended has not yet been encountered in the input, and notvia retrospective lowering as we have dened it. In a head-initial, or mixed language whichallows post-modiers, like English, however, head-extension will be possible via retrospectivelowering. In this case the lowering operation will add one dependency between the head andthe newly adjoined constituent.Now consider satellite detachment (gure 4.8). In a head-nal language, all satellitesprecede the head. This means that, once the head has been attached, none of the satelliteswill be accessible in the sense dened above (page 68), since none will dominate the head(i.e. the last word to be incorporated). So in a head nal language, satellite detachment willonly be possible in cases where the licensing head has not yet been reached in the input, andtherefore will not break a dependency; that is to say that satellite detachment will be restrictedto cases of anticipatory lowering. In a head-initial language, by contrast, any satellite which ispreceded by its head will remain accessible to immediately following lexical material when thesatellite phrase in question has been completed, and subsequent detachment of the satellitewill result in breaking the dependency between that satellite and its head.Finally, consider Head detachment (gure 4.9). This is very likely to be found in a head-nal language. It corresponds to the case where a constituent, call it XP, has been completed,but the word subsequently found in the input (call it W), requires one of the nodes on X'shead projection. This node is attached to W's left, and replaced with the root node of W'ssubtree projection. The word W, requiring a constituent on its left, may be a postposition, forexample, in a head-nal language. Head detachment may break any number of dependencies.In a head-nal language, at the point where a constituent has been built with a head and all40Note that, in modular theories such as GB, there may be a number of licensing relations between a singlehead and a single satellite. In this case we do not count each single licensing relation as a single dependency,but treat the entire complex of licensing relations as one dependency.93
its satellites, but no further attachments have been made, all nodes on the head projectionof that constituent will be accessible. If a head-detaching lowering operation subsequentlyhas to be performed, then we will assume that the processor attempts to lower at a nodeconsistent with breaking the smallest number of dependencies possible, and this will coincidewith Inoue's \minimal expulsion strategy".It can be seen that the minimal expulsion preference can be derived via a preference tolower at the highest node possible, thus maintaining intact the largest number of dependenciesbetween the head and its satellites. The reanalysis of an initially built clause as a relative inthe examples we have been discussing above may be seen as instances of the schema in 3. insection 4.7.1 above (abstracting away from syntactic details), where the word W correspondsto the post-clausal head noun, and XP is the clausal (verbal) projection.In English, on the other hand, head extension and satellite detachment will be employedfar more often. Since, as far as the number of broken dependencies is concerned, nothinghinges on the choice of lowering site for either of these, the processor may be following adierent strategy, which may include a preference to lower nodes which have been createdas recently as possible (i.e. assuming a right-branching structure, to choose a low site).Considerations such as these may well underlie the diering search strategies between the twolanguages.4.8 Other Computational Approaches to Human Syntactic Re-analysisSuzanne Stevenson's competition based model (1993; 1994a) derives from the constraints ofa connectionist architecture a number of very interesting predictions for syntactic process-ing. The model is similar to that proposed here in the sense that reanalysis is not seen asqualitatively dierent from simple attachment. In fact Stevenson's constraint that reanalysisshould only involve nodes on the right edge of the tree, which follows from the space con-straints inherent in the connectionist architecture, leads to a reanalysis operation which isvery similar to tree-lowering constrained by accessibility, as dened here. The decay of net-work activation predicts an empirically supported recency preference in reanalysis as well asattachment, which means that the \bottom up" search strategy which we have discussed here94
does not have to be stipulated. However, it is not clear how the model would perform in pro-cessing head-nal languages, where, assuming an incremental processing regime, the recencypreference would presumably predict the opposite of the \top-down", dependency preservingsearch strategy motivated for Japanese in this chapter. That is to say that a strategy whichtakes into account more grammatical information may be required in addition to the simplerecency preference which is predicted in a decay of activation model. Also, the constraintsof Stevenson's model may in fact be too strong. For example, phrase structure cannot bepostulated without explicit evidence from the input, so that, for example, in sentence suchas Mary thinks John likes oranges, processing diculty is predicted on the input of John,because thinks does not select for an NP, and therefore no attachment site can be postulatedfrom explicit evidence in the input up to that point in processing. On the other hand, in amodel such as we have been discussing in this chapter, which does not forbid non-lexicallydriven prediction, this problem need not arise, as we have seen. This strict constraint alsomakes it dicult to extend Stevenson's model to include more complex reanalysis operations,such as the extended version of Tree Lowering described in section 4.6 of this chapter.Richard Lewis (1993) presents a comprehension model, nl-soar, which incorporates asyntactic reanalysis component. If, on the attachment of an incoming word, an inconsistencyis detected within the local maximal projection to which the incoming word is attached, thennl-soar's \snip" operator can break a previous attachment within this maximal projectionand reattach it elsewhere in the tree. This operation is more powerful than Tree-Lowering inthe sense that the phrase detached by the snip operator does not have to be reattached in aposition which is dominated by the projection of the incoming, disambiguating word. Thisresults in an impressive range of correct predictions. For example, in a sentence such as Is theblock on the table red?, the disambiguating word red can trigger the snip operator to detachthe PP on the table, which has previously been attached as the complement of the copula, andreattach it as an adjunct of block, correctly predicting this sentence to cause no processingdiculty, while lowering will not account for this, since the post-reanalysis position of on thetable is not dominated by the projection of the disambiguating word red. However, nl-soardoes overgenerate41 on a class of examples such as: \The psychologist told the woman that he41By `overgenerate' here, we mean that the parser is able to process examples which are actually consciousgarden paths. 95
was having trouble with to leave." and \The boy put the book on the table on the shelf", whichboth involve reattaching material into a preceding phrase, which is not possible in Gorrell'smodel, and also cannot be generated via tree-lowering.4.9 ConclusionsThis chapter has aimed to show how we can retain the intuitive appeal of a D-theory basedapproach, while also providing an explanation of the limitations on the human parser's abilityto reanalyse structure in terms of a constrained search space.One of the hall-marks of the D-theory based approach is that there is no major conceptualdistinction between (unconscious) reanalysis and attachment. The denition of a reanalysisoriented attachment operation (i.e. tree-lowering) has led us to explore the possibility thatthere are \reanalysis ambiguities" just as there are attachment ambiguities, and this demandsthe consideration of preferences for the application of the tree-lowering operation, whichhave to be dened over and above the basic D-theoretic machinery. We have seen thatthe preference to \reanalyse low" in English has to be replaced by a preference to \reanalysehigh" in Japanese, and we have speculated that this may be due to a \dependency preserving"strategy of the parser.AppendixThe purpose of this appendix is to give a more precise characterisation of the implementationby giving a brief description of the basic algorithm and data structures employed.Grammar RepresentationEach word in the lexicon is associated with an argument frame, and a lexical category (e.g.verb, noun). To each lexical category corresponds a grammar entry, which is a quintuple,hC;D;R; Left; Righti, where C is the name of the lexical category (e.g. V0, N0, etc), D isthe set of dominance and precedence relations which describe the lexical subtree anchored inC, R is the root node of the lexical subtree, and Left and Right are lists of the nodes in thesubtree which are attachment sites for the category C, where the nodes in Left precede C andthe nodes in Right follow C. 96
The grammar entry for the verb category in English, mentioned above in section 4.3.1, isas follows:C = V0D = fdom(VP,V0),dom(V0,Word),dom(S,VP),dom(S,NP),prec(NP,VP)gR = SLeft = hNPiRight = h iNote that the grammar entry only represents properties of the general lexical categoryin question. Thus, the grammar entry for verbs, shown above, has an attachment site for asubject, reecting the fact that all verbs in English must have a subject, but does not includeattachment sites for the internal arguments of particular verbs. These attachment sites areprojected with reference to the argument frames of each particular verb in the lexicon, whenthe verb is used.Global StateThe global state of the parser is a triple, hD;Root; Righti, where D is the set of dominanceand precedence relations which describe the global tree built up so far, Root is the root nodeof the global tree built up so far, and Right is the list of unsaturated attachment sites, whichwill have to be satised via Right Attachment. (Note that, by denition, there cannot beunsaturated left attachment sites in the global tree, since these will be inaccessible accordingto the theory of trees.)The attachment of a new word is achieved by equating the relevant nodes, as required bythe denitions of Attachment and Tree-Lowering, adding the new structural relations fromthe word's grammar entry, projecting any necessary obligatory arguments, and, if necessary,updating the global state so that it represents the relevant new right attachment sites, andnew root node.Argument ProjectionWhen the parser incorporates a new word into the description, the global state is updatedwith reference to the new word's argument frame. Recall the grammar entry for Englishverbs, given above. If an obligatorily transitive verb is processed, the resultant global state97
will include a new NP node (call it NP2) in the list of right attachment sites. Also, thefollowing relations will be added to the global description to encode a \dangling node".fdom(VP,NP2), prec(V0,NP2)gIn the case of Japanese, which allows empty arguments, any arguments \missing" fromthe left of the new word will be added as empty arguments, and, if necessary, the root nodewill be updated. For example, if a single accusative NP is followed by a ditransitive verb inthe input, then the \missing" dative and nominative arguments will be added to the globaldescription as empty categories, and the verbal projection extended to the S node dominatingthe subject NP.Non-lexical Structure BuildingThe grammar representation used here is not entirely lexicalised; that is to say that thereare grammatical objects manipulated by the parser which do not have a lexical anchor. Thisis employed to deal with Japanese relative clauses, which have no overt relative pronouns,or other explicit lexical signals to show that they can combine with following nouns. In thecurrent implementation, we allow a clause containing at least one empty category to be \ex-tended" to become a noun modier, (basically, the clause [S ...] is converted to [N 0[S ...] [N 0 ]]by adding the appropriate relations, and updating the root category as appropriate. A similarstrategy would be needed to deal with English reduced relatives, for example.As mentioned in 4.4, we also allow a projected clausal complement in English to beextended down to the subject NP of the complement clause , even when the input lacks anexplicit complementizer. This is also a case of building structure not directly justied bylexical input.Basic AlgorithmThe following is a pseudocode description of the basic control structure of the algorithm.1.  If Input is empty, Then succeed. Else go to 2.2. Project Word 98
(a) Read next word W,(b) Find category C of W.(c) Find grammar entry GE for C.(d) Go to 3.3. Attachment(a)  If the Global State is undened (i.e. W is the rst word of the input), and Wdoes not require overt arguments to its left, Then instantiate GE as the new Global Description, apply Argument Projec-tion, and go to 2. Else, go to 3b.(b)  If the preconditions for Right Attachment are met, Then combine GE with the current Global Description via Right Attachment,perform Argument Projection, and go to 2. Else go to 3c.(c)  If the preconditions for Left Attachment are met, Then combine GE with the current Global Description via Left Attachment,perform Argument Projection, and go to 2. Else, go to 4.4. Tree Lowering(a) Find the Current Node Path P, i.e. the set of accessible nodes, ordered accordingto the ordering function F (see below for explanation).(b)  If P is empty, Then fail. Else, go to 4c.(c) Remove N, rst node of P, leaving Rest, the remainder of P. If the preconditions for Tree Lowering are met at N, Then apply Tree Lowering at N , and perform Argument Projection.99
 Else, set Rest = P, and go to 4b.The dierent search strategies for the application of Tree Lowering in English and Japaneseare captured by setting dierent values to the ordering function F, mentioned in 4a. Toobtain the bottom-up search used for English, F orders the relevant nodes from bottom totop, while the top-down search used for Japanese orders them from top to bottom. Thoughthis dierence in search strategies is presented as a stipulation in the actual implementation,we strongly suspect that it is actually the result of some dependency preserving strategy, asoutlined in section 4.7.1 above.It should also be noted that the algorithm, as presented above, is slightly simplied. Infact, the current implementation allows the Global Tree Description to be extended via non-lexical structure building, as briey described in the previous subsection, before applying thecomposition operations. Furthermore, in cases where Tree-Lowering is applied on a headprojection node, (i.e. where Head Detachment is applied, (section 4.7.1)), Argument Projec-tion is re-applied to the head word of the detached projection, in order to \regrow" emptyarguments that will replace those \displaced" by the operation. This, as well as non-lexicalstructure building, allows us to capture the rather complex version of Tree Lowering describedin section 4.6.It should be noted that the serial character of the algorithm results in a preference forRight over Left Attachment (since Right Attachment is tried rst). We do not have anystrong commitment to this preference, and we have not found any phenomena which exhibit aRight/Left Attachment ambiguity, for which the preference would make crucial predictions.42
42Abney (1989) reports similarly that he nds no phenomena which exhibit the Attach/Attach-L conict inhis Licensing based model. 100
Chapter 5Monotonicity and ThematicStructure5.1 IntroductionThe model which we described in the previous chapter represents a particularly restrictiveinstantiation of the monotonicity hypothesis. In this chapter,1 we will identify data whichdemonstrates that the model is too restrictive, thus requiring us to loosen the constraintson which the model is built. We will argue that, rather than rejecting the monotonicityhypothesis, the problems can be solved by dening the monotonicity constraints not overpurely constituent structure representations, as previous models, including that introducedin the previous chapter have done, but over thematic representations. This allows us toincorporate insights from Pritchett (1988) and Frazier and Clifton (1996) into the framework.Before we proceed, we should point out that this chapter does not attempt to providean algorithmic level theory, in the sense of Marr's (1982) levels of explanation for theoriesof mental processes. Rather, it is intended as a computational level theory, which speciesconstraints of reanalysis in an implementation-independent manner. In this sense, the modeldescribed here is couched at a level of description that is similar to Gorrell's (1995b) modelthat we discussed in chapters 3 and 4.Of course, as we have argued above, a full model of reanalysis needs to include a speci-1The material in this chapter is largely drawn from Sturt and Crocker (1997).101
cation of the search strategies through which revision takes place, and it is intended that thecomputational level model described here will in the future be supplemented by an algorithmiclevel implementation, in the same way that the implementation described in chapter 4 can beseen as an algorithmic level extension of Gorrell's computational level theory.In chapter 6, we will discuss some initial work on a parser which is intended to serve as abasis for the implementation of the model that we will describe in this chapter. The readerwill notice that the changes which we discuss in this chapter will result in a model which isless restrictive than that reported in chapter 4, in the sense that a wider range of reanalyseswill be made possible. This means that, an algorithmic level implementation of the modelwill have to allow a more powerful set of parsing operations than that the set described inchapter 4.5.2 Modier AttachmentSince Cuetos and Mitchell's (1988) study, a great deal of research has been directed at ques-tions concerning modier attachment, and the results of this research have had far-reachingconsequences for theories of sentence comprehension in general. Within the Garden Path tra-dition (Frazier, 1978) this has led to a principled distinction between the way in which mod-iers are treated, and the way in which obligatory constituents are treated (Frazier, 1990b),leading to the distinction between primary and secondary phrases in Construal Theory (Fra-zier and Clifton, 1996).2 As we point out in this section, results from recent studies onmodier attachment pose problems for standard monotonic approaches as well. In sections5.5 and 5.3.1, we will show how the Construal notion of Primary and Secondary phrases canbe integrated with a monotonic model to solve these problems.Consider the following well-known sentence from Cuetos and Mitchell (1988).(5.1) The journalist interviewed the daughter of the colonel who had had the accident.2Hemforth, Konieczny, and Scheepers (1995) have argued that the subclass of relative clauses, rather thanthe wider class of modiers in general, are treated in a distinguished manner by the processor, as the attachmentof relative clauses involves anaphoric, as well as syntactic processes. While we take seriously the claim thatsome types of constituent are to be treated specially, and attempt to dene the nature of this special treatment,we will not discuss in any great detail the question of whether this subclass should be equivalent with modiersin general, or of relative clauses in particular, though we point out here that recent data (Traxler, Pickering,and Clifton, 1996) are compatible with Hemforth et al's claim.102
There are two possible interpretations for sentences such as (5.1), corresponding to the at-tachment of the relative clause as a modier of daughter on the one hand (high attachment)and as a modier of colonel on the other (low attachment). Notice that, if the relative clauseis initially attached in the low site, and subsequently reanalysed to the high site, then, at thelevel of constituent structure, this reanalysis will break a dominance relation. If the relativeclause is attached in the low site, then it will be dominated by the NP headed by colonel (wewill call this NP3). However, reanalysis to the high site will remove the relative clause to aposition where it is no longer dominated by NP3.Thus, standard, constituent structure based D-theory models make a clear prediction thatreanalysis of this type should cause conscious processing diculty.However, recent experimental evidence from Italian (De Vincenzi and Job, 1993; De Vin-cenzi and Job, 1995) and Japanese (Kamide and Mitchell, 1996), suggests that, in sentencessimilar to 5.1 in these languages, although the initial, on-line preference is for for the low site,the nal, o-line preference is for the high site. Specically, questionnaire studies in bothItalian (De Vincenzi and Job, 1993) and Japanese (Kamide and Mitchell, 1996) show a highattachment preference for globally ambiguous sentences similar to (5.1). However, self-pacedreading studies in both languages (De Vincenzi and Job, 1993; De Vincenzi and Job, 1995;Kamide and Mitchell, 1996) showed evidence for an initial on-line commitment to the low at-tachment site, where the sentences are disambiguated syntactically in the case of De Vincenziand Job, and pragmatically in the case of Kamide and Mitchell. In De Vincenzi and Job'sself paced reading studies, comprehension questions were also added, and accuracy was foundto be greater for high attached sentences than low attached sentences (De Vincenzi and Job,1995), further illustrating the discrepancy between the initial and the nal preference.This suggests that, at least in the languages studied by these authors, the revision fromlow attachment to high attachment, far from causing conscious processing diculty, as ispredicted by standard monotonic models, is actually the preferred course of action for theprocessor. We will discuss this phenomenon in section 5.3.1.5.3 Thematic RepresentationWe believe that the problem outlined in the previous section is a result of dening the D-theory constraints over exclusively constituent structure representations, so that all nodes in103
a tree are treated equally. It may be possible, therefore, to solve some of these problems bydening the D-theory constraints over dierent representations.A number of researchers have suggested that thematic structure plays a crucial role inlanguage comprehension (Abney, 1989; Crocker, 1996; Frazier and Clifton, 1996; Pritchett,1988; Pritchett, 1992; Gibson, 1991).Assuming that this suggestion is correct, then we should expect a representation-preservinglanguage processor to be particularly reluctant to alter thematic structure during reanalysis.In this section, we will look at the Construal Principle as dened by Frazier and Clifton (1996).We will also suggest some similarities between these constraints and monotonic models, whichwill be developed in subsequent sections.5.3.1 Construal: Thematic Assignment and ModiersThe following is the \Construal Principle" from Frazier and Clifton (1996)Construal Principle:i. Associate XP, where XP cannot be analysed as instantiating a primaryrelation, into the current thematic processing domain.ii. Interpret XP within that domain using structural and non-structural(interpretive) principles.Current thematic processing domainThe current thematic processing domain is the extended maximal projectionof the last theta assigner.Primary phrases and relations includea. the subject and main predicate of any (+ or -) nite clause.b. complements and obligatory constituents of primary phrases.The Construal Principle concerns the initial incorporation of non-primary phrases intothe representation, and is not explicitly stated as a constraint on reanalysis. However, understandard assumptions, the principle predicts a processing cost associated with \removing"a non-primary phrase from its \current thematic processing domain". We illustrate this ingure 5.1. 104
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of a relative clause attachment ambiguity involving a prepositionwhich assigns a thematic role. The locus of possible attachment sites for the relative clausenow excludes the high sitethematic processing domain in this conguration consists of the subtree which has the circledNP as its root, since this is the maximal projection of the theta assigning head father. Theconsequence for this is that the thematic processing domain includes both the high and thelow attachment sites for the relative clause. Therefore, Construal predicts that no processingcost will be associated with interpreting the relative clause as attached in either of these twopositions. In contrast, consider the situation in which the preposition inside the complexNP assigns a thematic role in its own right, shown in gure 5.3. In this case, it is claimedthat because the preposition with assigns a role to the lower NP, the maximal projection ofwith (i.e. PP) is a thematic processing domain. Construal therefore predicts that, once therelative clause has been attached in the low site, it cannot be re-attached to the high sitewithout causing measurable processing diculty. This pattern is consistent with De Vincenzi107
and Job's nding that, although an initial low attachment was found for the relative clause,for conditions including both non-thematic and thematic prepositions (illustrated by gures5.2 and 5.3 respectively), a nal, o-line low preference was found only for the conditionincluding the thematic preposition (illustrated by 5.3). Similar eects of the thematic statusof the preposition (or postposition) on the attachment behaviour of modiers in complex NPshas been found in a number of dierent studies, in English (Traxler, Pickering, and Clifton(1996)) Japanese (Branigan, Sturt, and Matsumoto-Sturt (1996), see chapter 8 of this thesis)and French (Baccino, De Vincenzi, and Job, 1996).At this point, it is worth pointing out a subtle distinction between the eect found byDe Vincenzi and Job (1995) and the predictions of Construal Theory. Taken together, thedata of de Vincenzi and Job (1993; 1995) suggest that Italian speakers employ a recencystrategy in their initial attachment of relative clauses, but that the processor subsequentlyprefers to reanalyse to a high attachment of the relative clause, just as long as the highersite is within the same minimal thematic domain as the original attachment site. In contrast,the Construal Principle denes a form of underspecied attachment, in which all modierattachment sites within the current thematic processing domain are equally preferred from asyntactic point of view, and ambiguities are resolved with reference to higher level, semanticand pragmatic principles. This means that the initial recency preference found by de Vincenziand Job in their on-line experiments is not accounted for in Construal theory. However,contrasting with De Vincenzi and Job's ndings, recent eye-tracking experiments in English(Traxler, Pickering, and Clifton, 1996) have found evidence which is more strongly supportiveof Construal's underspecied attachment strategy. Specically, in sentences where the highand low attachment site appears in the same Thematic Processing Domain, the authors founda processing advantage for globally ambiguous sentences in comparison with both high and lowdisambiguated sentences. By contrast, in a further study, in which the complex NP includedthe preposition with, (i.e. only the low attachment site appeared in the current ThematicProcessing Domain), the low attachment and unambiguous conditions were processed moreeasily than the high attachment condition. Taken together these results are compatible witha strategy in which multiple analyses are considered in a non-competitive fashion,4 but theseanalyses are limited to attachments within the current thematic processing domain. This4Competition would predict increased cost for the ambiguous condition.108
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Figure 5.4: A representation showing thematic assigner nodes (enclosed in circles) and the-matic receiver nodes (enclosed in squares) for a modier attachment ambiguity.of properties of nodes. The central idea is that representation types can be dened by pickingout, from a phrase structure tree, subsets of nodes which share a certain property, whichwe will call the Generator Property (borrowing some terminology from Barker and Pullum(1990)).We will illustrate this with reference to the tree for (5.1), given in Figure 5.4. The mostne-grained representation is the phrase-structure tree (marked PS tree in the diagram). It isthe most ne-grained representation because it is composed of all the nodes. However, we canalso pick out less fully-specied representations by picking out only subsets of nodes, whichshare a particular generator property. In the diagram, we have drawn a circle around all thenodes which we call thematic assigner nodes, and a square around all the nodes which wecall thematic receiver nodes. Let us say that the set of thematic nodes consists of the unionof the thematic assigner and thematic receiver nodes. Intuitively, the set of thematic nodescorresponds to the set of nodes which participate in conrmed thematic relations at someparticular state. The relevant denitions, which we will go on to use in subsequent sectionsof this chapter, are as follows: (Note that the notion of \conrmation" referred to in thesedenitions will be discussed further in section 5.6, and can be ignored for present purposes).55i.e. \conrmed to have received/assigned" can be interpreted as \has received/assigned".110
Thematic Nodes:N is a thematic node at state S i N is a thematic receiver at S or N is a thematicassigner at S.6Thematic Receivers: N is a thematic receiver at state S i N has been conrmedto have received a thematic role at or before S.Thematic Assigners: N is a thematic assigner at state S i it is the extendedmaximal projection of some head which has assigned at least one conrmed the-matic role at or before S.We can envisage various dierent levels of specication, according to which generator propertywe consider|for example, the phrase-structure tree consisting of all the nodes, the thematictree consisting of all and only the thematic nodes, and the thematic assignment tree consistingof all and only the thematic assigner nodes. Notice that the trees become \atter" as themembership of the relevant set of nodes becomes smaller.7 It is possible to denemonotonicityin terms of any one of these levels, or, in general, in terms of any arbitrary generator property.What, then is the role played by the structural relations of dominance and precedence,and how does this role relate to the notion of generator properties?The statement that A dominates B can be interpreted as a statement that domain Acontains element B. On the other hand, a precedence relation between C and D can beinterpreted as a statement that C and D are independent domains (i.e. neither one containsthe other), since, by the theory of trees, a precedence relation between two nodes implies thatthe two nodes are not related by dominance8. The requirement that structural relations beupdated monotonically can therefore be seen as a dynamic constraint on the construction ofdomains; that is, the constraint that both the membership (dominance) and the independence(precedence) of domains should be preserved.When we move on to consider monotonic models dened in terms of some arbitrarygenerator property P , we simply use P to dene the relevant notion of domain; that is,6Recall that we are assuming that the \granularity" of states is word-by-word7Of course, given a phrase structure tree labelled with the necessary thematic feature information, the\thematic trees" are purely derivative constructs, and do not need to be built separately by a parser. Wedepict them in the diagram (including terminal symbols for clarity) purely for expository convenience.8The exclusivity condition of the theory of trees forbids two nodes from being simultaneously in a dominanceand a precedence relation. See chapter 3, page 48 for a discussion of the theory of trees.111
the domains whose membership and independence we wish to preserve consist of subtreesrooted in nodes of which P holds.Thus, in a system dened by the generator property P , the membership of a domainis the set of nodes dominated by some P -node, while the independence of two domains iscaptured by a precedence relation between two P -nodes. So, for example, if we were to takethe generator property to be that of thematic nodes (i.e. the union of thematic assigner andthematic receiver nodes), then, in gure 5.4, NP1 and NP2 would be independent domains(i.e. NP1 and NP2 are each thematic nodes, and a precedence relation holds between them),while, for example, NP3 would be a member of the domain of NP2, because NP2 dominatesNP3.We now move on to a general denition in which any arbitrary generator property canbe used to dene a domain. In the following denitions, the P -Dominator monotonicityconstraint ensures that although each node can become a member of a new domain (wheredomains are dened in terms of generator property P ), no node can cease to be a member ofan existing domain. On the other hand, the P -Precedence partner monotonicity constraintensures that once a pair of independent domains has been established, (i.e. two nodes, eachwith property P are in a precedence relation), that independence must be preserved.P-Dominators:The P-dominators for Y at state S (abbreviated as D(Y; P )S) is the set of all nodes X,such that property P holds of X at state S, and X properly dominates Y at state S(where X properly dominates Y i X dominates Y and X 6= Y ).9P-Dominator Monotonicity:For each transition S =) T , and for each node X, D(X;P )S  D(X;P )T .P-Precedence Partners:The set of Precedence Partners at state S (written PRP(P )S) is the set of all orderedpairs of nodes X and Y , such that property P holds of both X and Y at state S, andX precedes Y at state S.9The use of the predicate \Properly Dominates" rather than \Dominates" allows a close convergence withthe generalized command theory of Barker and Pullum (1990).112








dominatesFigure 5.5:5.4.1 Double Complement VerbsThe following sentences, involving verbs which can take two complements, have been referredto as \conscious" garden paths in the null context.10(5.2) # The patient persuaded the woman that he was having trouble with to leave theroom. (Gibson (1991), Pritchett (1992))(5.3) # Mary saw the man with the binoculars through the telescope. (adapted fromGorrell (1995b))Let us assume that these judgements are correct1112, and therefore that we want (5.3)and (5.2) to be unprocessable within the constraint of monotonicity. Assuming an initialargument attachment, of the with phrase in the case of (5.3), and of the that clause in thecase of (5.2), then in both (5.3) and (5.2), the reanalysis involves the congurational changedepicted in gure 5.5:As we saw in chapter 3, Gorrell extended the standard D-theory formalism by applyingmonotonicity to precedence as well as dominance relations between nodes. This is in contrastto Weinberg (1993), who assumes that only precedence relations between terminal symbols are10We will use the \sharp" symbol (#) to mark sentences which are typically thought to involve concsiousprocessing diculty, when it is convenient to do so.11As in previous chapters, for the sake of argument, we simply assume that the intuitive judgements oeredby previous researchers are correct. We do not deny the need to back up these judgements empirically.12Clifton (1995) describes an eye tracking experiment which investigated garden path sentences of the typeillustrated in (5.2). Though the experiment was intended to investigate a separate issue, Chuck Clifton informsus (personal communication) that, in addition to garden path eects found in the eye-movement data, responseaccuracy to comprehension questions was extremely low for the dispreferred relative clause continuation, incomparison with the preferred complement clause continuation (34 vs. 85 % correct). This indicates thatreanalysis is extremely hard, and often impossible in this type of garden path. Note that the sentences in thisexperiment were presented in the null context. 114





her                contributions  
PP S
S
θFigure 5.6: Informal illustration of Pritchett's Theta Reanalysis Constraint. The \box"surrounding the NP represents the fact that this NP has received a thematic role.As an example of the Theta Reanalysis Constraint in action, consider (5.4), an exampleof a \conscious garden path" from Pritchett's paper:(5.4) # Without her contributions failed to come in.Pritchett assumes that the NP her contributions receives a thematic role from the prepositionwithout. Because contributions is dominated by this NP, any reanalysis which \reinterprets"contributions into a position from which it is no longer dominated by this NP, is predicted tobe costly. We illustrate this in Figure 5.6.It can be seen that, if we dene a monotonicity constraint with thematic reception as thegenerator property, then the diculty of (5.2) and (5.3) can be accounted for. This is because,referring again to gure 5.5, NP and XP will both have the generator property, because theywill both receive thematic roles from the verb. This will mean that the two constituents willbe precedence partners before reanalysis takes place. The reanalysis depicted in gure 5.5will result in the breaking of this precedence partner relation, and will therefore be ruled outby the monotonicity constraint.5.4.3 Thematic Reception and Thematic AssignmentOn the basis of the data discussed in section 5.4.1, we have argued that the relevant notionof monotonicity cannot be motivated solely in terms of thematic assignment nodes. However,it is also true that, on the basis of the modier attachment data discussed in section 5.2,monotonicity cannot be dened solely in terms of thematic receiver nodes. To see this, consideragain gure 5.4 on page 110. If monotonicity were dened with thematic receiverhood as thegenerator property, then the reattachment of the relative clause from the low site to the high116
site would violate monotonicity, since NP3, being a thematic receiver, would be a dominatorfor the relative clause before reanalysis, but would fail to be after reanalysis.Let us step back and consider the position in which we nd ourselves. On the basis of dataconcerning the reanalysis of modier attachment, we have argued that monotonicity shouldbe dened in terms of thematic assignment. However, on the basis of data concerning thereanalysis of argument attachment, we have argued that monotonicity should be dened interms of thematic reception. Hence, it appears to be necessary to employ a dierent notion ofmonotonicity depending on the type of constituent which is being reanalysed; that is to say,the thematic dominators for some constituent C will have to depend partly on the features ofC itself; that is to say, the notion of monotonicity required is relational rather than functional.In the next section, we will introduce a method of dening monotonicity in terms of relations,which will allow us to capture the required two-level constraint.5.4.4 Generalizing Monotonicity in Terms of RelationsThe second, more powerful way in which we can generalize monotonicity is in terms of re-lations. In section 5.3.2, where monotonicity was dened in terms of properties, the P-dominators for a node N were dened exclusively in terms of the generator property P , alongwith the predicate properly dominates. By contrast, when we dene monotonicity in terms ofrelations, the membership of the set of dominators of N may depend partly on features of Nitself. This allows us to make dierent types of nodes sensitive to dierent types of domains.As in section 5.3.2, this method of generalizing monotonicity constraints is inspired by theGeneralized Command theory of Barker and Pullum (1990).We now move on to the denitions. In what follows, we use the the abbreviation R(X; Y )Sto stand for \The relation R holds between X and Y at state S". We will refer to R as theGenerator Relation.R-Dominators:The R-dominators for Y at state S (abbreviated as D(Y;R)S) is the set of all nodes Xsuch that R(X; Y )S , and X properly dominates Y at state S.R-Dominator Monotonicity:For each transition S =) T , and for each node X, D(X;R)S  D(X;R)T .117
R-Precedence Partners:The set of R-Precedence Partners at state S (written PRP(R)S) is the set of all orderedpairs of nodes X and Y , such that R(X; Y )S and R(Y;X)S , and X precedes Y at stateS.14R-Precedence Partner Monotonicity:For each transition S =) T , PRP(R)S  PRP(R)TIn section 5.3.2, we dened a particular instantiation of generalized monotonicity by spec-ifying a value for the generator property variable P . Similarly, when we dene a model interms of a relational monotonicity constraint, we have to specify the value of the generatorrelation R. In the next section, we will dene visibility as a generator relation.5.5 Thematic MonotonicityIn what follows we will introduce the thematic monotonicity constraint, which will be denedin terms of the visibility relation. Intuitively, the visibility relation will pick out, for eachnode, which other nodes in the tree are relevant to the constraints on its reanalysis.We begin by introducing some terminology.5.5.1 Thematic NodesWe have already introduced the notion of thematic nodes. Here we repeat the denition:Thematic Nodes:N is a thematic node at state S i N is a thematic receiver at S or N is a thematicassigner at S.Thematic Receivers: N is a thematic receiver at state S i N has been conrmedto have received a thematic role at or before S.14Note that, for the sake of generality, we have dened R-Precedence Partners \symmetrically", assumingno dierence in priority between the left and right members of a pair of nodes in a precedence relation. Ananti-symmetric denition would also be possible, where only one of R(X; Y ) or R(Y;X) would have to hold.This would require independent justication of the directionality of the relation.118
Thematic Assigners: N is a thematic assigner at state S i it is the extendedmaximal projection of some head which has assigned at least one conrmed the-matic role at or before S.5.5.2 VisibilityThe thematic monotonicity constraint will be dened relationally, so that the set of thematicnodes relevant to some constituent C will depend on some of the properties of C itself. Wewill begin, then, by dening the relation of visibility15 which will dene this set of \relevant"thematic nodes for any given constituent C. Recall that Pritchett's TRC and Frazier andClifton's Construal Principle dier, not only with respect to the reception versus assignment ofthematic roles, but also with respect to the features of the constituent to which the respectiveprinciples apply; specically, Frazier and Clifton's principle applies to \Secondary Phrases",while Pritchett's principle applies to \Theta marked" constituents. We will preserve thesubstantive content of this distinction in the visibility relation which we dene below, bymaking modiers sensitive only to thematic assigner nodes, while non-modiers are sensitiveto all thematic nodes (i.e. both thematic receivers and thematic assigners). This means that,in the general case, modiers will have more freedom to be revised than other nodes.16Consider gure 5.4 on page 110. Because the relative clause, RC, is a modier (i.e., inConstrual theory, it would be considered as a \Secondary Phrase"), we are going to say thatonly thematic assigner nodes are visible to RC. This will mean that the RC can be \raised"past a thematic receiver node, such as NP3, without violating monotonicity, because suchnodes are not dominators for RC. However, the relative clause may contain nodes which arenon-modiers, so the visibility relation must allow all nodes dominated by RC to inherit RC's\blindness" to NP3. Hence, the visibility relation will dene modiers to act as what mayintuitively be thought of as a \visibility lters" to nodes inside them|that is, in the case ofRC in gure 5.4, the only nodes outside RC that are visible to nodes inside RC are thematicassigner nodes. So, for example, because NP3 is not a thematic assigner node, it is not visible15We are aware of a possible confusion caused by using the term visibility, which has been used in manyother proposals, both in theoretical syntax and psycholinguistics, each with reference to a slightly dierentconcept. Visibility seemed the most appropriate name for the relation we dene, and we hope the reader willnot be confused by our use of it here.16We believe that it is reasonable to treat modiers separately in this way, since modiers, by denition,never receive thematic roles, and can therefore be hypothesised to be insensitive to thematic receiver nodes ingeneral. 119
to RC, or to any nodes within RC. On the other hand, both S and NP2 are thematic assignernodes, and so are visible to RC and to nodes within RC. We will say that all thematic nodes,that is both assigners and receivers, are visible to non-modiers, unless they are \ltered out"by a modier in this way.The \ltering" behaviour of modiers gives the visibility relation a rather complicatedand stipulative appearance. This is probably a consequence of the fact that we are deningthe thematic monotonicity constraint in terms of the generalized \recipe" provided in section5.4.4, and an equivalent, more natural denitions are possible. When we consider the compu-tational implementation described in chapter 6, this \ltering" can be seen to follow naturallyfrom the strictly local manner in which information concerning the global conguration is in-herited from mother to daughter through the tree.17 It may also be noted that when certaincommand constraints are dened in terms of relations in the the theory of Barker and Pullum(1990), the resulting relations can often be complex. However, what is gained by deningconstraints in this way, whether monotonicity constraints or command relations, is generality,which allows us to analyse the proposed constraints according to a common framework.The denition of \visibility", then, is as follows:Visibility1. A is visible to a modier M i A is a thematic assigner node.182. A is visible to a non-modier N ieither there is no modier that dominates N but not A, and A is a thematicnode (i.e. a receiver or assigner).or there is a modier that dominatesN but not A, and A is a thematic assignernode.Now, instead of insisting that dominance and precedence relations should be preservedbetween all nodes, as is the case in other D-theory based models (Sturt and Crocker (1996),17Readers familiar with 1980's Chomskyan syntax will also recognize some parallels between the \ltering"behaviour of modiers proposed here, and the idea, put forward in Barriers (Chomsky (1986a)), that, undercertain conditions, non-theta-marked constituents serve to block the formation of various linguistic dependen-cies from external nodes to descendants of the category in question.18This and the remainder of the denitions in this section are intended to be relativized to states. Strictlyspeaking, this particular clause of the denition of visibility should read \A is visible to a modier M at stateS i A is a thematic assigner node at state S". We omit mentioning states to avoid cluttering the denitions.120
Gorrell (1995b)), the thematic monotonicity constraint is is going to insist only on the preser-vation of dominance and precedence between nodes related by visibility.5.5.3 Thematic Dominators and Thematic Precedence NodesWhat we will call Thematic Dominators and Thematic Precedence Partners are simply theresult of substituting the visibility relation in the appropriate denition from section 5.4.4.Thematic Dominators:A is a thematic dominator for B i A is visible to B and A properly dominatesB.19Recalling gure 5.4, the thematic dominators for the relative clause consist of NP2 and S,while the thematic dominators of the N0 immediately dominating the relative clause consistof NP3, NP2 and S.Thematic Precedence Partners:A is a thematic precedence partner for B i A and B are visible to each other andA and B are in the precedence relation.20Again, recalling gure 5.4, NP1 is a thematic precedence partner for NP3, because the twonodes are visible to each other, and NP1 precedes NP3. However, NP1 is not a thematicprecedence partner for RC, because the two nodes are not visible to each other (specically,although RC is visible to NP1, NP1 is not visible to RC).5.5.4 The Thematic Monotonicity ConstraintThe thematic monotonicity constraint, then, is dened as follows:The Thematic Monotonicity Constraint1. A node can gain new thematic dominators, but cannot lose existing ones (that is,for each node, the set of thematic dominators is monotonic increasing).2. A node can gain new thematic precedence partners, but cannot lose existing ones(that is, the set of pairs of precedence partners is monotonic increasing).19A properly dominates B i A dominates B and A 6= B.20Here\in the precedence relation" means A precedes B or B precedes A.121
5.6 Delayed CommitmentIn this section, we will discuss the notion of conrmation which is mentioned in the denitionof thematic assigner and receiver nodes.Recall the two \dicult" garden path sentences discussed above:(5.2) # The patient persuaded the woman that he was having trouble with to leave theroom. (Gibson (1991), Pritchett (1992))(5.3) # Mary saw the man with the binoculars through the telescope. (adapted fromGorrell (1995b))Despite the structural similarity, it has also been claimed that the following sentences donot cause the conscious garden path eect:(5.5) Mary saw the man with the moustache.(5.6) The doctor told the woman that was having trouble with him to leave the room.(Gibson (1991), Pritchett (1992))Note that, if we assume a processor which makes attachments on an incremental word-by-word basis, as well as an initial preference for the VP attachment in both cases, then, inconstituent structure terms, both (5.3) and (5.2) on the one hand, and (5.5) and (5.6) onthe other, involve an identical congurational change, namely that depicted in gure 5.5 (seepage 114). They only dier in the point at which disambiguation occurs.Let us briey summarize the dilemma in which we nd ourselves. Assume rst that wewant our model to be incremental, in the sense that each word is incorporated into a connectedstructure as soon as it is encountered. Let us also assume that a node which is eligible to bea thematic node (i.e. either an assigner or a receiver) will be conrmed as such as soon as itis created. In this case, (referring again to gure 5.5, page 114), in both (5.5) and (5.6), thesecond complement of the verb (labelled \XP" in gure 5.5) will be conrmed as a thematicreceiver as soon as the rst word of XP is read. Therefore, NP and XP will be thematicprecedence partners, and the reanalysis will be (falsely) predicted to be dicult.Now assume that we do not care if we relax the assumption of incrementality. In thiscase, we might propose a processor which, for some reason, delays the decision to attach XP,122
in such a way that this constituent remains unattached at the point of disambiguation inthe \easy" cases (i.e. (5.3) and (5.2)), but is already irrevocably attached by the time ofdisambiguation in the \dicult" cases (i.e. (5.5) and (5.6)).However, this solution is not satisfactory either|it is not consistent with the abundantevidence for incremental, word-by-word processing, which we discussed in chapter 3. Inparticular, it predicts, not only that (5.5) and (5.6) should not involve conscious reanalysis,but it makes the much stronger prediction that they should involve no reanalysis at all.However, contrary to this, there is evidence for reanalysis in both of these constructions (seeRayner, Carlson, and Frazier (1983) for (5.5) and Mitchell, Corley, and Garnham (1992) for(5.6)). This means that our model must not only represent the initial commitment to theargument analysis in these sentences, but also, if we accept the intuitive distinction at issue,be capable of revising in the case of (5.5) and (5.6) but not in the case of (5.3) and (5.2).More specically, it appears that we need to to be able to encode more than one level ofcommitment into the model|an immediate, but relatively weak commitment, which can berelatively easily broken at the point of disambiguation in (5.5) and (5.6), as well as a rmer,but more delayed commitment, which causes the processing trouble in (5.3) and (5.2). Below,we will show that this notion of delay can be expressed quite naturally in the monotonicsystem proposed in this chapter.As we have mentioned above, there is a great deal of evidence that attachment is basi-cally a word-by-word incremental process, and does not require the presence of a grammaticalhead. However, it is possible that, while the level of commitment corresponding to syntacticattachment is not head-driven, some higher level of commitment is head driven. This as-sumption has been employed in some recent models. For example, Ferreira and Henderson(1991) suggest that the assignment of a thematic role can only be achieved once the head ofthe constituent receiving the role has been read.Though Ferreira and Henderson deal with phenomena which are rather dierent fromthose we describe here, we will incorporate a similar proposal into the present model. In ourcase, we do not argue that the presence of a head is necessary for thematic role assignment orinterpretation. Rather, we see the presence of a head as a prerequisite for the conrmationof a node as thematic. That is to say, the presence of a head in the input may trigger thecreation of one or more thematic nodes, and the eect of this will be that certain choice points123
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Figure 5.8:The potential recipient of the instrumental role (i.e. the NP enclosed in the dotted box)has not yet been conrmed as a thematic node, since its head is not yet instantiated. Similarly,the PP which is a potential thematic assigner node has not yet been conrmed, as the headof its Receiver Node has not yet been read. If the input continues with the head binoculars,then the two nodes may be conrmed. This conrmation results in a precedence relationbetween two thematic nodes; the PP and the preceding NP dominating the man. This meansthat the PP cannot subsequently be reanalysed into a position dominated by this NP withoutviolating thematic monotonicity (the precedence relation would have to be broken). If theinput continues with moustache, however, we assume that the implausibility of a moustacheas an instrument prevents the conrmation of the instrumental role from taking place, andthe PP may therefore be reanalysed as a modier of the NP.Recalling the two examples (5.3) and (5.5) repeated below, we now have an explanationfor the intuitive dierence.(5.3) # Mary saw the man with the binoculars through the telescope.(5.5) Mary saw the man with the moustache.In (5.3), once the two thematic nodes in the PP with the binoculars have been conrmed,these nodes become visible to, and therefore thematic precedence partners of, the precedingNP headed by man. The PP cannot now be reanalysed into a position dominated by this NP,126
as that would result in a thematic precedence partner relation becoming a thematic dominatorrelation, against the theory of trees.5.7 Coverage and PredictionsThus far, we have motivated the model based on a relatively small number of constructions.We now give an idea of the wider coverage of the model.5.7.1 Comparison with Pritchett (1988)In general, given the importance attached to receivers of thematic roles, the model will sharemany predictions with Pritchett (1988). We believe that the model has empirical advan-tages over Pritchett's in two respects. First, because Pritchett's model was based on thegrammatical notion of licensing, unlike the present proposal, it made no concrete predictionsconcerning the attachment and reanalysis of modiers; constituents which have no clear re-lation with licensing principles. Second, initial attachment in Pritchett's model was entirelyhead-driven, which is problematic with respect to the abundance of evidence for incremental,word-by-word processing. By contrast, we assume that initial attachment is word-by-wordincremental, but that the importance of heads is reected in a head-driven commitment tothematic structure. Note, however, that in its present form, the model will not extend tocover the phenomena which motivated Pritchett to reformulate his reanalysis principle as theOn Line Locality Constraint (OLLC), in Pritchett (1992). In fact, we believe that the OLLCdoes not hold the empirical advantages that Pritchett assumed. Specically, the OLLC wasdesigned to account for the fact that, intuitively, both (5.7) and (5.8) are equally easy:(5.7) John gave her earrings for Christmas.(5.8) John gave her earrings away to charity.The \theta attachment" principle of Pritchett's model predicts that her and earrings areinitially attached as the indirect object and direct object of gave respectively (we will call thisthe dative reading. However, on the assumption that the dative reading is initially preferred,(5.8) requires her earrings to be restructured as a single NP, the direct object of gave, (we willcall this the possessive reading, because her is interpreted as a possessive. This violates the127
TRC, because the thematic role originally assigned to earrings will have to be removed. On theother hand, Pritchett's revised principle, the OLLC predicts the reanalysis outlined above tobe easy, because it allows the source position of a node to govern its target position. However,the OLLC only solves the problem on the assumption that the initial preference for the dativereading is correct. If earrings is initially in accordance with the possessive reading, then boththe TLC and the OLLC will predict major processing diculty associated with (5.7). Infact, there is no evidence for the initial dative preference that Pritchett assumed, and, thoughinconclusive, some data which does exist for this construction in English shows evidence for aninitial preference for the possessive reading.23 This preference for the possessive reading hasalso been found in a completion study on the equivalent construction in German (Bader, 1996),but Bader reports that in a self-paced reading study, a strong preference for the possessivereading is dependent on the presence of a focus particle; a result which Bader explains interms of the diculty of revising intonational structure. In the thematic monotonicity modelwhich we have introduced here, we could only explain the apparent ease of processing in both(5.7) and (5.8) if we allowed an extra degree of underspecication, perhaps due to the lexicalambiguity of her. However, this would require independent justication, and, if we were toprovide an account of Bader's German data, would also require the introduction of focusstructure into the model. We leave this as a problem for future research.5.7.2 Comparison with Frazier and Clifton (1996)As far as modier attachment is concerned, given the importance attached to assigners ofthematic roles, the model will share many predictions with Construal Frazier and Clifton(1996). One dierence, however, is that while Construal Theory \associates" modiers into athematic domain without committing at the syntactic level to any one particular site withinthe domain, our model makes an initial determinate attachment at the constituent structurelevel, while the thematic domain demarcates the locus of possible alternatives to this attach-ment choice. As we have seen in the discussion in section 5.2, data currently available do notallow us to discriminate between these two choices.However, there is one respect with which Thematic Monotonicity, as formulated in thischapter, is superior to Construal, and that concerns left branching attachment of modiers.23Chuck Clifton, personal communication. 128
Consider the following Japanese NP:(5.9) [RC barukoniibalcony niLOC iru]exists joyuuactress noGEN mesitukai.servant\The servant of the actress who is on the balcony"Recall that the Construal Principle states that non-primary phrases are \Associated" into thecurrent thematic processing domain, which is dened as \the extended maximal projectionof the last theta assigner". This denition makes sense for right branching structures, but itdoes not make sense for head-nal left branching structures of the type illustrated in (5.9).At the point where joyuu is reached, it becomes possible that the clause labelled RC is arelative clause modifying joyuu. However, at this point, the last thematic assigner is the mainverb of the relative clause, which means that the Current Thematic Processing Domain isthe relative clause itself. Clearly, it is implausible to assume that a relative clause shouldbe \associated" to itself. In contrast, consider the Thematic Monotonicity Constraint. Thisrequires that the relative clause should be able to gain new thematic dominators, but not loseexisting ones; that is, that the set of thematic assigner nodes properly dominating RC shouldbe monotonic increasing. We assume that RC is initially attached as a modier of joyuu, assuggested by Kamide and Mitchell's (1996) on-line study. At this point, the set of thematicdominators for RC is the empty set. Subsequent input will result in additions to this set ofthematic dominators for RC. Specically, the NP headed by mesitukai will become a memberof this set, because mesitukai assigns a thematic role to the NP headed by joyuu, and if thisNP itself becomes incorporated into a larger left branching structure through further input,then more dominators may well be added. This will allow the relative clause to \climb" to aposition where it modies mesitukai, without losing any thematic dominators.5.7.3 Three Site Relative Clause AmbiguitiesOne phenomenon which we have not discussed so far is the pattern of preferences in relativeclause ambiguities with three possible attachment sites, such as the following NP from thestudy reported by Gibson et al. (1996):(5.10) the design on the kite above the house that was small but very beautiful.129
The relative clause in (5.10) may be attached at any one of three sites; it may modify thelow noun (house), the middle noun (kite), or the high noun (design). Using a cumulativegrammaticality judgement task, Gibson et al. (1996) showed a preference ordering of Low> High > Mid, for disambiguated versions of (5.10) in both Spanish and English. This wasexplained in terms of two factors; recency, which favours attachment to recently processedmaterial, and predicate proximity, which favours attachment as close as possible to the headof a predicate phrase, giving an advantage to the high site in examples such as (5.10).24In terms of the thematic monotonicity model presented in this chapter the high and midattachments must be derived via reanalysis, assuming an initial low attachment.25 This meansthat the preference for the high site over the middle site must be seen as an eect of reanalysis.Let us consider some questions about how reanalysis might proceed in such examples. Gibsonet al's materials have the schematic form indicated in (5.11):(5.11) NP1 P1 NP2 P2 NP3 RCAn examination of Gibson et al's materials reveals that, P2 is instantiated by a thematicpreposition in all but three of the eighteen materials. This means that, assuming the highand low attachment conditions are derived via reanalysis, the reanalysis required in the ma-jority of Gibson et al's materials does not preserve thematic monotonicity, since the relativeclause instantiating RC must be moved beyond the maximal projection of P2. This suggeststhat predicate proximity, or some similar principle, must be seen as guiding non-monotonicreanalysis processes. However, given thematic monotonicity, we might assume that the prefer-ence for the high site over the middle site might be reversed in cases where P2 is non-thematic.In fact, we have some preliminary evidence for this, which we describe below.Pilot Questionnaire StudyIn this questionnaire study,26 we examined twelve sentences similar to (5.12), where the NPheaded by room instantiates the schema given above in (5.11).24Note that in the case of bare NPs, predicate proximity applies to a predicted predicate phrase. In the caseof (5.10), the predicted predicate phrase takes (5.10) as its subject.25Although a high attachment preference for Spanish is well attested in two-site examples (Cuetos andMitchell, 1988), Gibson et al's results show a low preference for three-site examples.26Because this is only a preliminary investigation, we do not give a full report of this study.130
(5.12) The young couple liked the room with the painting of the horses that was reallycolourful.In all materials, the relative clause was made incompatible with the most recent noun, N3,using number marking, leaving a choice between the middle site N2 and the high site N1.In all materials, P1 was instantiated by a thematic preposition and P2 by the non-thematicpreposition of, so that, assuming an initial low attachment of the relative clause, a nalinterpretation with RC modifying N1 would involve non-monotonic reanalysis, while a nalinterpretation with RC modifying N2 would involve monotonic reanalysis. Subjects wereasked to choose between two possible interpretations corresponding to the middle attachment(the painting was really colourful) and the high attachment (the room was really colourful).There was a preference for the middle attachment over the high attachment (65% vs. 35%),which was signicant by both subjects and items.The pilot study was incomplete in many ways (for example, the plausibility of the twogrammatical readings was not controlled, and we did not compare (5.12) with three-siteexamples in which P2 is thematic). However, the results that we have suggest that thematicstructure constrains the nal interpretation of three-site relative clause ambiguities. It shouldbe noted that the combined principles of predicate proximity and recency given in Gibson etal. (1996) cannot account for for this eect, since predicate proximity applies solely to verbalpredicates.5.7.4 \Easy" RevisionsIntuitively, the \unproblematic" reanalyses in this model correspond to revisions which do notcause drastic changes to the thematic tree. These may include cases in which the thematictree does not change at all, as in the Italian and Japanese examples we discussed in section5.3.1. Also included are cases in which a new thematic node is \inserted" into the dominationpath between two existing thematic nodes. An example of this is the well-known class ofNP/clausal complement ambiguities such as (5.13) below, in which a new thematic assignernode representing the complement clause is inserted in the domination path between the rootclausal node and the NP thematic receiver node covering the ancient inscription.(5.13) The scholar understood the ancient inscription had been written by the Romans.131
In general, all reanalyses which can be achieved through the tree-lowering operation given inchapter 4, will also be possible in the model given here. Also predicted unproblematic are casesin which a constituent is \lowered" into the domination domain of an immediately precedingthematically conrmed phrase, just as long as the lowered constituent, or any constituentwhich it dominates, has not been thematically conrmed at the time that the lowering takesplace. Examples are (5.5) and (5.6) repeated below:(5.5) Mary saw the man with the moustache.(5.6) The doctor told the woman that was having trouble with him to leave the room.We have dealt with (5.5) in the main body of the text. The example (5.6) is predicted tobe unproblematic if we adopt Gibson (1991)'s assumption that told assigns the propositionrole not to the (CP) projection of the complementizer but to the (IP) tensed clause headedby was. On this analysis, the embedded IP will still be unconrmed as a thematic receiverbefore the disambiguating signal (i.e. the absence of the an overt subject in the embeddedclause) is detected, and therefore reanalysis of the embedded clause as a relative is possible.275.7.5 \Dicult" RevisionsRevisions which are predicted to be problematic include cases in which a constituent losesone or more of its thematic dominators, as is the case in the well known example below:(5.14) # While Mary was mending the sock fell o her lap.In (5.14), assuming an initial low attachment preference for the NP the sock, this NP has tobe raised past the subordinate clause node in order to gain the globally correct reading. Asthis clausal node is a thematic dominator for the NP (it is the extended maximal projectionwithin which mending assigns its thematic roles), the reanalysis involves the NP \losing" thisclausal node as a thematic dominator.Also predicted to be dicult are cases in which a precedence relation between two con-rmed thematic nodes has to be broken, as in examples (5.3) and (5.2) repeated below:(5.3) # Mary saw the man with the binoculars through the telescope.27Note that this analysis would also be in line with Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard andSag (1994)), in which complementizers are treated as markers rather than heads.132
(5.2) # The patient persuaded the woman that he was having trouble with to leave theroom.There is a class of revisions for which our model is probably over-constrained. That iscases like the following, where the relative clause, assuming an initial low attachment, has tobe reanalysed to a position outside the domain of the thematic assigning preposition with.(5.15) They laughed at the girl with the boyfriend who looked pleased with herself.Though, as we mentioned in section 5.3.1, there is evidence that this type of ambiguity isinuenced by whether or not the preposition assigns a thematic role, it is unclear whetherexamples such as (5.15) should be thought of as conscious garden paths, as we predict shouldbe the case, on the assumption that violations of thematic monotonicity correspond preciselyto the class of conscious garden paths.285.7.6 Grades of DicultyIn this paper, we have divided the data into two categories according to the simple binarydistinction between those reanalyses which violate thematic monotonicity and those which donot. However, we do not wish to claim that there are not grades of diculty within either ofthese categories. Consider the following minimal pair from Fodor and Inoue (1994):(5.16) a. She put the candy in her mouth on the table. HARDERb. She put the candy in her mouth onto the table. EASIERIn terms of the model proposed here, we predict both of the examples in (5.16) to be hard,in the sense that they both involve a violation of thematic monotonicity, for essentially thesame reason as in example (5.3), section 5.4. However, Fodor and Inoue point out an intuitivedistinction between the more dicult (5.16.a) and the less troublesome (5.16.b). Fodor andInoue motivate this in terms of a dierence in informativity between a weaker, pragmatic errorsignal in (5.16.a) (i.e. the implausibility of a mouth being on a table), and a stronger, syntacticerror signal in (5.16.b) (i.e. the impossibility of into as a modier of mouth). However, onthe fairly natural assumption that the diculty of reanalysis correlates with the number ofviolations of thematic monotonicity required for recovery, the intuitive dierence between28For example, Gibson (1991) treats similar examples as not involving conscious diculty.133
(5.16.a) and (5.16.b) can be explained in the present framework. Assume that, for lexicalreasons, the processor never attempts to attach into as a modier of mouth in (5.16.b), butdoes attempt to attach in as a modier of mouth in (5.16.a). Then, the reanalysis of (5.16.a)involves not only breaking the precedence relation between the candy and in her mouth, butalso removing on the table from the thematic assignment domain of in her mouth, that is, twoviolations of thematic monotonicity. By contrast, (5.16.b) involves only the former violation.A similar account is possible for another of Fodor and Inoue's example pairs given below in(5.17), on the assumption that the processor does attempt to attach the story into the thatclause in (5.17.a), but does not attempt to attach not into the that clause in (5.17.b):(5.17) a. They told the boy that the girl met the story. HARDERb. They told the boy that the girl met not to go home. EASIER5.8 ConclusionIn this chapter, we have proposed two basic revisions to the theory of monotonic parsingwhich, as we hope we have demonstrated, allows a more exible and psychologically naturalmodel; rst, we propose that monotonicity should be dened over thematic rather than con-stituent structure, allowing us to incorporate insights from other models making substantialuse of thematic structure (Pritchett (1988), Frazier and Clifton (1996)). Second we haveproposed that commitment is delayed, and head-driven at the thematic level, but immediateand incremental at the phrase-structural level. This allows us to capture a wider range of\mild" reanalyses which demonstrably occur in sentence comprehension, but which appearto cause readers little trouble.In order to gain a clear idea of how the model proposed here ts into the monotonicityframework, it may be instructive to refer back to gure 3.1, page 44. Recall that in monotonicmodels, the description comprises a monotonic increasing set of structural relations. In thepresent model, this monotonic set of structural relations includes thematic dominator relationsand thematic precedence partner relations. The \possible trees" consist of the innite set ofphrase structure trees compatible with these relations at each state. Finally, the \defaulttree" is \ready made" at each state|it is simply the phrase structure tree. This contrastswith the model described in chapter 4, where the default tree at any state is simply the134
\closed world" interpretation of the description at that state, and no further information isrequired in order to interpret the structure.An interesting question which we have not addressed up to this point concerns the process-ing status of constituent structure-based monotonicity (cf. chapter 4) in relation to thematicmonotonicity. For example, if a reanalysis violates constituent structure monotonicity but notthematic monotonicity, is this predicted to be dispreferred in relation to a reanalysis whichdoes not violate monotonicity at either level? Given that the class of possible reanalysesallowed by the constituent structure based model of chapter 4 is a proper subset of that al-lowed by thematic monotonicity, it is natural to assume that this is so. In an implementation,this might be captured by applying the tree-lowering operation discussed in chapter 4 beforeattempting other reanalysis operations.Finally, one aspect of our approach which we regard as an advantage over many alternativemodels is that our constraints are precise enough to be computationally implemented, allowingsearch strategies and reanalysis preferences to be tested rigorously. We will discuss someimplementational details in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6Further Computational Issues6.1 IntroductionIn the previous chapter, we argued that the constituent structure based model of Gorrell(1995b) is too restrictive to capture the range of reanalyses available to the human parser.1 Wetherefore proposed a newmonotonic model based on thematic structure, which, we argued, hasa more satisfactory range of predictions. This model, and monotonicity constraints in general,can be seen as a declarative description of the range of cures available to the parser. However,as we argued in chapter 4, a complete reanalysis theory must also consider procedural issues;how the parser diagnoses its errors, and the preferences through which cure is implemented.We believe that computational modelling is essential for a proper investigation of these issues,but computational models can be used in a number of dierent ways. The implementationwhich we described in chapter 4 was \tailor made" to capture the constraints of a particularreanalysis model, that of Gorrell (1995b). This served to highlight some points in which theoriginal theoretical model was unclear, and also yielded some interesting new predictions.However, as a long term strategy, we believe that there is also a good case for building animplementation which is general to as great an extent as possible, so that, for example, wecan easily examine and compare the consequences of adopting various proposed constraintson diagnosis and repair. In this chapter, we consider issues related to the creation of such ageneral parser.We begin by describing a general method for fully connected incremental parsing, which1Some of the material reported in section 6.2 of this chapter will appear as Lombardo and Sturt (1997).136
we see as a prerequisite for building psycholinguistic models. This includes a discussion ofthe attachment operations used by the parser, and a method for dealing with non-lexicalstructure building and innite local ambiguity.After this, we move on to a discussion of the problems involved in implementing generalmonotonic models. In particular, we see how the reanalysis search space can be limitedwith reference to general monotonicity constraints based on properties. This requires theimplementation of a delay mechanism, so that we can model, for example, the head-drivenconrmation of thematic nodes introduced in chapter 5.Partly as a consequence of its greater degree of generality, it will be seen that the imple-mentation which we discuss in this chapter embodies a less restrictive view of monotonicitythan that presented in chapter 4. In contrast to that model, where monotonic behaviour wasimposed by a limited set of parsing operations, the implementation described here requires anarchitecture in which reanalysis solutions can be initially proposed by a search mechanism,and subsequently ltered out with reference to the relevant monotonicity constraints.6.2 Fully Connected ParsingThis section describes a general method for tackling the problem of fully connected incre-mental parsing. As we argued in chapter 3, full incrementality is a desirable property ofpsycholinguistic models, and is assumed, either explicitly or implicitly, by many authors (c.f.the Left-to-Right constraint of Frazier and Rayner (1988)). However, fully connected parsingpresents certain computational problems, which have to be addressed by any model whichmakes such an assumption. The two salient problems concern non-lexical structure building,which aects all fully incremental parsers based on lexicalized grammars, and innite localambiguity, which aects all parsers, regardless of the type of grammar used. In this section,we will introduce a parser which deals with both of these issues in a general manner, usingmethods which could be relatively simply applied to other parsers, in contrast to the ratherspecialized parser described in chapter 4. We will begin by discussing the problem of non-lexical structure building, and take this opportunity to introduce the main algorithms anddata structures of the parser. 137
6.2.1 Tree RepresentationBefore we move on to discuss the parser in detail, we will make a brief comment on thedata structures which we use to represent trees. The model described in chapter 4 used adescription, consisting of a set of dominance and precedence relations between nodes, as itsprimary data structure. In contrast, the implementation described here will use a standardtree, encoding direct dominance and sisterhood relations. This tree can then be enriched withthe information required to implement the monotonicity constraint under consideration, aswe will see in section 6.3. This allows us to maintain a basic parser which is fully incremental,while also making it possible to alter and experiment with dierent monotonicity constraints.6.2.2 Projection Trees and LexiconThe grammar is expressed as a set of projection trees, each indexed by lexical category. TheProjection trees include information about arguments that are taken in general by the lexicalcategory in question. For example, the following are projection trees for the verb categoryand noun category respectively: S[left:[NP]]VPV NP[left:[D]]N0NNotice that the S node is marked with the selection feature \left:[NP]", indicating thatit must take an NP daughter to the left of the head projection, and the NP node on thenoun projection tree is similarly marked with \left:[D]", showing that it takes a determinerdaughter to the left of the head projection.2A (slightly simplied) lexical entry for a typical transitive verb will be as follows:(lex:\eat", cat:V, right:[NP])The NP complement is included in the lexical entry because its selection is an idiosyncraticproperty of this particular verb. The lexical entry can be combined with the verbal projectiontree by adding the selection feature to the projection tree's VP node, licensing the VP to takean NP as a right daughter.2We omit other features, such as oblgatoriness, for clarity.138
































































































Figure 6.1:As in the algorithm described in chapter 4, the notion of accessibility is used to ensure thatall attachments obey the theory of trees. A node which is \accessible on the Left Tree"can be assumed to dominate the Left Tree's right-most terminal node, and a node which is\accessible on the Right Tree" can be assumed to dominate the Right Tree's left-most terminalnode. Additionally, an accessible node on the Left Treemay not dominate either a node whichobligatorily requires an argument or a node which is hypothesised. In the general case, anaccessible node on the Left Tree will be on the Left Tree's right frontier3. Conversely anaccessible node on the Right Tree will generally be on the Right Tree's left frontier4.These modes of combination are illustrated informally in gure 6.1. In the parser describedin this chapter, we will divide parsing operations into those which are used for adding depen-dencies (i.e. attachment and adjunction), and reanalysis operations, which involve breakingdependencies (these include tree-lowering and other operations which we will describe later).3A node N is on the right frontier of a tree T i there is no node which is preceded by N in T .4A node N is on the left frontier of a tree T i there is no node which precedes N in T .140
The attachment and adjunction operations are described below:Right Combination:Right Attachment: The Right Tree is added a subcategorized daughter of a anaccessible node in the Left Tree.Right Adjunction: The Right Tree is adjoined as a modier at an accessiblenode in the Left Tree.Left Combination:Left Attachment: The Left Tree is added as a subcategorized daughter of anaccessible node in the Right Tree.Left Adjunction: The Left Tree is adjoined as a modier at an accessible nodein the Right Tree.6.2.4 Attachment BehaviourThe task of a fully connected incremental parser is to take each word as it is encountered in aleft to right parse, and connect it to the CPPM being built. In the parser which we describein this chapter, we decided to take a slightly more bottom-up approach than the model givenin chapter 4. Recall that in chapter 4, we employed top-down projection of hypothesisedcomplements. So, for example, in parsing the sentence John resents Mary, an NP would bebuilt at the point where resents is encountered. We did this in order to maintain similaritywith Gorrell's model (Gorrell, 1995b), which employs this feature. However, as we mentionedin chapter 4, this approach runs into problems in cases of optional arguments, where thepresence or absence of an argument cannot be predicted in advance. If a node is predicted,but is subsequently not justied by the input, then it will have to be removed, involving thebreaking of at least a domination relation. It is more economical to build optional complementnodes only in response to the input. However, once this step has been taken, it seems naturalto use the same approach for obligatory complements as well. In this implementation wetherefore employ a general strategy of not building structure unless it serves to connect thecurrent word with the CPPM. We will see in the following discussion that this means thathypothesised structure is only built in cases where there is no direct licensing relation between141
the word currently being processed and the current CPPM. Furthermore, the future additionof long distance dependencies to the grammar may well require a greater use of predictivestructure building, (see Crocker (1994)).We will now give a short illustration of each of the basic parsing operations.Left Attachment(6.1) John laughed.The word John is initially projected to an NP, and subsequently this is attached as a leftdaughter of the projection of laughed.NPJohn S[left:[NP]]VPVlaughed S[] HHNPJohn VPVlaughedLeft Adjunction(6.2) tasty apples.The adjective tasty projects to an AP, and adjoins to the N0 of the projection of apples (recallthat information about modiers and modiees is recorded in the grammar):APtasty NPN0Napples NPN0 HHAPtasty N0Napples
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Right Attachment(6.3) John resents Mary.The NP Mary is projected to an NP, and attached as a subcategorized daughter of theVP. S HHHNPJohn VP[right:[NP]]Vresents NPMary
S HHHNPJohn VP[] HHVresents NPMaryRight Adjunction(6.4) John laughed mercilesslyThe adverb mercilessly is projected to an AdvP, and adjoined to the VP.S HHNPJohn VPVlaughed AdvPmercilessly
S HHHHNPJohn VP HHHVPVlaughed AdvPmercilesslyAmbiguity resolution strategies can be dened in cases where more than one operationcan be applied, or where the same operation can be applied at more than one site. At present,the following strategies have been implemented. All except the last are adopted fairly directlyfrom the model described in chapter 4: Prefer standard combination to reanalysis. Prefer Attachment to adjunction. Prefer Right Combination to Left Combination.143
 Prefer combination to recently built structure. Prefer obligatory attachment to optional attachment.These could be extended relatively simply to capture certain other preferences, such as apreference to attach to a verbal projection over other categories (Abney, 1989).6.2.5 Projection AlgorithmIn general, any parser constrained by full connectedness will be required to build structurewhich, assuming standard notions of constituency and phrase structure, is not directly licensedby lexical input. This is the case in the example discussed in chapter 4:(6.5) Mary thinks John .....Here, on the assumption that thinks subcategorizes for a clausal complement but not an NP,a clausal node has to be built which is not yet justied by a lexical head.There are two ways in which to treat such phenomena in a parser that uses a lexical-ized grammar, corresponding to the on-line and o-line computation of lexically unlicensedstructure respectively. In the rst of these, which we will employ here, the parser computesnon-lexical structure on-line, as and when it needs it. In the second approach, a grammar isexpanded o-line to include structures that are larger than the argument domain of a singlelexical item. The rst of these approaches represents are more transparent grammar parserrelation, since it does not require grammar compilation. These two approaches are describedin more detail in Lombardo and Sturt (1997). For examples of the second approach, seeLombardo and Sturt (1997) and Thompson, Dixon, and Lamping (1991).In chapter 4, we considered the problem of non-lexical structure building, but did notgive a general approach for solving it. In fact, we eectively employed both the on-lineand the o-line approaches; the on-line approach is exemplied by the \non-lexical structurebuilding" routines of the parser, while the o-line approach is implicit in the fact that therewas no theoretical limit to the depth of a grammar entry's tree fragment, potentially allowingstructures to cover a wider domain than the lexical anchor's local argument domain.5.The task of the projection algorithm is to nd a path of nodes connecting each new wordin the string with the current partial phrase marker. We will call such a path a projection5see Frank (1990), (1992) for a discussion of initial trees as domains of locality in TAG144











































generality, since the grammatical assumptions on which the approach relies do not necessarilyhold of all languages in which this problem arises.Of course this problem could be solved immediately if the set of projection trees wereexpanded to cover all possible subcategorization patterns. Pre-head structuring would thensimply be a matter of nding a projection tree compatible with the arguments found atany particular parse state. However, assuming the existence of a large number of possiblesubcategorization patterns in a realistic grammar, this approach entails that the parser willhave to cope with massive local ambiguity at the start of a phrase.One possible approach, which would avoid these problems, is to allow some form of un-derspecication of subcategorization patterns, allowing the parser to narrow down its choiceof subcategorization structure as the lexical information becomes available. This is possibleif we dene a set of projection trees in terms of an inheritance hierarchy based on possiblesubcategorization patterns. This approach allows the parser to hypothesise a head projectionbefore it is justied by lexical input, and to narrow down the set of possible subcategorizationpatterns as each pre-verbal argument is read, moving down the inheritance hierarchy frommore general to more specic levels. Assuming that it is possible to describe subcategegoriza-tion patterns in a simple hierarchical form, this approach will allow fully general connectivityin parsing head nal structures, while avoiding the need to search the entire list of lexical en-tries for possible subcategorization patterns. An example of a parser which uses this approachis that described in Konieczny (1996) for parsing a subset of German. Although we do notdevelop such an approach in this thesis, we believe that it would be relatively straightforwardto extend the parser in this way.6.2.6 The Problem of Innite Local AmbiguityOne problem that any fully connected parser has to address is that of innite local ambiguity.Consider the following sentence fragment.(6.7) John hates his......Given the information available at this point in the parse, it is not possible to predict thelength of the connection path between his and the CPPM, and, indeed, this connection pathcould be arbitrarily long, since his could mark the start of a an arbitrarily deep left recursivestructure: 149

































Figure 6.6: Attachment of possessive particle via tree-lowering. The dotted loop encloses thestructure inserted into the CPPM.This determiner cannot be directly combined with the CPPM, so its projection is ex-tended to the NP level (this is possible because a determiner can left combine with a nominalprojection tree). Now, the resulting NP (which we will call NPj) can be combined with theCPPM via tree lowering. This is because there exists an accessible node on the right frontierof the CPPM (i.e. NPi) which can be left-combined with the projection tree of the possessive(it is selected in the possessive's projection tree), and, moreover, NPj is selected by a node onthe right frontier of the CPPM. The way in which the possessive particle is incorporated intothe CPPM is illustrated in gure 6.6. After the possessive particle has been incorporated,the noun boyfriend is added as the predicted head noun, via head attachment, completingthe NPj. The following possessive particle is added in the same way, this time lowering NPj.Left recursive structure of arbitrary depth can be built in this way, through the repeatedapplication of the tree-lowering operation.From this discussion it can be seen that the algorithm embodies a notion of \minimaleort" in the processing of left recursive structures. Intuitively, when the grammar permits anunbounded chain of left descendant nodes, the resulting structure can be seen as a repetitionof some specic pattern, which we may call a \Minimal Recursive Structure" (Lombardo andSturt, 1997). The projection algorithm ensures that no more than one link in the chain ofMinimal Recursive Structures is built at one time, and, moreover, the general bottom-up151
character of the parser ensures that each link is only built in response to lexical input.6.3 Monotonicity and IndexingSo far, we have said little about reanalysis, and almost nothing about how reanalysis algo-rithms can be constrained by monotonicity. Perhaps the most economical way to implementa monotonicity constraint is to employ the relevant structural relations directly as the maindata structure of the parser, and to use a limited set of parsing operations and search proce-dures which jointly guarantee monotonicity, so that the parser is incapable of even proposingreanalysis solutions which would violate the monotonicity constraint under consideration.This, eectively, is how we implemented the model described in chapter 4. However, it can-not be guaranteed that such solutions can be found in the general case, where the modelmight be less restrictive. In this section, we will describe a general method of representingthe required structural relations. Given this representation, we will be able to determine,given a possible detachment node, and a possible target site for reattachment of this node,whether this reattachment obeys the monotonicity constraint as dened by some generatorproperty P . This allows one to determine the consequences of dening monotonicity with re-spect to any arbitrary generator property. In order to be employed in an algorithm, however,the technique also needs to be supplemented by search procedures which allow the processorto propose candidate detachment and target sites. The representational device which we useis an adapted version of the indexing technique originally proposed by Latecki (1991) forimplementing command relations.6.3.1 Generalized Command Theory and IndexingBy way of introduction, we will describe how the indexing technique used by Latecki (1991)can be used to dene command relations, before discussing how it can be applied to the deni-tion of reanalysis constraints. We will start by giving a summary of the notion of generalizedcommand, as dened by Barker and Pullum (1990), though for the formal denitions, thereader is referred to the original paper. First, we will illustrate how the notion of generatorproperty is used in generalized command theory. Barker and Pullum (1990) noticed that mostcommand relations in the syntactic literature have the following form:152





































The      father    of         the                   boy                     despises          himselfFigure 6.7: Illustration of Latecki's indexing technique. Each node is labelled with its Id(above) and its Set (below), with \branchingness" as the relevant generator property.X P -commands Y i (Set(X;P )   Id(X;P ))  Set(Y; P ).As an example, let us say that we have c-command dened as a command relation with\branchingness" as the relevant generator property, and that c-command is one of the con-ditions that has to hold for an antecedent to bind its anaphor. We can then determinethat the NP headed by father c-commands the NP himself, because ([1; 2]   [2])  [1; 6].On the other hand, the NP headed by boy does not c-command the NP himself, because([1; 2; 3; 4; 5]  [5]) = [1; 6].6.3.2 Generalized Monotonicity and IndexingIn this section, we will see how the indexing method described above can be used for theimplementation of generalized monotonicity constraints based on properties. We will beginwith a discussion of the P -dominator monotonicity constraint, which we repeat below forconvenience:P-Dominators:The P-dominators for Y at state S (abbreviated as D(Y; P )S) is the set of all nodes X,such that property P holds of X at state S, and X properly dominates Y at state S.154
P-Dominator Monotonicity:For each transition S =) T , and for each node X, D(X;P )S  D(X;P )T .Assume that we have the same index assignment scheme as Latecki (1991) uses for com-mand relations, and that the indexing information for any node is available at each state.For any node N , the set of indices corresponding to N 's P -dominators is simply Set(N;P )minus Id(N;P ). Now, in order to ensure that P -Dominator monotonicity is maintained, wemust ensure that indices are only ever added to a node's index set, and not removed.During reanalysis, if reattachment of some node N is attempted, we can perform a checkto ensure that the P -dominators of N form a subset of the P -dominators of the candidatetarget site. This can be achieved by checking the following condition on reattachment:P -Dominator Condition on Reattachment: The reattachment of N as a daughter ofMobeys P -Dominator Monotonicity i (Set(N;P ) minus Id(N;P ))  Set(M;P ).P -Dominator monotonicity can therefore be seen as a command condition across state tran-sitions. That is, for any transition S =) T , if the position of some node N changes, then theposition of N at state S must P -command the position of N at state T .As an illustration, consider a monotonicity constraint dened in terms of the generatorproperty of being a thematic assigner node (i.e. the extendedmaximal projection of a thematicassigner). Now consider the (translated) relative clause ambiguity from De Vincenzi and Job(1995) illustrated in gure 6.8: It can be seen that all thematic assigner nodes are givenan Id consisting of a singleton set containing a unique integer, and the indices are inheritedthrough the tree as before. Recall that De Vincenzi and Job's experiment showed evidencethat the relative clause was initially attached low. Given this initial attachment, then, itcan be determined that reanalysis to the high site (indicated by the dotted line) is possible,because ([1; 2; 3] [3])  [1; 2]. In contrast, consider the condition in which a thematic domainboundary intervenes between the two attachment sites, given in gure 6.9: Here, it can beseen that reattaching the relative clause to the high site will violate monotonicity as denedin terms of thematic assignerhood, since ([1; 2; 3; 4]  [4]) = [1; 2].
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Checking P -Precedence Partner MonotonicityWe now turn to a consideration of how the conditions on precedence relations can be checkedusing Latecki's indexing system. In general, the problem of checking the coherence of prece-dence relations is more complex than that of checking the coherence of dominance relations,and at rst sight, it seems that the Latecki indexing technique is inappropriate for checkingprecedence relations, since the propagation of indices through the tree follows exclusivelydomination paths. However, we will see that, given certain assumptions about the processingalgorithm used, the indexing technique can indeed be useful for this purpose.Recall that P -Precedence Partner Monotonicity requires that, for any two nodes X andY , which both have property P , once a precedence relation between X and Y has beendetermined, it cannot be \revoked". The denition is as follows:P-Precedence Partners:The set of Precedence Partners at state S (written PRP(P )S) is the set of all orderedpairs of nodes X and Y , such that property P holds of both X and Y at state S, andX precedes Y at state S.P-Precedence Partner Monotonicity:For each transition S =) T , PRP(P )S  PRP(P )TThere are three ways in which a precedence relation between X and Y can be revoked in thetransition from state S to state T :1. X precedes Y at state S, but Y precedes X at state T .2. X precedes Y at state S, but X dominates Y at state T .3. X precedes Y at state S, but Y dominates X at state T .These three cases represent transitions that we wish to rule out if we want to preserve P -Precedence Partner Monotonicity. The rst case is illustrated in gure 6.10. As far as thiscase is concerned, we cannot rule out this exchange of the precedence relation between twonodes using just the Latecki Indexing technique, since a transition involving only this re-ordering will result in no change in the indices or index sets associated with each node. Ingure 6.10, both X and Y have the generator property at state S, so they each have an index.157
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(X  precedes  Y) (X  dominates  Y)
Figure 6.11:But the re-ordering has no eect on the indices. We would have to rule out this case throughsome other constraint in the algorithm. For example, if we make the reasonable assumptionthat the precedence ordering of the actual terminal nodes of the string cannot be changed(c.f. Weinberg (1993)), and assume a parsing algorithm which is bottom-up to the extentthat every node of which P holds is guaranteed to dominate at least one terminal node, then\ipping" will always result in a non-monotonic update to the index set of some node.Cases 2 and 3 are illustrated in gures 6.11 and 6.12 respectively. The fact that both ofthese are non-monotonic follows from the exclusivity condition of the theory of trees, whichsays that no two nodes may be both in the dominance and the precedence relation. In bothcases it can be seen that either one of X or Y inherits an index into its Set which had alreadybeen assigned at state S. In general, if we assume an incremental parser which maintainsa totally connected structure at all states, and that indices are systematically inherited inthe manner described above, then we can rule out cases 2 and 3 by ensuring that any index158
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State  T(X  precedes  Y)
CASE  3
(Y  dominates  X)
Y
X [1]      
[1,2,....]
[2]
[2,....]Figure 6.12:added, in the transition S =) T , to the index set of a node that has property P is a newlyassigned index (i.e. the index did not exist at state S). Recalling gure 6.11, the addition ofthe index 1 to Set(Y; P ) is ruled out because this index already existed at state S. Similarremarks hold for the addition of index 2 to Set(X;P ) in gure 6.12.The reader can therefore determine that, if a node N does not dominate any node whichhas the generator property P , then the P -Dominator condition on reattachment (denedabove) suces to guarantee monotonicity of both Dominance and Precedence constraints forthis generator property. On the other hand, if N does dominate some node which has thegenerator property P 7, then, in order to guarantee P -precedence partner monotonicity in thereattachment of N as a daughter ofM , we need to apply not only the P -Dominator conditionon reattachment, but also check that each item which is a member of the index set of M , butwhich is not a member of the index set of N is a newly assigned index at the current state.The check as it stands seems rather complex. However, it can be simplied. Adding a newindex (i.e. assigning an Id to a node where none previously existed) during a state transitionwill never result in a violation of monotonicity, as this will only result in the creation of newdominators and precedence partners. Therefore, we can adopt the convention that, duringeach state transition, new indices are only added after all attachment and reanalysis operationshave been performed. This means that we do not need to consider the newly assigned indiceswhen checking for P -precedence partner monotonicity, and the following check suces:7Note that this includes the situation in which N itself has the property P .159




















































































VarA = [2|VarC]Figure 6.17: Illustration of Coroutining implementation of index propagation. A dotted arrowpointing from X to Y indicates a residuation link; that is, variable Y is waiting for variableX to become instantiated.a new tail variable). Now that B's tail variable is instantiated, A's tail variable is triggeredto inherit the new index, and the same mechanism will trigger any other nodes dominated byA to inherit the new index in the same way. This is illustrated in gure 6.17.The core of the inheritance mechanism is implemented via the following life function:inherit([X|Y],Var) -> tail_var(Var) = [X|NewVar], inherit(Y,NewVar).The rst argument of inherit contains the tail variable of the mother's Set, and the secondargument contains the tail variable of the daughter's Set. The function does not re until themother's tail variable is instantiated to a list that is at least as specic as [X|Y].11 When it is11In life, the evaluation of a function is delayed until the calling term entails the denition term.163



















VarC = [3|VarG]Figure 6.18: Illustration of Coroutining implementation of index propagation. A dotted arrowpointing from X to Y indicates a residuation link; that is, variable Y is waiting for variableX to become instantiated.i. R is in a position from which it may receive a thematic role from the head of A.ii. The head words of both A and R are instantiated.iii. The resulting thematic dependency is semantically acceptable.In what follows, we will discuss the implementation of this delay mechanism. For the purposesof the implementation, we will ignore condition iii, because we do not have a representationof the world knowledge necessary to check semantic acceptability.The implementation of the head-driven index assignment is again achieved through theuse of residuation (or coroutining). To begin with, we will give a more detailed descriptionof the representation of nodes in the system.Every node N includes the following information: One set, Id, which contains a unique integer if N is conrmed as a thematic assigner,and is empty otherwise (this will be called N 's A-Id). One set, Set representing thematic assigners dominating N (this will be called N 'sA-Set). One set, Id, which is a set containing a unique integer if N is conrmed as a thematicreceiver (this will be called N 's R-Id). One set,Set, representing thematic receivers (this will be called the node's R-Set).165
As we saw above, projection trees and lexical items are marked with selection features whichshow the categories of possible arguments. These can be either thematic or non-thematic.In case of a thematic selection feature licensing the attachment of some node N as adaughter of M , an index assigning function is called. This function waits for the heads ofboth N and M to be instantiated by the input, and then conrms the thematic dependencyas follows:1. If M 's maximal projection is not already conrmed, then a unique index is assigned tothe A-Id ofM 's maximal projection, and added to the A-Set ofM 's maximal projection.2. A unique index I2 is assigned to N 's R-Id, and added to R's R-Set.The indices are added to the A-Set and R-Set in the form of open-ended lists, as outlinedabove, and when each index is assigned, it is propagated to the Sets of all descendants as well.We will now give an example parse to see the indexing technique in action. Consider thefollowing input sentence:(6.11) The boy put the candy on the table.In the following diagrams, we will display the A-Set and R-Set of each node. Each node'sA-Id or R-Id will be represented by underlining the appropriate index in the appropriate Setof that node.The parse begins with the input of the word the, which is projected to a determinercategory. Since it is not yet dominated by either thematic assigners or receiver nodes, itsA-Set and R-Set are both empty. DETA-Set:[ ]R-Set:[ ]theWhen the next word boy is read, it is projected to an NP, and the determiner is left-combined to this node:
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NPA-Set:[ ]R-Set:[ ] HHHDETA-Set:[ ]R-Set:[ ]the NBA-Set:[ ]R-Set:[ ]NA-Set:[ ]R-Set:[ ]boyNext, the verb put is read and projected to an S node. The NP is left-combined withthis projection as its subject. Since the subject is specied to receive a themtic role, andthe heads of both projections boy and put are instantiated, indices are added to the relevantmaximal projections; a receiver index to the NP and an assigner index to the S. These indicesare inherited appropriately: SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]VA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put
The word the is encountered. It is projected to the NP level (using the projection algo-rithm outlined above), and attached as a complement of put. The dependency is specied asthematic, but since the head of the NP has not yet been read, its R-Id is delayed:167
SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHVA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]#When candy is read, it is attached as the head of the NP, triggering the assignment of itsreceiver index: SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHVA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]candy168
Next, on is projected to a PP, which is attached as the second complement of put. Weassume that the locative argument of put is an \indirect" argument, in which the prepositionassigns the thematic role (cf. chapter 5). Therefore, the PP will be a thematic assigner nodewhen the head of the following NP is instantiated. However, as yet, no A-Id is assigned:SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHVA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19] HHHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]candy
PPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]PA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]on
The determiner the is read, and projected to the level of NP. This NP is attached as thecomplement of the preposition:
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SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHHVA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19] HHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]candy
PPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]on NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]#Finally, the noun table is read and attached as the head noun of the NP. Since both theheads of the PP and the NP are now read, an A-Id is assigned to the PP, and an R-Id to theNP. These indices are then inherited as appropriate:
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SA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHNPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11] HHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i11]boy
VPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ] HHHHHHHHHHHHVA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[ ]put NPA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19] HHDETA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]the NBA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]NA-Set:[i12]R-Set:[i19]candy
PPA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[ ] HHHHPA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[ ]on NPA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[i29] HHHDETA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[i29]the NBA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[i29]NA-Set:[i12,i30]R-Set:[i29]table6.5.1 Indexing as a Constraint on ReanalysisAs an illustration of how the head-driven assignment of indices can be used to limit searchduring reanalysis, consider the case of the PP in the above example, before and after table,the head of its NP complement, is read. Let us assume that we have a reanalysis operationwhich detaches a node N from its current position, and right combines N with an accessiblenode to its left. Let us say, further, that the notion of accessibility relevant to this reanalysisoperation is left accessibility. Intuitively a node M is left accessible to N if M is to N 's\immediate left". The notion can be dened as follows:A node M is left accessible to N i M precedes N , and there is no node L suchthat M precedes L and L precedes N .Before the noun table is read, we have the conguration displayed in the penultimate diagramfor the example parse above. Assume that we are dealing with a monotonicity constraintwhich is dened in terms of the generator property of being a thematic node (i.e. a nodethat is conrmed as either a thematic assigner or a thematic receiver node). The set of nodes171
which are left accessible to PP consist of the following:h N, NB, NP iFrom the denition on page 160, we can determine that the PP node is not a P -path node,because (in the penultimate diagram) it does not dominate any nodes which have the generatorproperty. This means that we can determine whether the reattachment of PP at site Xsatises monotonicity by performing the following check:(A-Set(PP)   A-Id(PP)) A-Set(X)and(R-Set(PP)   R-Id(PP)) R-Set(X)The reader can verify that, before the word table is attached, the PP can be right combined,with any of its left accessible nodes, since PP's A-Set (i.e. [i12]) is a subset of the A-Sets ofall these nodes, and the same is true for PP's R-Set (i.e. the empty set). In particular, thegrammar allows the PP to be adjoined to the N0 node as a modier of candy. However, nowconsider the situation after the noun table has been attached, and the assignment and receiptof the locative role has been conrmed. This is illustrated in the nal diagram of the exampleparse. This time, PP is a P -path node, because it dominates a node that has the generatorproperty (in fact it dominates two; both itself and its daughter NP). This means, accordingto the denition given on page 160, that the following conditions have to be satised in orderto allow the reattachment of PP as the daughter of X:(A-Set(PP)   A-Id(PP)) = A-Set(X)and(R-Set(PP)   R-Id(PP)) = R-Set(X)Now, it can be seen that all of the PP's left accessible nodes are blocked. This means, forexample, that the possibility of reattaching PP as a modier of candy is lost after the headnoun table has been attached, predicting diculty involved with the continuation in thefollowing sentence:(6.12) #The boy put the candy on the table into his mouth.172
As we discussed in chapter 5, if we allow semantic plausibility as a condition on the conr-mation of thematic nodes, then the following contrasts are also predicted:(6.13) a. #Mary saw the man with the binoculars through the telescope.b. Mary saw the man with the moustache.(6.14) a. #The politician put the report on the desk into his briefcase.b. The politician put the report on the riot into his briefcase.6.6 Checking Relational Monotonicity ConstraintsSo far we have seen how Latecki's indexing technique might be applied to implement mono-tonicity constraints based on Properties. However, we have seen in chapter 5, that thematicmonotonicity is dened in terms of Visibility, which is a relation, treating modiers in a man-ner which is distinct from non-modiers. In this section, we will briey consider how suchrelational constraints can be implemented using the indexing scheme described above. Al-though a discussion of a general scheme for implementing relational constraints would lead ustoo far aeld, we will sketch how the relation of visibility can be represented within the index-ing scheme proposed here. It will be recalled that this relation denes all thematic assignernodes to be visible to modiers, and all thematic nodes (i.e. both assigners and receivers) to bevisible to non-modiers, with the exception that all nodes inside a modier inherit the mod-ier's \blindness" to thematic receiver nodes that are outside the modier. Stated in theseterms, the reader could be forgiven for thinking this denition to be contrived and awkward.However, it is much more natural when we consider how it would be implemented in terms ofassignment and inheritance of indices. In a monotonic system with visibility as the generatorrelation, we label each node with two Ids and Sets, corresponding to thematic receivers andthematic assigners, as we have done in the examples above. The thematic assigner indices areassigned and inherited from mother to daughter just as though thematic assignerhood were agenerator property. However, by denition, thematic receiver indices would never be assignedto modiers, and, furthermore, we make the assumption, modiers only inherit thematic as-signer sets, and not thematic receiver sets. Thus no indices of thematic receivers dominatinga modier would be inherited by that modier's descendants. The reader can verify that if173
this scheme is followed, the R-dominators with respect to the visibility relation can be readilydetermined for any node.6.7 Concluding RemarksIn this chapter, we have considered some general questions concerning the implementation ofincremental, monotonic parsers. The implementation extends the model described in chapter4 by creating a more general and complete treatment of fully connected parsing, and providesa useful basis for the further exploration of issues related to reanalysis. At the time of writing,the implementation is still very much in a prototype stage; for example, although some basicreanalysis mechanisms exist (for example, tree-lowering, and searches of left accessible nodes)we do not have the full set of reanalysis search mechanisms necessary to implement all theexamples which we used to motivate the thematic monotonicity model in chapter 5. However,we hope to have convinced the reader that the prototype implementation which does existcan be extended in the future to investigate psycholinguistic issues further. In particular, weforesee the implementation of the following items: A full diagnosis component, which will be able to propose optimal search strategies inresponse to the error signal, and whose search mechanisms can be constrained indepen-dently of cure search (see Lombardo (to appear) for an example of such a parser whichincorporates such a component). The addition of greater linguistic coverage, by incorporating long distance dependencies,passivisation, raising and control into the grammar. The addition of a mechanism to deal with linguistic category ambiguities. An implementation of lexical and syntactic statistical preferences.
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Chapter 7Reanalysis Ambiguity: AnExperimental Study7.1 IntroductionThis chapter reports two experiments designed to test for reanalysis preferences. Specically,the experiments test the hypothesis that there exists a recency preference in reanalysis, suchthat, all other things being equal, and under certain structural conditions, the processorprefers to revise a more recent than a less recent decision. We will examine structures similarto the example we discussed in chapter 4, and in Sturt and Crocker (1996), which we repeatbelow in (7.1):(7.1) a. I know the man who believes the countess hates herself.b. I know the man who believes the countess hates himself.In (7.1), assuming that the NPs headed by man and countess are each attached as NPobjects to their respective immediately preceding verbs, then the appearance of hates willforce reanalysis. However, there are two possibilities for this reanalysis, depending on whichof the two possible NP attachments is revised. In chapter 4 and in Sturt and Crocker (1996),we describe the tree-lowering operation, which is applied to perform revisions of this nature aswell as the attachment of postmodiers and certain types of conjunctions. We hypothesisedthere that the preferences for the application of this parsing operation would be similar tothose for the attachment of postmodiers, in other words, that we would nd a recency175
preference in reanalysis of this type, similar to the late closure eect found for modiers inEnglish, and we modelled this by formulating a bottom-up search procedure for tree-lowering.This would predict that (7.1.a) would be preferred over (7.1.b), as the gender marking onthe reexive pronoun herself is consistent with countess, while that on himself is not. Thisrecency preference is also predicted by other accounts. For example, it follows as a result ofthe decay of activation in Stevenson's (1994b) competitive activation model, as well as fromthe principles governing the Attach Anyway operation in the diagnostic based model of Fodorand Inoue (1994), (to appear). On the other hand, a recency-based reanalysis preference isnot the only logical possibility. For example, it might very well be that reanalysis proceduresare sensitive to some variety of semantic or discourse accessibility that favours higher nodesover lower nodes, perhaps because their semantic content is more directly linked to the maincontent of the utterance as a whole (see, for example, the Relativized Relevance principle ofFrazier (1990b)).Intuitively, (7.1.a) does seem to be easier to process than (7.1.b), thus providing initialsupport for the recency hypothesis. However, this intuition needs to be backed up by exper-imental evidence before we can claim that the preference is generalizable to new items andnew subjects. This brings us to the question of which experimental techniques are appro-priate for testing reanalysis preferences. There have been very few experiments examiningreanalysis for its own sake, and so this is still very much an open question. One techniquewhich has been used successfully is the Speeded Grammaticality Judgement task, with RapidSerial Visual Presentation (Warner and Glass (1987), Ferreira and Henderson (1991)), inwhich the subject has to read each sentence displayed rapidly, one word at a time, and decidewhether or not it is grammatical. In this task, processing diculty is indicated by increasednumbers of grammatical sentences being judged as ungrammatical, presumably because theincreased pressure imposed by the rapid serial presentation causes subjects to lose track ofthe parse in cases where cognitive resources are in heavy demand. However, rapid serialpresentation is very far removed from normal reading, and may encourage subjects to adoptunnatural strategies. This seems to be a particular danger when one is examining reanaly-sis processes, which are known to rely on regressive eye-movements to previous portions ofthe sentence (Frazier and Rayner, 1982). A technique which does not allow regressions maytherefore encourage subjects to reanalyse in an unusual way. This is a potential problem in176
any experimental procedure where previous portions of the stimulus disappear, or becomeobscured by other characters, as the subject reads the stimulus, as is the case, for example,in non-cumulative self-paced reading, and rapid serial visual presentation. In cases where theexperiment is designed to demonstrate the presence versus the absence of reanalysis, suchas standard experiments investigating initial attachment preferences, this does not matter somuch. However, where it is the reanalysis processes themselves that are under examination, asin the experiments discussed in this chapter, it seems preferable to use procedures which posethe smallest possible disruption to normal reanalysis processes. Perhaps the ideal techniqueis eye-tracking, since this combines extremely ne-grained data resolution with somethingapproaching a normal reading situation. However, as the experiments reported here are verymuch preliminary investigations, it was decided to use simpler and less labour-intensive tech-niques. The rst experiment uses cumulative self-paced reading, and the second uses a simpleo-line questionnaire.7.2 Experiment 1This experiment was a self-paced reading study, which was designed as an on-line test ofreanalysis preference. The experiment involved items which each contained two verbs thatcould subcategorize either for a tensed clause or an NP. The materials were constructed insuch a way as to force readers to reanalyse, while at the same time leaving two possibilitiesfor revision; to perform reanalysis at a low (recent) site, or alternatively at a high (lessrecent) site. The revision itself was later disambiguated using a manipulation involving areexive/reciprocal anaphor (e.g. herself, each other). Two control conditions were added,in which a complementizer that unambiguously signalled one of the two complements as atensed clause1. An example item in the four conditions is given in (7.2):1In fact, in the \Unambiguous High" condition, there remains a local ambiguity (see the discussion in section7.4), but the results of experiment 1 shows that, the complementizer acted as an eective disambiguator.
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(7.2) a. Ambiguous2 Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects had been deceivingthemselves.b. Ambiguous High:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects had been deceivinghimself.c. Unambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspects had beendeceiving themselves.d. Unambiguous High:The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspects had beendeceiving himself.It was assumed that in the two ambiguous conditions, readers would initially attach both ofthe two NPs the witness ... and the suspects as direct objects of the respective verbs, causinga need to reanalyse at the point where had appears. Thus, we would expect to nd someprocessing disruption in the two ambiguous conditions compared with the two unambiguousconditions. However, depending on the preference for reanalysis, we would also expect to nda dierence between the two ambiguous conditions. That is, if the processor adopts a low (i.e.recent) reanalysis preference, we would expect a greater disruption in the Ambiguous Highcondition than in the Ambiguous Low condition. On the other hand, if the processor adoptsa high reanalysis preference, we would expect to nd the opposite eect.The methodology used here can be seen as an extension of the standard garden-pathtechnique developed originally by Frazier and colleagues (Frazier, 1978; Frazier and Rayner,1982) which we discussed in chapter 2, section 2.3. In the garden-path technique, attach-ment preferences are tested by presenting subjects with a local ambiguity, and subsequentlydisambiguating this ambiguity downstream. In the case of the experiment reported here,we present the subject with two local attachment ambiguities, and subsequently present theprocessor with a reanalysis ambiguity, allowing either one, but not both, of the previous am-biguous attachment decisions to be revised. We then disambiguate the reanalysis ambiguity2The term \ambiguous" is here being used as a shorthand for \locally ambiguous".178
in favour of either the preferred or the dispreferred reanalysis, as hypothesised by the theory,and expect to nd greater ease of processing where the disambiguation is consistent with the(predicted) preferred reanalysis relative to the dispreferred reanalysis. We will call such aneect a second order garden path.7.2.1 MethodSubjectsTwenty eight students from the University of Glasgow were paid to participate in this exper-iment. All subjects were native speakers of English.Materials and DesignThirty six experimental items were constructed in the format shown in example (7.2) above,yielding a 22 design (Ambiguity (unambiguous vs. ambiguous)  Attachment site (high vs.low)). A list of the materials can be found in appendix A, section A.1.The critical verbs for the experiment were taken from the following list of nine verbs, eachof which can take either an NP or a tensed clause as its complement:reveal, accept, recognise, forget, recall, nd, acknowledge, understand, seeAs the main point of the experiment was to test preferences in reanalysis, we wanted tomaximize the chances of an initial NP attachment of the post-verbal material in the twoambiguous conditions, thereby ensuring that reanalysis really does occur in these conditions.It has been argued (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, and Kello, 1993) that processing disruptions atthe point of disambiguation in NP/S ambiguities do not necessarily reect reanalysis pro-cesses. They claim that subcategorization frequency inuences the immediate attachment ofcomplements of these verbs, and that, in some cases, processing disruption at the point ofdisambiguation may simply be the result of a spill-over of a surprize eect due to the lack ofa a complementizer, rather than a revision of an initial NP attachment.In order to rule out possible confounds of this nature, we required that all verbs usedin the experimental materials should be biased towards NP subcategorization. To test this,we took random samples of 100 occurrences of each experimental verb from section A ofthe British National Corpus (roughly 14 million words), and, for each sample, compared the179
number of times that the verb immediately preceded an NP complement versus a tensedclause complement (either with or without a complementizer). For all of the nine verbs usedin the experiment, the number of NP continuations was at least double the number of clausalcontinuations. Six of the verbs (i.e. reveal, accept, forget, recall, understand, and see) werefound to be NP biased in the norming study reported in (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, and Kello(1993)). Of the remaining three verbs, two (i.e. recognize and nd) were found to be NPbiased in the norming study reported in Holmes, Stowe, and Cupples (1989).To control for possible biases due to dierences in the relative preferences of each verb, weensured that each verb appeared in the high site (matrix clause) and the low site (embeddedrelative clause) an equal number of times.Furthermore, it was ensured that each of the anaphors (himself, themselves, itself, herselfand each other) disambiguated in favour of the high reading and the low reading an equalnumber of times.A pretest was conducted to test the semantic plausibility of the two possible disam-biguations of each item. The subjects had to rate the plausibility of the content of the twocomplement clauses that would result from the high reanalysis/attachment on the one hand,and the low reanalysis/attachment on the other. So, for example, the two pretest materialscorresponding to the item given in (7.2) were as follows:(7.3) Low disambiguation:The suspects had been deceiving themselves.(7.4) High disambiguation:The witness had been deceiving himself.Pretest booklets were constructed, each containing 72 sentences similar to the above (i.e. twofor each of the 36 experimental items) in random order. Twenty one students of the Universityof Glasgow participated in the pretest. The subjects were asked to rate the plausibility of eachsentence on a scale from 0 (very implausible) to 7 (very plausible). The results of the pretestshow no evidence for a plausibility bias in the materials. A t-test taking items as the randomfactor, and comparing the plausibility of the high disambiguation against the plausibility ofthe low disambiguation for each item, showed that there was no statistical dierence betweenthe two disambiguations; t(35) < 1. 180
ProcedureThe experiment employed a two-region cumulative self-paced reading paradigm. Despite thefact that non-cumulative procedures have been found to be more sensitive to on-line eects(Just, Carpenter, and Wooley, 1982; Ferreira and Henderson, 1990), the cumulative procedurewas chosen because it allowed the subjects to re-read previous portions of the sentence, therebyminimizing the disruption to normal reanalysis processes.The regions are illustrated with respect to the example item repeated below, where the# symbol represents the region boundary:(7.5) a. Ambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects # had been de-ceiving themselves.b. Ambiguous High:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects # had been de-ceiving himself.c. Unambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspects # had beendeceiving themselves.d. Unambiguous High:The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspects # had beendeceiving himself.The second region always began at the nal tensed verb, which, in the two ambiguous condi-tions, signals that reanalysis must take place.The materials were rotated according to a Latin Square design, so that each subject sawonly one condition of each material. The 36 experimental materials were embedded in a listof 80 ller sentences, also divided into two regions, none of which included any of the criticalexperimental verbs. The sentences were presented in a random order for each subject.The experiment was implemented on a Macintosh computer using the PsyScope experi-mental software package developed at Carnegie Mellon University. At the beginning of eachtrial, an asterisk appeared in the centre left of the screen, indicating the position of the leftedge of the rst word. When the subject pressed the middle button of the button box, the181
Unambiguous AmbiguousHigh 2049 2478Low 2136 2440Figure 7.1: Mean reading times in milliseconds, for the second region.rst region of the sentence appeared, with the second region obscured by dashes. When thesubject pressed the central button for a second time, the dashes were replaced by the secondregion, and the words of the rst region remained in place. On 16 of the experimental trials,and 26 of the ller trials, a comprehension question followed the presentation of the sentence,which required either a \yes" or a \no" answer. The subjects responded to the questionsby pressing either the right (Yes) or the left (No) button on the button box, after whichthe asterisk for the next sentence appeared. In the experimental trials, the question directlyprobed the attachment of the critical region (for example, \Had the suspects been honestwith themselves?"). For trials with no questions, the phrase \No question" appeared, andthe subjects had to press either the left or right button to move to the asterisk for the nextsentence. The 116 trials were preceded by a screen of instructions, and ten practice trials.7.2.2 ResultsBefore performing statistical analysis on the data, all trials exhibiting either extremely highor extremely low reading times were excluded from all further consideration. The criterion forexclusion was calculated according to the following procedure. First, all trials that includeda region with a reading time of less than 500 ms or more than 10,000 ms were removed. Thisexcluded less than 3% of the data. Of the remainder, all trials that included a region exhibitinga reading time of more than 2.5 standard deviations either side of that subject's mean forthat region were replaced by this cut-o value. Figure 7.1 shows the mean reading times inmilliseconds for the critical second region. A 2  2 Analysis of Variance was computed onthe mean reading times for the critical second region, taking subjects (F1) and items (F2) asrandom factors. The results showed a main eect of ambiguity; F1(1; 27) = 19:706, p < :001,F2(1; 35) = 7:619, p < :01, but no main eect of attachment site; F1 < 1, F2 < 1, and nosignicant interaction between ambiguity and attachment site; F1(1; 27) = 1:149, p < :3,F2 < 1. 182
Unambiguous AmbiguousHigh 87 % 76 %Low 86 % 92 %Figure 7.2: Percentage of correctly answered comprehension questions for the four conditionsAnalyses were also performed on comprehension accuracy, as measured by the percent-age of correctly answered comprehension questions for those 16 experimental items that werefollowed by questions. Figure 7.2 shows the results of comprehension accuracy for the fourconditions. Analyses of Variance on comprehension accuracy revealed a main eect of attach-ment site, that was signicant by subjects only; F1(1; 27) = 5:421, p < :05, F2(1; 15) = 1:394,p < :26, but no main eect of ambiguity in either the subjects or the items analysis; F1 < 1,F2(1; 15) = 1:057, p < :33. However, ambiguity and attachment site interacted signicantlyin both analyses; F1(1; 27) = 5:118, p < :05, F2(1; 15) = 8:318, p < :05. Means compar-isons using t-tests revealed that the dierence in comprehension accuracy between the twoambiguous conditions was signicant, t1(27) = 3:12, p < :01; t2(15) = 3:13, p < :01, whilethe dierence between the unambiguous conditions was not (both t's < 1). This, as well asthe interaction found in the comprehension accuracy data, suggests that the comprehensiondisadvantage for the high attachment only has an eect when reanalysis is necessary.7.2.3 DiscussionThe most striking aspect of the results from the current perspective is the divergence betweenthe on-line and o-line data. The reading time data shows a main eect of of ambiguity,which simply reects diculty associated with the need for reanalysis (a standard gardenpath eect), but no eect of attachment site, showing no preference for either the more recentor the less recent attachment. Conversely, the comprehension accuracy data shows a maineect of attachment site, providing evidence for a recency preference, which is present onlywhen reanalysis is necessary (i.e. a \second order" garden path eect), but no main eect ofambiguity, showing that the mere need for reanalysis does not per se disrupt comprehensionaccuracy. The comprehension accuracy data suggests that there is indeed a recency preferencefor the type of reanalysis under investigation here. However, if this is so, then we are leftwith the question of why the recency preference was not picked up in the reading time data.183
There are a number of possible reasons for this, which we outline below.First, it may be that certain aspects of the experimental design were at fault. As wehave mentioned above, cumulative self-paced reading, which we used here, has been arguedto be a weaker measure of on-line processing behaviour than the non-cumulative technique(Just, Carpenter, and Wooley, 1982; Ferreira and Henderson, 1990). In addition to this, it isknown in eyetracking experiments that \wrap-up" eects may contribute unwanted varianceto reading times in a nal region, obscuring any eects that actually exist. This might havebeen the case in the current experiment. In the ambiguous conditions, both the initiallydisambiguating word (the tensed verb that shows at least one NP attachment should bereanalysed as a clause) and the globally disambiguating word (the nal anaphor) appear in thenal region, and are thus susceptible to being swamped by variance related to the \wrap-up"eect. However, the fact that a main eect of ambiguity was obtained shows that at least theinitial disambiguation was immune to the problems posed by both the cumulative techniqueand the nal region wrap-up eect. Another possible problem with the experimental designis that both disambiguations appeared in the same region. If the initial disambiguation hadbeen placed in a dierent region from the nal disambiguation, it might have been possibleto separate the eects associated with each.Secondly, it may be that comprehension accuracy is simply a better measure of certainprocessing eects, such as the reanalysis eects at issue here, than self-paced reading. DeVincenzi and Job (1995) display a similar dierence between on-line and o-line measures ina series of experiments investigating the eect of thematic domains on reanalysing relativeclause attachments.One possible explanation of the ndings of this experiment involves the notion of internalrepair. Konieczny, Scheepers, and Hemforth (1994) have found evidence which suggests that,in certain conditions, readers do not reanalyse when faced with an inconsistency in the input,but rather perform an internal repair, which is a non-monotonic constraint relaxation processthat allows the processor to t the inconsistent input item into the already interpreted struc-ture. With reference to the results reported here, the internal repair would be performed inthe ambiguous high condition, where the reader would initially mis-reanalyse low, but ratherthan performing a re-reanalysis, would incorporate the inconsistent anaphor into a structurewith which it does not agree. This would explain the drop in comprehension accuracy for the184
ambiguous high condition.However, we should be wary of basing our claims on the comprehension accuracy alone.The comprehension questions were only attached to 16 of the 36 items, which were notnecessarily representative of the items as a whole. Unfortunately, not all of the controls thatwere applied to the materials as a whole also apply to the subset of sixteen items which wereaccompanied by questions. For example, these sixteen items do not preserve the balance ofoccurrences of the same verb appearing in both high and low positions.Furthermore, for each of the 16 items, the high and low conditions were accompanied bydierent comprehension questions. This was done in order to make the correct answer (yes/ no) consistent across the four conditions of each item, but it could have caused a possibleconfound if the high questions were in general more dicult to answer than the low questions.This confound, if it exists, could explain the main eect of attachment site seen in the subjectsanalysis, but would not explain the interaction.In order to check whether or not the comprehension results reect genuine processingpreferences, it was decided to carry out an o-line questionnaire as a second experiment.7.3 Experiment 2In the previous experiment, we found the predicted interaction between ambiguity and at-tachment site in the o-line measure (comprehension accuracy) but not in the on-line measure(reading time). Experiment 2 was designed to test whether there really is an o-line preferencefor the low reanalysis option, as suggested by the comprehension accuracy ndings. In orderto do this, we used a questionnaire, in which subjects had to decide on their preferred inter-pretation of globally ambiguous versions of the experimental materials from Experiment 1.7.3.1 MethodSubjects24 students of the university of Edinburgh community were paid to participate in the exper-iment. 185
Materials and DesignThe materials for the experiment were constructed by creating globally ambiguous versions ofthe materials for Experiment 1. This was achieved by altering the number or gender featureson one of the NPs in such a way that both possible reanalysis sites could be compatible withone nal anaphor. In addition to this ambiguous condition, two unambiguous conditionswere used, one for each possible attachment. These were constructed, as in the unambiguousconditions of experiment 1, by using complementizers. A list of the materials used for thisexperiment is given in appendix A, section A.2. An example item is given in 7.6:(7.6) a. Ambiguous:3The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspect had been deceivinghimself.b. Unambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspect had beendeceiving himself.c. Unambiguous High:The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspect had beendeceiving himself.Each sentence in the booklet was followed by two sentences, representing the two alternativeinterpretations of the sentence, and marked \a" and \b", which the subjects had to chooseas the preferred interpretation. The alternative interpretations for (7.6), for example, werebe as follows:a The witness had been deceiving himself.b The suspect had been deceiving himself.The two unambiguous control conditions were added to ensure that subjects did not adopt un-natural strategies, such as simply taking the most recent available antecedent for the anaphorwithout regard for syntactic structure. It was possible to create globally ambiguous versionsof almost all the original materials by simply changing the number agreement of one of the3In contrast with the previous experiment, \Ambiguous" here should be interpreted as \globallyambiguous". 186
nouns. However, there were three materials for which the globally ambiguous version requireda slightly greater change, due to pragmatic considerations. These three materials are shownbelow. We illustrate the changes for each one, showing rstly the ambiguous low conditionfrom Experiment 1, followed by the ambiguous condition from Experiment 2.(7.7) Experiment 1:The butler saw the prince who revealed his mistress had hanged herself.Experiment 2:The butler saw the prince who revealed his boyfriend had hanged himself.(7.8) Experiment 1:The workers recognised the company chairman who accepted the payrise couldn'tjustify itself.Experiment 2:The workers recognised the company directors who accepted the pay increasescouldn't justify themselves.(7.9) Experiment 1:The people accepted the constitution which recognised the dictator would neverestablish himself.Experiment 2:The people accepted the constitution which recognised the dictatorship wouldnever establish itself.ProcedureThe materials were rotated according to a Latin square design so that each subject saw onlyone version of each item. Experimental booklets were created which included the 36 experi-mental sentences interspersed among a number of ller sentences. The order of presentationof the sentences was randomized for each subject, and no two experimental items appearedadjacent to each other. The subjects were simply asked to read each sentence, followed by thetwo possible interpretation sentences, marked by \a" and \b", and to write the letter (either\a" or \b") which corresponded to their favoured interpretation. For each condition, \a" and\b" each corresponded to low and high attachment an equal number of times.187
Unambiguous High Unambiguous Low Ambiguous% of High decisions 82 % 11 % 38 %% of Low decisions 18 % 89 % 62 %Figure 7.3: Percentage of High and Low attachment decisions for the three conditions7.3.2 ResultsThe results of the questionnaire study are given in gure 7.3.The three conditions were each analysed independently. The null hypothesis that thereis no dierence between the number of high and low attachment decisions yields an expectedpopulation mean of 50% of high attachment decisions for each condition. A t-test was usedto compare this gure of 50% with the actual numbers of high attachment decisions, for eachsubject (t1) and each item (t2).Not surprisingly, the two control conditions both diered signicantly from the popula-tion mean in the expected directions, indicating that the complementizers acted as eectivedisambiguators; Unambiguous High, t1(23) = 7:53, p < :001, t2(35) = 14:35, p < :001,Unambiguous Low, t1(23) = 16:5, p < :001, t2(35) = 16:37, p < :001.The ambiguous condition also diered signicantly from the population mean, with sig-nicantly fewer high attachment decisions than would be expected on the null hypothesis;t1(23) = 3:18, p < :01, t2(35) = 2:75, p < :01. This demonstrates a recency preference in thisconstruction.7.3.3 DiscussionThese results conrm the hypothesis that there exists a recency preference in the type ofreanalysis structures that we have been investigating, and lead us to conclude that the in-teraction seen in the comprehension accuracy data in experiment 1 reects true processingpreferences.One point which strikes us as interesting is the dierence in accuracy between the un-ambiguous low and unambiguous high conditions in this questionnaire. That is, the inter-pretation consistent with the grammatical attachment was chosen in 89% of the time in thelow condition as opposed to 82% in the high condition. Quite how much we should make188
of this dierence remains unclear, though, since the dierence is signicant by items only(t1(23) = 1:61, p = :122, t2(35) = 2:36, p < :05; results are for a t-test comparing the numberof grammatically correct interpretations chosen for the unambiguous low versus unambiguoushigh conditions). If this reallly does reect a genuine dierence, then it could be that thereis a general low preference in these structures quite independent of whether or not reanalysisis needed in the processing of the structure (see discussion in section 7.4).One other question whose answer remains unclear from the these results is that of whetherwe can claim the existence of competitive eects in the resolution of high versus low reanalysis.Despite the fact that a low preference was established in the ambiguous condition, it is clearthat subjects were not simply incapable of choosing the interpretation consistent with thenon-recent reanalysis, since they chose this interpretation 38% of the time. It could thereforebe that the site at which the reanalysis operation is performed is not chosen according to aserial search, as suggested in chapter 4, but that both sites compete concurrently, as suggestedby competition-based accounts such as Stevenson (1994b). However, a questionnaire studysuch as that reported in this section can only tell us whether or not a preference exists.We can conclude nothing about the on-line processes underlying the preference4. Furtherstudies, manipulating the relative preferences of the recent and non-recent sites (for example,manipulating subcategorization frequencies of the two verbs) might serve to shed light on thisquestion.7.4 General DiscussionTaken together, the two experiments reported here demonstrate a recency preference in theresolution of the reanalysis ambiguity under consideration. Let us reconsider the four condi-tions from Experiment 1 repeated below:4Note that in a questionnaire study, subjects are likely to become aware of the ambiguity being tested,which could well encourage them to consider a dispreferred reading which may not have been noticed innormal reading.
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(7.5) a. Ambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects had been deceivingthemselves.b. Ambiguous High:The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects had been deceivinghimself.c. Unambiguous Low:The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspects had beendeceiving themselves.d. Unambiguous High:The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspects had beendeceiving himself.The reading time data from Experiment 1 shows clearly that the two ambiguous conditionsare processed with more diculty than the two unambiguous conditions. On standard as-sumptions, this indicates that the processing of these two conditions involves reanalysis. Boththe comprehension accuracy data from Experiment 1 and the questionnaire data from Ex-periment 2 demonstrate that, when this reanalysis is possible at either the recent or thenon-recent site, the recent site is preferred.One point, which we have not mentioned up to now is that the results demonstrate what wemight call a \structure preservation" preference, in addition to the recency preference. Ourlabelling of the last condition in (7.5) above as \Unambiguous High" is, strictly speaking,not accurate, since this condition actually includes a local ambiguity; the word had couldbe incorporated either through standard attachment, in the high site, or otherwise, throughreanalysis in the low site, by taking the suspects as its subject, as would be the case in thefollowing continuation:(7.10) The judge accepted that the witness who recognized the suspects had been deceivingthemselves, was going to be a key to the prosecution case.That is, the processor is faced with a choice of either attaching to comparatively non-recentstructure, but preserving all dependencies built up to that point (which is consistent with the190
continuation in the Unambiguous High condition of the experiment) or, alternatively, attach-ing to more recent structure, but breaking a dependency (consistent with the continuation in7.10). The processing model discussed in chapter 4 predicts that the rst of these alternativesis preferred, since it involves simple attachment as opposed to tree-lowering, and we designedthe experimental materials under the implicit assumption that this was correct. Such a pref-erence would be consistent with any model which includes a preference for minimal revisions(c.f. Frazier and Clifton (to appear)) or some similar principle. However, an alternativeaccount might consider recency to be a stronger preference than structure preservation. Forexample, Fodor and Inoue (to appear) discuss the following example:(7.11) The reporters who knew the Swedish actress hated her mother.This example involves a very similar interplay between recency and structure preservation,in that the word hated could be attached either as the matrix verb, or as an embedded verb,taking the Swedish actress as its subject. On the assumption that the Swedish actress isinitially attached as the NP direct object of knew, the attachment of hated as an embeddedverb would involve reanalysis, while the matrix attachment would not. Fodor and Inoue'sintuition is that hated preferentially attaches as the embedded verb, via reanalysis. Theyexplain this in terms of Attach Anyway, which is a parsing operation that incorporates eachword into the Current Partial Phrase Marker in the least ungrammatical way, subject toattachment preferences including recency. The result of \attaching anyway" might well bea structure which is momentarily ungrammatical, and this situation then has to be rectiedvia a chain of local adjustments in the tree. In cases such as (7.11), Fodor and Inoue claimthat recency wins out over grammaticality.Extrapolating this claim to our own experimental materials, the Attach Anyway modelwould predict that in the Unambiguous High condition in (7.5), the word had would initiallybe attached, via reanalysis, to the most recent site, taking the suspects as its subject. If thisaction were taken, we would expect to nd a garden path eect in the Unambiguous Highcondition as compared with the Unambiguous Low condition, since the local application of\attach anyway" is incompatible with the globally grammatical structure of the UnambiguousHigh condition. However, there is no strong evidence for such a garden path eect. Nosignicant dierences are observable between the unambiguous high and unambiguous lowconditions in either the reading time or the comprehension accuracy data in experiment 1. In191
experiment 2, while we saw a dierence in comprehension accuracy between the unambiguoushigh and unambiguous low conditions, this was signicant only in the items analysis, andthe preference for the grammatical reading of the unambiguous high condition was still veryhighly signicant. This pattern of data would be unexpected if the processor were applying\attach anyway" at a recent site, while ignoring the possibility of making a grammaticalattachment at a less recent site. Instead, the results indicate that, at least in the constructionthat we are investigating here, structure preservation wins out over recency.However, there is a dierence between (7.11) and the unambiguous high condition of (7.5),which may be relevant. This contrast is more clearly brought out if we make a more controlledcomparison, as in (7.12) below, where (7.12.a) corresponds to the unambiguous high conditionof (7.5), and (7.12.b) corresponds to (7.11):(7.12) a. The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspects had beendeceiving himself.b. The witness who recognized the suspects had been deceiving himself.The non-local attachment of had in (7.12.a) involves attachment into a site which has beenlicensed by previous input, given the assumption that the complementizer that licenses anINFL projection (see Crocker (1996) for an example of a model which makes such an as-sumption). However, in (7.12.b), had has no such licensed structure into which it can attach,and so (7.12.b) could be predicted to be more dicult than (7.12.a). Notice also that, onthe assumption that the NP headed by witness is initially posited as the root of the CurrentPartial Phrase Marker in (7.12.b), the non-local attachment of had will involve creating a newroot (the matrix clause), and subordinating the NP as a daughter of this node. Removing anode from its temporarily posited position as the root of the CPPM is predicted to involve acertain amount of diculty in some models; for example, in the competitive activation modelof Stevenson (1994b), it would involve breaking the activation link between an abstract \stacknode" and the CPPM root. In such a model, assuming that this diculty is enough to \tip thebalance" between recency and structure preservation, we would expect dierent attachmentbehaviour of had in the two sentences given in (7.12). It would also be relatively straightfor-ward to incorporate this pattern of attachment into the model described in chapter 4 here.Technically, this would involve adding an abstract stack node similar to Stevenson's, whichalways dominates the root of the CPPM. In this case, \Left Attachment" would be just a192
special case of the tree-lowering operation, where the previous root of the CPPM is \lowered"under a new root, which is itself inserted under the stack node. However, our own intuitionson structures such as (7.12.b) and (7.11) are far from clear, and experimentation is needed toconrm these claims.
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Chapter 8Reanalysis and Left BranchingAttachment: An ExperimentalStudyIn this chapter,1 we discuss two questionnaire studies which investigate how thematic struc-ture aects the nal interpretation of relative clause ambiguities in Japanese. We will arguethat the eects found in these experiments should be interpreted in terms of constraints onreanalysis.8.1 IntroductionIn previous chapters we have discussed examples in which relative clauses can attach to eitherone of two possible sites in a complex noun phrase, as in (8.1), from Cuetos and Mitchell(1988):(8.1) Somebody shot the servant of the actress who was on the balcony.In head nal languages, where recursive structure is predominantly left branching, the relativeclause precedes both of the nouns which it may eventually modify. This can be seen in theJapanese translation of (8.1), given in (8.2):1The questionnaire reported as Experiment 1 in this chapter was presented as Branigan, Sturt, andMatsumoto-Sturt (1996). 194
(8.2) barukoniibalcony niloc iruis joyuuactress nogen mesitukaiservant woacc darekasomebody ganom utta.shot.This is in contrast to predominantly right branching languages such as English or Italian,where both possible attachment sites have been read in the input at the point where therelative clause is attached. It seems natural that a maximally incremental processor willattempt to attach the relative clause to the rst site that becomes available, (i.e. the lowattachment site headed by joyuu (\actress") in example (8.2)), and, as we discussed in chapter5, Kamide and Mitchell (1996) found evidence for this strategy in their self-paced readingstudy. However, recall that Kamide and Mitchell (1996) also found evidence for an o-linepreference for the high attachment of the relative clause, in a questionnaire study, that is, aninterpretation in which the relative clause modies mesitukai. This suggests that the eventualhigh attachment preference is derived via a reanalysis from low- to high-attachment.8.1.1 Attachment AssumptionsBefore we continue the discussion, we will outline our assumptions regarding the on-lineattachment behaviour of the parser in the type of complex NP given in (8.2), and mentionsome possible alternatives to these.Immediate AttachmentWe assume rstly that the parser immediately attaches the relative clause to the rst nounthat becomes available. We assume this is so even though the postposition immediatelyfollowing the noun may well be visible to readers at the point that the noun is xated,indicating that another possible noun attachment host is likely to follow.2 This immediateattachment strategy is the most natural given the assumption of strong incrementality thatwe have relied on in this thesis. It is also consistent with the data reported by Kamide andMitchell (1996). However, we must point out here that further on-line data from a secondexperiment conducted by Yuki Kamide (personal communication) could be interpreted interms of a delay strategy, in which immediate attachment does not take place. The secondexperiment diered from the rst (Kamide and Mitchell, 1996) in that a dierent segmentation2There are no spaces between words in Japanese script.195





















NFigure 8.2: Dependency-breaking attachment of the postposition in a complex NP. This cor-responds to an application of tree-lowering in the model given in chapter 4. The materialinserted on the input of the postposition is enclosed in the dotted loop.up until that point (cf. section 4.7, page 91). Given the initial immediate attachment of therelative clause to the rst available noun, there are two possible ways in which the postpositioncan be attached; a dependency preserving attachment, corresponding to left attachment in themodel developed in chapter 5, and a dependency-breaking attachment, corresponding to anapplication of the tree-lowering operation given in chapter 5. These two possibilities areshown in gures 8.1 and 8.2 respectively. As can be seen from gure 8.1, if the postpositionis attached in accordance with the dependency-preserving strategy, the entire NP is takenas the left daughter of the resulting PP, and the dependency between the relative clauseand the rst noun is not broken. In contrast, the dependency-breaking attachment seen in197
gure 8.2, involves the insertion of the PP at the intermediate N04, in such a way as thedependency between the relative clause and the rst noun is broken. The o-line preferencefor high attachment shows that the dependency between the relative clause and the rstnoun is preferentially broken at some stage. The dependency-breaking attachment strategyoutlined above would suggest that this dependency is broken almost immediately, as part ofthe attachment of the postposition. On the other hand, the dependency-preserving strategyallows that the dependency could broken at some other time, perhaps later in processing. Theavailable on-line data suggest that the second alternative is the one that is taken by the humanparser. This is because if the postposition is attached according to the dependency breakingstrategy, a new dependency between the relative clause and the second noun will be formedimmediately, and we would therefore expect to nd early evidence for processing disruptionin cases where the relative clause is not a plausible modier for this second noun. Howeverwhile Kamide and Mitchell (1996) did nd such an eect, it was not local to the complexNP, but was rather found at the verb region at the end of the experimental sentences. Thisnding would be compatible with an account in which the reanalysis of the relative clausefrom the low to the high site does not occur as soon as the high site becomes available, butis delayed in some way.8.1.2 Complex NPs and Thematic StructureGiven the assumptions that we have outlined above, that is, that the relative clause is initiallyattached to the rst available (low) attachment site, and that the reanalysis to the highsite occurs at some delay, it is reasonable to assume that the o-line preference for a highattachment of the relative clause reects the results of reanalysis. Therefore, any moderatingeect on this high attachment preference can be interpreted as a constraint on reanalysis.The postposition no in (8.2) is similar to the English preposition of. Therefore, we mayassume that, like of, it \transmits" a thematic role from the higher noun to the lower NP.Given the theory of thematic structure that we developed in chapter 5, then, reanalysing therelative clause from the low to the high site will be possible within the constraints of thematicmonotonicity, since the relative clause will not lose any thematic dominators. On the otherhand, if the postposition is substituted for another, that assigns rather than transmits a4Recall that we have been assuming a maximum bar level of 1 for Japanese, so N0 is equivalent to NP.198





























Figure 8.3: Syntactic structure of 8.3a and 8.3b. The circles indicate thematic assigner nodes,and the dotted loop indicates the domain within which the relative clause can be reanalysedwithin the constraints of thematic monotonicityFrom each of these materials, we created two sentences, corresponding to the two readingsof the ambiguity. For example, the two sentences for (8.3) were (Japanese translations of)the natives threatened the expedition force and the natives threatened the commander. Fifteennative speakers of Japanese from the University of Surugadai rated the plausibility of thesesentences on a scale from 1 to 6. The sentences were presented in random order for eachsubject. The materials for both experiment 1 and experiment 2 were chosen from the setof sentences tested in the norming study, but unfortunately, the norming results were notavailable at the time when experiment 1 was run, so only experiment 2 was controlled forplausibility. In fact, the 24 materials chosen for experiment 1 turned out to be slightly biasedin favour of the low attachment reading, which received a mean plausibility rating of 5.24,compared with 5.09 for the high attachment reading. This dierence was analysed using at-test, and was not signicant by on the items analysis, but was signicant on the subjectsanalysis; t1(14) = 3:08, p < :01; t2(23) = 1:16;ns. The materials for experiment 2 wereselected so as to exhibit no signicant dierence between the plausibility ratings of the tworeadings. 200
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Subjects had to indicate whether a. or b. corresponded to their rst interpretation. Thesentences were balanced so that the a. sentence indicated the high attachment interpretationhalf the time and vice versa.8.3.2 ResultsOverall, subjects chose the high attachment interpretation more often than the low attach-ment interpretation (63% high vs. 37% low). Comparing the proportion of high attachmentdecisions with 50% (i.e. the population mean expected on the null hypothesis) revealed thatthis preference was signicant; t1(23) = 3:67, p < :01; t2(23) = 3:93, p < :001. However, therewere signicantly more high-attachment decisions in the non-thematic condition than in thethematic condition (71% vs. 56%); t1(23) = 3:03, p < :01; t2(23) = 3:76, p < :01. The pro-portion of high attachment decisions for the non-thematic condition was signicantly greaterthan 50%; t1(23) = 4:96, p < :001; t2(23) = 6:66, p < :001. In contrast, the proportion ofhigh attachment decisions for the thematic condition was not signicantly greater than 50%;t1(23) = 1:24, p > :1; t2(23) = 1:24, p > :1. This indicates that the overall high attachmentpreference is driven by the non-thematic condition.We analysed the eect of animacy, although this factor was not the focus of the experimen-tal investigation, and was manipulated purely to create optimally balanced materials. t-testscomparing the animate-high condition with the animate-low condition revealed a greater pro-portion of high attachment decisions in the animate-low condition than the animate highcondition (68% vs. 59%). However, this eect was signicant by subjects only; t1(23) = 2:1,p < :05, t2(11) = 1:22, p > :1. An analysis of variance on the items data, taking thematic-ity as a within-items factor and animacy as a between-items factor revealed no signicantinteraction between the two factors; F2(1; 22) = 2:86, p > :1.8.3.3 DiscussionThe study replicated the high-attachment preference found by Kamide and Mitchell (1996),but also demonstrated that postposition type has a reliable eect on attachment decisions inJapanese. Our ndings are explicable if we assume that reanalyses which violate thematicmonotonicity are dispreferred in relation to those which do not. This is also compatible withother theories which associate a processing cost with reanalysis outside the current domain203
(De Vincenzi and Job (1993), Gilboy et al. (1995), Frazier and Clifton (1996)), although, aswe argued in chapter 5, section 5.7, Frazier and Clifton's (1996) notion of thematic processingdomain does not generalize adequately to left branching structures (see page 129 of this thesis).However, the fact that no low-attachment preference was observed for the thematic condi-tion indicates that the processor does sometimes reanalyse across a thematic domain bound-ary, even in the absence of a syntactic or semantic cue (note especially that the plausibility biaswould, if anything, be expected to favour the low attachment). This indicates that althoughreanalysis which violates thematic monotonicity is dispreferred in relation to reanalysis whichdoes not, it is nevertheless not true to say that the processor avoids preforming such non-monotonic reanalyses at all costs. We will discuss this issue further in the general discussionsection.8.4 Experiment 2Experiment 1 left us with further questions, which were addressed in a second experiment.Experiment 1 conrmed that the reanalysis of relative clauses is sensitive to domains that canbe dened in terms of thematic assigner nodes. However, a further question is that of whetherdomains dier in their relative \strengths", depending on their syntactic characteristics. Inparticular, we sought to test whether the presence or absence of a clause boundary betweenthe two possible attachment sites of the relative clause has an eect on the nal interpretation.Experiment 1 has demonstrated that, assuming an initial low attachment preference for therelative clause, a postpositional thematic domain boundary has a \containing eect" on therelative clause, keeping it in the lower attachment site more often than occurs when such aboundary is absent. However, a plausible hypothesis would be that this containing eect is\stronger" in cases where the thematic domain boundary is clausal than in cases where it ismerely postpositional. This would be predicted by Gibson et al's (1996) Predicate ProximityHypothesis, for example, and would be a natural assumption to make linguistically, since theclausal, but not the postpositional domain can be assumed to be a \Complete FunctionalComplex" (Chomsky, 1986b), a unit which is known to act as a domain for the purposesof binding and other syntactic phenomena. Such a nding would have a consequence onour model, in that it would require us to dene an extra level of structure, for example,dierentiating between clausal and non-clausal thematic nodes.204
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Figure 8.7: Experiment 2: Eects of animacy and thematicity
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eect of animacy, which was not found to anything like the same extent in Experiment 1. Wewill discuss some reasons for this dierence in section 8.5.3. A possible reason for the eect ofanimacy is that animate nouns are more \conceptually salient" than inanimate nouns, thusmaking them less in need of the referential support provided by modication. The eectmight also be the result of the particular choice of materials that we made in the experi-ment, where many of the animate nouns can be interpreted as picking out a unique referent(e.g. \teacher", \company president"), and thus may resist modication for presuppositionalreasons (Crain and Steedman, 1985; Altmann and Steedman, 1988).7 This might be theexplanation for a similar eect which has been found in German (Hemforth, Konieczny, andScheepers, 1994b), where the authors found a high attachment preference for relative clausesin complex NPs similar to those discussed in this chapter. In this German study, a markedpreference was only found in cases where the higher noun was non-human and the lower nounwas human. Clearly, further research is required to locate the source of the animacy eect,and to determine when in the comprehension process animacy has its eect, a question whichcannot be answered using the questionnaire technique.8.5 General Discussion8.5.1 ThematicityThese two experiments have shown that altering thematic characteristics of the complex NPhas an eect on the attachment preference of the relative clause. However, it is not the casethat the presence of a thematic domain boundary, whether clausal or postpositional, blocks thehigh attachment of the relative clause. Indeed, the data from experiment 2 show that, underfavourable semantic conditions, there can be an overall high attachment preference for therelative clause even where a clausal or postpositional thematic domain boundary intervenesbetween the two possible attachment sites. What the data of experiment 2 appears to showis that the processor prefers to maintain the initial low attachment of the relative clause onlyin cases where both thematic and the animacy constraints favour it.An alternative explanation of the eect of postposition type found in experiment 1 wassuggested to us by Janet Fodor (p.c.). This explanation depends on the observation that7Chuck Clifton pointed this out to us. 210
the preference for recent, low attachment is stronger for shorter phrases than for longer ones(Frazier, 1978; Frazier and Fodor, 1978). Consider this claim in relation to the complex NPsthat we examined in experiment 1.(8.3) a. genjuuminnatives ganom odositathreatened tankentaiexpedition-force noof taichoucommander\The commander of the expedition force that the natives threatened"b. genjuuminnatives ganom odositathreatened tankentaiexpedition kara-nofrom taichoucommander\The commander from the expedition force that the natives threatened"Recal gures 8.1 and 8.2 on page 197. The thematic postposition kara-no is longer than thenon-thematic postposition no. Therefore, no might be expected to exhibit a preference forthe low (dependency-breaking) attachment in 8.2, which would result in a high attachment ofthe relative clause. Conversely, the longer kara-no might be expected to exhibit a preferencefor the high (dependency-preserving) attachment illustrated in gure 8.1, resulting in a lowattachment of the relative clause.8 In order to test this claim, it would be necessary tomanipulate length and thematicity of the postposition independently. Unfortunately, thismanipulation is impossible in Japanese, since any noun-modifying thematic postposition isguaranteed to be longer than the non-thematic postposition no. This is because, (as far aswe are aware), thematic postpositions must include no as a sux to allow them to modifynouns. In order to make a satisfactory test of this claim, we would therefore need to nd ahead-nal, left branching language in which non-thematic postpositions can be longer thanthematic postpositions.9However, as we have mentioned above, if the postposition is attached in the low (ordependency-breaking) manner, then we would expect an immediate eect of plausibility atthe point where the higher noun is read (i.e. longer reading times where the relative clause isan implausible modier of the noun than when it is plausible). Kamide and Mitchell (1996)8Recall the discussion of the trade-o between dependency preservation and recency in chapter 4, section4.7, page 91.9The results of experiment 2 allow us to reject one particular version of this length hypothesis, in which thestrength of the high attachment preference of the postposition (and thus the likelihood of low attachment ofthe relative clause) correlates linearly with the length of the material separating the two possible noun hosts.In this case, we would expect to nd a dierence between the clausal condition (with an average of 4 charactersintervening between the two nouns) and the thematic postposition condition (where the number of interveningcharacters is always 3). However, this dierence was not found.211
found such a plausibility eect in their on-line study, but it appeared at the nal verb region,and not at the region of the higher noun.8.5.2 High Attachment BiasAs for the reason for the overall high attachment preference, which was found in both ex-periment 1 and experiment 2, it is not clear how current theories can account for this. Onepossible explanation could be some version of Relativised Relevance (Frazier, 1990b), whichpredicts a preference for associating a modier with the \main assertion of the sentence". Wenote that, as our study examined NPs, which are not sentences and do not denote \asser-tions"10, this principle would have to apply either to non-overt clausal structure or to applyto the \main content" of the utterance, whatever its categorial expression or semantic type.Gibson et al. (1996) could account for the overall high preference, assuming that their Pred-icate Proximity preference is stronger than their Recency preference. However, their modelcould not account for the eect of postposition type found here, unless a secondary principleof predicate proximity were to be invoked that could deal with the predicates associated withpre-/postpositions.8.5.3 Animacy and PlausibilityOne striking aspect of the data is the dierence in the animacy eect between the twoexperiments|in Experiment 2, the eect of animacy was very highly signicant, and wasstrong enough to alter the attachment bias from high to low. In experiment 1, by contrast,animacy had no signicant eect. There are several possible reasons for this dierence; itcould reect a dierence between the materials of experiments 1 and 2 (recall that the twoexperiments shared only twelve out of 24 items). Otherwise, it could be due to the dierentsubjects who took part in the two experiments, or one or other of the experiments may haveproduced atypical results by chance. We believe that the the rst explanation is correct; thedierence is a result of using dierent materials in the two experiments. Evidence for this canbe found if we separate the items which the two experiments share in common from thosewhich were only used in one experiment. Firstly, a Pearson's correlation test showed that thetotal number of high attachment decisions for the items shared between experiment 1 and10We take \assertion" to be synonymous with \proposition".212
experiment 2 correlated signicantly across the two experiments (r = :71, p < :01). Thisindicates that the two subject groups employed similar preferences in choosing their inter-pretations. If we analyse the data of experiment 1 considering only those items which wereshared in common with experiment 2, then the pattern of results comes to resemble those ofexperiment 2; more high attachment decisions were taken in the animate-low items than inthe animate-high items (75% vs. 52%), and this dierence was signicant by a t-test on theitems analysis; t2(11) = 3:72, p < :01. For the remaining items of experiment 1 (i.e. thosewhich were not shared with experiment 2), the number of high attachment decisions in theanimate-low items did not dier signicantly from the number of high attachment decisions inthe animate-high items; in fact, the numerical trend was in the opposite direction, with highattachment being chosen in 55% of the animate-low items, as against 64% for the animatehigh items (t2(10) < 1).This suggests that the source of the dierence in animacy eects between the two ex-periments may lie partly in the items which they did not share in common. Recall that thematerials for experiment 1 were not controlled for plausibility. The items which were removedfrom experiment 1 were those which were judged to exhibit the greatest plausibility dierencebetween the high attachment and low attachment reading in the norming study, and thesewere replaced by items whose readings diered only minimally in plausibility between the tworeadings, to create the materials for experiment 2. The number of high attachment decisionsfor the non-thematic condition of these items (i.e. those which were included in experiment1 but excluded from experiment 2) was found, by a Pearson's correlation test, to correlatewith the plausibility of their respective high attachment readings, (r = :63; p < :05),11. Bycontrast, the corresponding correlation test for those items of experiment 1 which were notexcluded from experiment 2 failed to reach signicance (r = :23, n.s.). We made a numberof other tests, looking for correlations between attachment decisions in both experiments andplausibility, but none of these yielded signicant correlations.12 This suggests that plausibility11Interestingly, the number of high attachment decisions for the non-thematic condition did not correlatewith the plausibility of low attachment readings (r = :28, ns.) for these items. Furthermore, the thematiccondition did not correlate signicantly with the plausibility of either the high (r = :36, ns) nor the lowattachment (r =  0:14, ns) interpretations. The dierence between the thematic and non-thematic conditionsmay be the result of a semantic eect similar to the Construal principle (Frazier and Clifton, 1996). However,we have no explanation for the fact that only the plausibility of the high reading is involved in the correlation.12These tests considered data from each experiment as a whole, and tested for correlations between thenumber of high attachment decisions and a number of values calculated from the plausibility data: plausibility213
only aected the subjects' interpretation of the materials where there was a large dierencein plausibility between the two readings, and moreover, that it was only when such largedierences did exist, animacy failed to have an eect.8.6 ConclusionsFrom the two questionnaire studies reported in this chapter, we can conclude that the inter-pretation of a Japanese relative clause is aected by the syntactic and thematic details of thecomplex NP into which it is attached. Specically, while there is an overall preference for therelative clause to be attached to the higher of the two possible attachment sites, the presenceof a thematic domain boundary between the sites signicantly decreases the number of highattachment decisions made. However, this eect is identical whether the thematic domain isclausal or postpositional, at least as far as the o-line preferences tested in this chapter areconcerned. We have also seen that animacy has an important role to play. However, it isnecessary to conduct further on-line studies in order to understand the way in which thesefactors manifest themselves in the language comprehension process.
of the high attachment reading, plausibility of the low attachment reading, dierence in plausibility betweenthe two readings, and mean plausibility. 214
Chapter 9ConclusionsIn chapter 2, we pointed out that most existing research in human syntactic processing hasbeen concerned with the issue of how people initially resolve ambiguities, rather than withthe complementary question of how people recover when the initially chosen resolution of theambiguity turns out to be wrong. The main contribution of this thesis has been, we believe,to demonstrate that reanalysis is indeed a viable subject of research, and that it is amenableto investigation through theoretical, computational and experimental methods.On the theoretical side, we have discussed in some detail the components of the reanalysisprocess, and shown how models may vary with respect to which aspects of the process theyconstrain. Concentrating on the notion of representation preservation, we have shown how theinsights of D-theory (Marcus, Hindle, and Fleck, 1983) can be used as a basis of a generalizedmonotonicity constraint, which can be applied to various types of representation, includingconstituent structure (chapter 4), and thematic structure (chapter 5).Computationally, we have shown the importance of considering not only which structuresthe parser can easily revise, but also how the parser revises them. Such issues have to becovered in theories of reanalysis, because they are directly related to the notion of reanalysisambiguity, as discussed in chapter 4. Reanalysis ambiguity must be a crucial issue, since,considering the degree of ambiguity present in natural language, it is highly likely that, at thepoint where reanalysis is attempted, there will be more than one previous choice point whichcould conceivably be reanalysed in a number of dierent ways. In fact in purely head nallanguages, and given certain assumptions concerning incremental processing, all instances ofstructural ambiguity in such languages can be argued to be reanalysis ambiguity. A further215
contribution on the computational side has been the development of a general method forincremental processing, and a method of constraining reanalysis search based on indexing(chapter 6).In terms of experimental research, our main contribution has been to consider the ex-perimental investigation of reanalysis ambiguity. As far as we are aware, the experimentsreported in chapter 7 are the rst to consider this issue in English, although we know ofexperimental research on reanalysis ambiguity in Japanese (Hirose, 1997). While we havenot resolved the issue of a good on-line measure of preferences in reanalysis ambiguity, theresults of the o-line measures presented in that chapter indicate that the matter requiresfurther investigation. Our other experimental contribution has been to establish the existenceof construal-type eects on relative clause attachment in Japanese (chapter 8). Although wehave argued that the eect reported in that chapter should be seen as an eect of reanalysis,we require on-line investigations to establish the time course of the eect.9.1 Future DirectionsBelow we discuss a number of ways in which the research reported in this thesis could beextended in the future.9.1.1 Experimental Investigation of Intuitive EectsA weakness of many of the theories of reanalysis which have been proposed is that they relyto a great extent on intuitive data that have not been experimentally conrmed. This isparticularly true in the case of claims made by, for example, Pritchett (1988; 1992), in whicheasy and hard garden paths are dierentiated in terms of whether or not the reanalysis in-volved is available for conscious introspection|the question of whether or not a garden pathreaches consciousness is not something that is likely to be testable by standard experimentaltechniques. However, reanalysis theories, including that proposed in this thesis, can be seenas predicting that, all other things being equal, certain types of reanalysis cause more pro-cessing diculty than others. This question is independent of whether or not the reanalysisin question causes conscious processing diculty, and should be amenable to study using es-tablished experimental techniques. This would involve comparing minimal pairs of sentences216
such as the following, from chapter 2:(9.1) While the wedding guests ate the cake was still being decorated.(9.2) The wedding guests saw the cake was still being decorated.Another related question concerns the extent to which the diculty of garden paths can bedivided into two discrete categories. Many theories of reanalysis have tacitly made this as-sumption in their distinctions between, for example, conscious and unconscious reanalysis, or,in terms of the present thesis, the distinction between monotonic and non-monotonic reanal-ysis. However, even if these theoretical distinctions do have a systematic eect on reanalysisdiculty, there remains the question of how they relate to other factors which are knownto aect reanalysis. For example, can reanalysis diculty be broadly divided into two cate-gories describable in structural terms, such as the monotonic/non-monotonic distinction, oris reanalysis diculty more accurately described as a continuum driven by graded phenomenasuch as, for example, the dierence in statistical preference between the two readings beforeand after reanalysis, within which structural factors may play a part. These are interestingand important questions, which can only be addressed using experimental methods.9.1.2 Further Extensions of Computational ModelAlthough the use of computational modelling has been useful in identifying basic mechanismsfor incremental processing and reanalysis, our work in this area has been limited by our useof a rather small scale grammar. Extending the system to run on a wide coverage grammarwould vastly increase the degree of ambiguity with which the parser would have to cope,and this would almost certainly highlight unforeseen areas in which the grammar interactswith the processing model to produce surprising results. This would lead to opportunities forfurther development.
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Appendix AExperimental Materials fromchapter 7A.1 Self-Paced Reading ExperimentThe following is a list of materials for the self-paced reading study reported as \Experiment 1" inchapter 7. The conditions are to be read as follows: \AL" is \Ambiguous Low", \AH" is \AmbiguousHigh", \UL" is \Unambiguous Low" and \UH" is \Unambiguous High". The symbol \#" marks theregion boundary, and \Q" marks the comprehension question.1. AL: The investigation revealed the councillor who accepted the spending cuts # had not jus-tied themselves.Q: Were the spending cuts justied?AH: The investigation revealed the councillor who accepted the spending cuts # had not jus-tied himself.Q: Was the councillor justied?UL: The investigation revealed the councillor who accepted that the spending cuts # had notjustied themselves.Q: Were the spending cuts justied?UH: The investigation revealed that the councillor who accepted the spending cuts # had notjustied himself.Q: Was the councillor justied?2. AL: The children's home accepted the girl who revealed her tormenters # had been injectingthemselves.Q: Had the girl been taking drugs?AH: The children's home accepted the girl who revealed her tormenters # had been injectingherself.Q: Had the tormenters been taking drugs?218
UL: The children's home accepted the girl who revealed that her tormenters # had been in-jecting themselves.Q: Had the girl been taking drugs?UH: The children's home accepted that the girl who revealed her tormenters # had been in-jecting herself.Q: Had the tormenters been taking drugs?3. AL: The editor accepted the story which revealed the corrupt politicians # had contradictedeach other.Q: Was the story self-contradictory?AH: The editor accepted the story which revealed the corrupt politicians # had contradicteditself.Q: Had the politicians been contradicting each other?UL: The editor accepted the story which revealed that the corrupt politicians # had contra-dicted each other.Q: Was the story self-contradictory?UH: The editor accepted that the story which revealed the corrupt politicians # had contra-dicted itself.Q: Had the politicians been contradicting each other?4. AL: The detective forgot the witnesses who recognised the murderer # had disguised himself.Q: Were the witnesses in disguise?AH: The detective forgot the witnesses who recognised the murderer # had disguised them-selves.Q: Was the murderer in disguise?UL: The detective forgot the witnesses who recognised that the murderer # had disguisedhimself.Q: Were the witnesses in disguise?UH: The detective forgot that the witnesses who recognised the murderer # had disguisedthemselves.Q: Was the murderer in disguise?5. AL: The general recalled the troops who found the enemy spy # had shot himself.Q: Had the troops committed suicide?AH: The general recalled the troops who found the enemy spy # had shot themselves.Q: Had the enemy spy committed suicide?UL: The general recalled the troops who found that the enemy spy # had shot himself.Q: Had the troops committed suicide?UH: The general recalled that the troops who found the enemy spy # had shot themselves.Q: Had the enemy spy committed suicide?6. AL: The pensioners recalled the wartime singer who found the German pilots # had poisonedthemselves.Q: Had the singer taken poison?AH: The pensioners recalled the wartime singer who found the German pilots # had poisonedherself.Q: Had the pilots taken poison? 219
UL: The pensioners recalled the wartime singer who found that the German pilots # hadpoisoned themselves.Q: Had the singer taken poison?UH: The pensioners recalled that the wartime singer who found the German pilots # hadpoisoned herself.Q: Had the pilots taken poison?7. AL: The private detective found the informants who recalled the suspect # had disguisedhimself.Q: Had the suspect been in disguise?AH: The private detective found the informants who recalled the suspect # had disguisedthemselves.Q: Had the informants been in disguise?UL: The private detective found the informants who recalled that the suspect # had disguisedhimself.Q: Had the suspect been in disguise?UH: The private detective found that the informants who recalled the suspect # had disguisedthemselves.Q: Had the informants been in disguise?8. AL: The professor acknowledged the students who understood the new theory # had contra-dicted itself.Q: Was the new theory self-contradictory?AH: The professor acknowledged the students who understood the new theory # had contra-dicted each other.Q: Had the students been inconsistent with each other?UL: The professor acknowledged the students who understood that the new theory # hadcontradicted itself.Q: Was the new theory self-contradictory?UH: The professor acknowledged that the students who understood the new theory # hadcontradicted each other.Q: Had the students been inconsistent with each other?9. AL: The social worker understood the teenagers who acknowledged their gang leader # couldn'texpress himself.Q: Was the gang leader bad at expressing himself?AH: The social worker understood the teenagers who acknowledged their gang leader # couldn'texpress themselves.Q: Were the teenagers bad at expressing themselves?UL: The social worker understood the teenagers who acknowledged that their gang leader #couldn't express himself.Q: Was the gang leader bad at expressing himself?UH: The social worker understood that the teenagers who acknowledged their gang leader #couldn't express themselves.Q: Were the teenagers bad at expressing themselves?10. AL: The editor found the photographers who saw the cabinet minister # had disgraced himself.220
Q: Had the cabinet minister done something disgraceful?AH: The editor found the photographers who saw the cabinet minister # had disgraced them-selves.Q: Had the photographers done something disgraceful?UL: The editor found the photographers who saw that the cabinet minister # had disgracedhimself.Q: Had the cabinet minister done something disgraceful?UH: The editor found that the photographers who saw the cabinet minister # had disgracedthemselves.Q: Had the photographers done something disgraceful?11. AL: The psychiatrist accepted the male patient who forgot his wife # couldn't look after herself.Q: Was the man's wife bad at looking after herself?AH: The psychiatrist accepted the male patient who forgot his wife # couldn't look afterhimself.Q: Was the patient bad at looking after himself?UL: The psychiatrist accepted the male patient who forgot that his wife # couldn't look afterherself.Q: Was the man's wife bad at looking after herself?UH: The psychiatrist accepted that the male patient who forgot his wife # couldn't look afterhimself.Q: Was the patient bad at looking after himself?12. AL: The inspector recognised the builders who accepted the young apprentice # would be adanger to himself.Q: Was the young apprentice a likely to harm himself?AH: The inspector recognised the builders who accepted the young apprentice # would be adanger to themselves.Q: Were the builders likely to harm themselves?UL: The inspector recognised the builders who accepted that the young apprentice # wouldbe a danger to himself.Q: Was the young apprentice likely to harm himself?UH: The inspector recognised that the builders who accepted the young apprentice # wouldbe a danger to themselves.Q: Were the builders likely to harm themselves?13. AL: The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects # had been deceiving them-selves.Q: Had the suspects been honest with themselves?AH: The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspects # had been deceiving himself.Q: Had the witness been honest with himself?UL: The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspects # had been deceivingthemselves.Q: Had the suspects been honest with themselves?UH: The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspects # had been deceivinghimself. 221
Q: Had the witness been honest with himself?14. AL: The tabloids revealed the informers who recalled the old politician # had exposed himself.Q: Had the informers made an exhibition of themselves?AH: The tabloids revealed the informers who recalled the old politician # had exposed them-selves.Q: Had the politician made an exhibition of himself?UL: The tabloids revealed the informers who recalled that the old politician # had exposedhimself.Q: Had the informers made an exhibition of themselves?UH: The tabloids revealed that the informers who recalled the old politician # had exposedthemselves.Q: Had the politician made an exhibtion of himself?15. AL: The shop steward understood the workers who accepted the new manager # could notcommit himself.Q: Was the new manager unable to make a commitment?AH: The shop steward understood the workers who accepted the new manager # could notcommit themselves.Q: Were the workers unable to make a commitment?UL: The shop steward understood the workers who accepted that the new manager # couldnot commit himself.Q: Was the new manager unable to make a commitment?UH: The shop steward understood that the workers who accepted the new manager # couldnot commit themselves.Q: Were the workers unable to make a commitment?16. AL: The director understood the administrator who accepted the incompetent trainees #couldn't explain themselves.Q: Were the trainees bad communicators?AH: The director understood the administrator who accepted the incompetent trainees #couldn't explain himself.Q: Was the administrator a bad communicator?UL: The director understood the administrator who accepted that the incompetent trainees #couldn't explain themselves.Q: Were the trainees bad communicators?UH: The director understood that the administrator who accepted the incompetent trainees #couldn't explain himself.Q: Was the administrator a bad communicator?17. AL: The examiner accepted the student who understood the Latin authors # had repeatedthemselves.Q: No question.AH: The examiner accepted the student who understood the Latin authors # had repeatedhimself.Q: No question.UL: The examiner accepted the student who understood that the Latin authors # had repeatedthemselves. 222
Q: No question.UH: The examiner accepted that the student who understood the Latin authors # had repeatedhimself.Q: No question.18. AL: The personnel ocer accepted the applicant who understood the policies # had justiedthemselves.Q: No question.AH: The personnel ocer accepted the applicant who understood the policies # had justiedhimself.Q: No question.UL: The personnel ocer accepted the applicant who understood that the policies # hadjustied themselves.Q: No question.UH: The personnel ocer accepted that the applicant who understood the policies # hadjustied himself.Q: No question.19. AL: The psychoanalyst saw the cult members who recalled the possessed boy # couldn't controlhimself.Q: No question.AH: The psychoanalyst saw the cult members who recalled the possessed boy # couldn't controlthemselves.Q: No question.UL: The psychoanalyst saw the cult members who recalled that the possessed boy # couldn'tcontrol himself.Q: No question.UH: The psychoanalyst saw that the cult members who recalled the possessed boy # couldn'tcontrol themselves.Q: No question.20. AL: The camp organiser recalled the volunteer who saw the teenagers # had enjoyed them-selves.Q: No question.AH: The camp organiser recalled the volunteer who saw the teenagers # had enjoyed himself.Q: No question.UL: The camp organiser recalled the volunteer who saw that the teenagers # had enjoyedthemselves.Q: No question.UH: The camp organiser recalled that the volunteer who saw the teenagers # had enjoyedhimself.Q: No question.21. AL: The CIA revealed the farmers who saw the alien # had surrendered itself.Q: No question.AH: The CIA revealed the farmers who saw the alien # had surrendered themselves.Q: No question. 223
UL: The CIA revealed the farmers who saw that the alien # had surrendered itself.Q: No question.UH: The CIA revealed that the farmers who saw the alien # had surrendered themselves.Q: No question.22. AL: The audience saw the band members who acknowledged their promoter # had intoxicatedhimself.Q: No question.AH: The audience saw the band members who acknowledged their promoter # had intoxicatedthemselves.Q: No question.UL: The audience saw the band members who acknowledged that their promoter # had intox-icated himself.Q: No question.UH: The audience saw that the band members who acknowledged their promoter # had intox-icated themselves.Q: No question.23. AL: The publisher recognised the author who acknowledged his secretaries # had disgracedthemselves.Q: No question.AH: The publisher recognised the author who acknowledged his secretaries # had disgracedhimself.Q: No question.UL: The publisher recognised the author who acknowledged that his secretaries # had disgracedthemselves.Q: No question.UH: The publisher recognised that the author who acknowledged his secretaries # had disgracedhimself.Q: No question.24. AL: The bishop acknowledged the priest who accepted the sinners # had reformed themselves.Q: No question.AH: The bishop acknowledged the priest who accepted the sinners # had reformed himself.Q: No question.UL: The bishop acknowledged the priest who accepted that the sinners # had reformed them-selves.Q: No question.UH: The bishop acknowledged that the priest who accepted the sinners # had reformed himself.Q: No question.25. AL: The company boss acknowledged the department which accepted the young graduates #had proved themselves.Q: No question.AH: The company boss acknowledged the department which accepted the young graduates #had proved itself.Q: No question. 224
UL: The company boss acknowledged the department which accepted that the young graduates# had proved themselves.Q: No question.UH: The company boss acknowledged that the department which accepted the young graduates# had proved itself.Q: No question.26. AL: The butler saw the prince who revealed his mistress # had hanged herself.Q: No question.AH: The butler saw the prince who revealed his mistress # had hanged himself.Q: No question.UL: The butler saw the prince who revealed that his mistress # had hanged herself.Q: No question.UH: The butler saw that the prince who revealed his mistress # had hanged himself.Q: No question.27. AL: The war veterans recalled the ocer who revealed the traitors # had drowned themselves.Q: No question.AH: The war veterans recalled the ocer who revealed the traitors # had drowned himself.Q: No question.UL: The war veterans recalled the ocer who revealed that the traitors # had drowned them-selves.Q: No question.UH: The war veterans recalled that the ocer who revealed the traitors # had drowned himself.Q: No question.28. AL: The explorers recalled the tribesmen who revealed the witch-doctor # had sacriced him-self.Q: No question.AH: The explorers recalled the tribesmen who revealed the witch-doctor # had sacriced them-selves.Q: No question.UL: The explorers recalled the tribesmen who revealed that the witch-doctor # had sacricedhimself.Q: No question.UH: The explorers recalled that the tribesmen who revealed the witch-doctor # had sacricedthemselves.Q: No question.29. AL: The scientist found the Eskimos who recalled the famous explorer # had no condence inhimself.Q: No question.AH: The scientist found the Eskimos who recalled the famous explorer # had no condence inthemselves.Q: No question.UL: The scientist found the Eskimos who recalled that the famous explorer # had no condencein himself. 225
Q: No question.UH: The scientist found that the Eskimos who recalled the famous explorer # had no condencein themselves.Q: No question.30. AL: The detective found the children who recalled the kidnapper # despised himself.Q: No question.AH: The detective found the children who recalled the kidnapper # despised themselves.Q: No question.UL: The detective found the children who recalled that the kidnapper # despised himself.Q: No question.UH: The detective found that the children who recalled the kidnapper # despised themselves.Q: No question.31. AL: The newspaper report revealed the boy who found the escaped prisoners # had injuredthemselves.Q: No question.AH: The newspaper report revealed the boy who found the escaped prisoners # had injuredhimself.Q: No question.UL: The newspaper report revealed the boy who found that the escaped prisoners # had injuredthemselves.Q: No question.UH: The newspaper report revealed that the boy who found the escaped prisoners # had injuredhimself.Q: No question.32. AL: The article revealed the policeman who found the missing children # couldn't look afterthemselves.Q: No question.AH: The article revealed the policeman who found the missing children # couldn't look afterhimself.Q: No question.UL: The article revealed the policeman who found that the missing children # couldn't lookafter themselves.Q: No question.UH: The article revealed that the policeman who found the missing children # couldn't lookafter himself.Q: No question.33. AL: The fans recognised the manager who accepted the players # couldn't discipline them-selves.Q: No question.AH: The fans recognised the manager who accepted the players # couldn't discipline himself.Q: No question.UL: The fans recognised the manager who accepted that the players # couldn't disciplinethemselves. 226
Q: No question.UH: The fans recognised that the manager who accepted the players # couldn't disciplinehimself.Q: No question.34. AL: The army accepted the recruits who recognised the enemy commander # couldn't defendhimself.Q: No question.AH: The army accepted the recruits who recognised the enemy commander # couldn't defendthemselves.Q: No question.UL: The army accepted the recruits who recognised that the enemy commander # couldn'tdefend himself.Q: No question.UH: The army accepted that the recruits who recognised the enemy commander # couldn'tdefend themselves.Q: No question.35. AL: The workers recognised the company chairman who accepted the payrise # couldn't justifyitself.Q: No question.AH: The workers recognised the company chairman who accepted the payrise # couldn't justifyhimself.Q: No question.UL: The workers recognised the company chairman who accepted that the payrise # couldn'tjustify itself.Q: No question.UH: The workers recognised that the company chairman who accepted the payrise # couldn'tjustify himself.Q: No question.36. AL: The people accepted the constitution which recognised the dictator # would never establishhimself.Q: No question.AH: The people accepted the constitution which recognised the dictator # would never establishitself.Q: No question.UL: The people accepted the constitution which recognised that the dictator # would neverestablish himself.Q: No question.UH: The people accepted that the constitution which recognised the dictator # would neverestablish itself.Q: No question. 227
A.2 Questionnaire ExperimentThe following is the list of materials for the questionnaire study reported as \Experiment 2" in chapter7. The conditions are to be read as follows: \A" is \Ambiguous", \L" is \Low", and \H" is \High".The two alternative interpretations \a" and \b" are given below each item.1. A: The investigation revealed the councillors who accepted the spending cuts had not justiedthemselves.L: The investigation revealed the councillors who accepted that the spending cuts had notjustied themselves.H: The investigation revealed that the councillors who accepted the spending cuts had notjustied themselves.a. The councillors had not justied themselves.b. The spending cuts had not justied themselves.2. A: The children's home accepted the girls who revealed their tormenters had been injectingthemselves.L: The children's home accepted the girls who revealed that their tormenters had been in-jecting themselves.H: The children's home accepted that the girls who revealed their tormenters had been in-jecting themselves.a. The girls had been injecting themselves.b. The tormenters had been injecting themselves.3. A: The editor accepted the stories which revealed the corrupt politicians had contradictedeach other.L: The editor accepted the stories which revealed that the corrupt politicians had contradictedeach other.H: The editor accepted that the stories which revealed the corrupt politicians had contradictedeach other.a. The stories had contradicted each other.b. The corrupt politicians had contradicted each other.4. A: The detective forgot the witness who recognised the murderer had disguised himself.L: The detective forgot the witness who recognised that the murderer had disguised himself.H: The detective forgot that the witness who recognised the murderer had disguised himself.a. The witness had disguised himself.b. The murderer had disguised himself.5. A: The general recalled the troops who found the enemy spies had shot themselves.L: The general recalled the troops who found that the enemy spies had shot themselves.H: The general recalled that the troops who found the enemy spies had shot themselves.a. The troops had shot themselves.b. The enemy spies had shot themselves.6. A: The pensioners recalled the wartime singers who found the German pilots had poisonedthemselves.L: The pensioners recalled the wartime singers who found that the German pilots had poi-soned themselves. 228
H: The pensioners recalled that the wartime singers who found the German pilots had poi-soned themselves.a. The wartime singers had poisoned themselves.b. The German pilots had poisoned themselves.7. A: The private detective found the informants who recalled the suspects had disguised them-selves.L: The private detective found the informants who recalled that the suspects had disguisedthemselves.H: The private detective found that the informants who recalled the suspects had disguisedthemselves.a. The informants had disguised themselves.b. The suspects had disguised themselves.8. A: The professor acknowledged the students who understood the new theories had contra-dicted each other.L: The professor acknowledged the students who understood that the new theories had con-tradicted each other.H: The professor acknowledged that the students who understood the new theories had con-tradicted each other.a. The students had contradicted each other.b. The new theories had contradicted each other.9. A: The social worker understood the teenager who acknowledged his gang leader couldn'texpress himself.L: The social worker understood the teenager who acknowledged that his gang leader couldn'texpress himself.H: The social worker understood that the teenager who acknowledged his gang leader couldn'texpress himself.a. The teenager couldn't express himself.b. The gang leader couldn't express himself10. A: The editor found the photographer who saw the cabinet minister had disgraced himself.L: The editor found the photographer who saw that the cabinet minister had disgraced him-self.H: The editor found that the photographer who saw the cabinet minister had disgraced him-self.a. The photographer had disgraced himself.b. The cabinet minister had disgraced himself11. A: The psychiatrist accepted the male patients who forgot their wives couldn't look afterthemselves.L: The psychiatrist accepted the male patients who forgot that their wives couldn't look afterthemselves.H: The psychiatrist accepted that the male patients who forgot their wives couldn't look afterthemselves.a. The male patients couldn't look after themselves.b. The wives couldn't look after themselves.12. A: The inspector recognised the builder who accepted the young apprentice would be a dangerto himself. 229
L: The inspector recognised the builder who accepted that the young apprentice would be adanger to himself.H: The inspector recognised that the builder who accepted the young apprentice would be adanger to himself.a. The builder would be a danger to himself.b. The young apprentice would be a danger to himself.13. A: The judge accepted the witness who recognised the suspect had been deceiving himself.L: The judge accepted the witness who recognised that the suspect had been deceiving himself.H: The judge accepted that the witness who recognised the suspect had been deceiving himself.a. The witness had been deceiving himself.b. The suspect had been deceiving himself.14. A: The tabloids revealed the informer who recalled the old politician had exposed himself.L: The tabloids revealed the informer who recalled that the old politician had exposed himself.H: The tabloids revealed that the informer who recalled the old politician had exposed himself.a. The informer had exposed himself.b. The old politician had exposed himself.15. A: The shop steward understood the workers who accepted the new managers could notcommit themselves.L: The shop steward understood the workers who accepted that the new managers could notcommit themselves.H: The shop steward understood that the workers who accepted the new managers could notcommit themselves.a. The workers could not commit themselves.b. The new managers could not commit themselves,16. A: The director understood the administrator who accepted the incompetent trainee couldn'texplain himself.L: The director understood the administrator who accepted that the incompetent traineecouldn't explain himself.H: The director understood that the administrator who accepted the incompetent traineecouldn't explain himself.a. The administrator couldn't explain himself.b. The incompetent trainee couldn't explain himself.17. A: The examiner accepted the students who understood the Latin authors had repeated them-selves.L: The examiner accepted the students who understood that the Latin authors had repeatedthemselves.H: The examiner accepted that the students who understood the Latin authors had repeatedthemselves.a. The students had repeated themselves.b. The Latin authors had repeated themselves.18. A: The personnel ocer accepted the applicants who understood the policies had justiedthemselves.L: The personnel ocer accepted the applicants who understood that the policies had justiedthemselves. 230
H: The personnel ocer accepted that the applicants who understood the policies had justiedthemselves.a. The applicants had justied themselves.b. The policies had justied themselves.19. A: The psychoanalyst saw the cult members who recalled the possessed boys couldn't controlthemselves.L: The psychoanalyst saw the cult members who recalled that the possessed boys couldn'tcontrol themselves.H: The psychoanalyst saw that the cult members who recalled the possessed boys couldn'tcontrol themselves.a. The possessed boys couldn't control themselves.b. The cult members couldn't control themselves.20. A: The camp organiser recalled the volunteers who saw the teenagers had enjoyed themselves.L: The camp organiser recalled the volunteers who saw that the teenagers had enjoyed them-selves.H: The camp organiser recalled that the volunteers who saw the teenagers had enjoyed them-selves.a. The teenagers had enjoyed themselves.b. The volunteers had enjoyed themselves.21. A: The CIA revealed the farmers who saw the aliens had surrendered themselves.L: The CIA revealed the farmers who saw that the aliens had surrendered themselves.H: The CIA revealed that the farmers who saw the aliens had surrendered themselves.a. The aliens had surrendered themselves.b. The farmers had surrendered themselves.22. A: The audience saw the band member who acknowledged his promoter had intoxicated him-self.L: The audience saw the band member who acknowledged that his promoter had intoxicatedhimself.H: The audience saw that the band member who acknowledged his promoter had intoxicatedhimself.a. The promoter had intoxicated himself.b. The band member had intoxicated himself.23. A: The publisher recognised the authoress who acknowledged her secretary had disgracedherself.L: The publisher recognised the authoress who acknowledged that her secretary had disgracedherself.H: The publisher recognised that the authoress who acknowledged her secretary had disgracedherself.a. The secretary had disgraced herself.b. The authoress had disgraced herself.24. A: The bishop acknowledged the priest who accepted the sinner had reformed himself.L: The bishop acknowledged the priest who accepted that the sinner had reformed himself.H: The bishop acknowledged that the priest who accepted the sinner had reformed himself.231
a. The sinner had reformed himself.b. The priest had reformed himself.25. A: The company boss acknowledged the departments which accepted the young graduateshad proved themselves.L: The company boss acknowledged the departments which accepted that the young graduateshad proved themselves.H: The company boss acknowledged that the departments which accepted the young graduateshad proved themselves.a. The young graduates had proved themselves,b. The departments had proved themselves.26. A: The butler saw the prince who revealed his boyfriend had hanged himself.L: The butler saw the prince who revealed that his boyfriend had hanged himself.H: The butler saw that the prince who revealed his boyfriend had hanged himself.a. The boyfriend had hanged himself.b. The prince had hanged himself.27. A: The war veterans recalled the ocer who revealed the traitor had drowned himself.L: The war veterans recalled the ocer who revealed that the traitor had drowned himself.H: The war veterans recalled that the ocer who revealed the traitor had drowned himself.a. The traitor had drowned himself.b. The ocer had drowned himself.28. A: The explorers recalled the tribesman who revealed the witch-doctor had sacriced himself.L: The explorers recalled the tribesman who revealed that the witch-doctor had sacricedhimself.H: The explorers recalled that the tribesman who revealed the witch-doctor had sacricedhimself.a. The witch-doctor had sacriced himself.b. The tribesman had sacriced himself.29. A: The scientist found the Eskimo who recalled the famous explorer had no condence inhimself.L: The scientist found the Eskimo who recalled that the famous explorer had no condencein himself.H: The scientist found that the Eskimo who recalled the famous explorer had no condencein himself.a. The famous explorer had no condence in himself.b. The Eskimo had no condence in himself.30. A: The detective found the child who recalled the kidnapper despised himself.L: The detective found the child who recalled that the kidnapper despised himself.H: The detective found that the child who recalled the kidnapper despised himself.a. The kidnapper despised himself.b. The child despised himself.31. A: The newspaper report revealed the boys who found the escaped prisoners had injuredthemselves. 232
L: The newspaper report revealed the boys who found that the escaped prisoners had injuredthemselves.H: The newspaper report revealed that the boys who found the escaped prisoners had injuredthemselves.a. The escaped prisoners had injured themselves.b. The boys had injured themselves.32. A: The article revealed the policeman who found the missing child couldn't look after himself.L: The article revealed the policeman who found that the missing child couldn't look afterhimself.H: The article revealed that the policeman who found the missing child couldn't look afterhimself.a. The missing child couldn't look after himself.b. The policeman couldn't look after himself.33. A: The fans recognised the manager who accepted the player couldn't discipline himself.L: The fans recognised the manager who accepted that the player couldn't discipline himself.H: The fans recognised that the manager who accepted the player couldn't discipline himself.a. The player couldn't discipline himself.b. The manager couldn't discipline himself.34. A: The army accepted the recruit who recognised the enemy commander couldn't defendhimself.L: The army accepted the recruit who recognised that the enemy commander couldn't defendhimself.H: The army accepted that the recruit who recognised the enemy commander couldn't defendhimself.a. The enemy commander couldn't defend himself.b. The recruit couldn't defend himself.35. A: The workers recognised the company directors who accepted the pay increases couldn'tjustify themselves.L: The workers recognised the company directors who accepted that the pay increases couldn'tjustify themselves.H: The workers recognised that the company directors who accepted the pay increases couldn'tjustify themselves.a. The pay increases couldn't justify themselves.b. The company directors couldn't justify themselves.36. A: The people accepted the constitution which recognised the dictatorship would never es-tablish itself.L: The people accepted the constitution which recognised that the dictatorship would neverestablish itself.H: The people accepted that the constitution which recognised the dictatorship would neverestablish itself.a. The dictatorship would never establish itself.b. The constitution would never establish itself.233
Appendix BExperimental Materials fromchapter 8B.1 Experiment 1The following is a list of the materials for the questionnaire study referred to as \Experiment 1" inchapter 8. We show the materials in roman characters, with gloss and English translation, though ofcourse the actual experimental booklets were printed in Japanese script. \TH" indicates the thematiccondition (i.e. involving the postposition kara-no) and \NT" indicates the non-thematic condition (i.e.involving the postposition no). The two possible interpretations appear as \a" and \b" under eachitem. Items which are shared with Experiment 2 are marked with a star. Items 1-12 are animate-low,and items 13-24 are animate-high.1?. TH: shokuinemployee ganom hometapraised shichoumayor kara-nofrom kikakusho.plan-document\the plan document from the mayor that the employees praised"NT: shokuinemployee ganom hometapraised shichoumayor nogen kikakusho.plan-document\the plan document of the mayor that the employees praised"a. shokuinemployee ganom shichoumayor woacc hometa.praised\The employees praised the mayor."b. shokuinemployee ganom kikakushoplan-document woacc hometa.praised\The employees praised the plan document."2. TH: shachoumanaging-director ganom hihan-shitacriticised maneejaamanager kara-nofrom messeeji.message\The message from the manager that the managing director criticised."NT: shachoumanaging-director ganom hihan-shitacriticised maneejaamanager nogen messeeji.message\The message of the manager that the managing director criticised."a. shachoumanaging-director ganom maneejaamanager woacc hihan-shita.criticised.\The managing director criticised the manager."b. shachoumanaging-director ganom messeejimessage woacc hihan-shita.criticised.\The managing director criticised the message."234
3?. TH: seitopupil ganom mushi-sitaignored senseiteacher kara-nofrom chuui.warning.\the warning from the teacher that the pupils ignored"NT: seitopupil ganom mushi-sitaignored senseiteacher nogen chuui.warning.\the warning of the teacher that the pupils ignored"a. seitopupiles ganom senseiteacher woacc mushi-shitaignored\The pupils ignored the teacher."b. seitopupil ganom chuuiwarning woacc mushi-shitaignored\The pupils ignored the warning."4. TH: chichifather ganom maishuuevery-week matteitawaited sakayawine-merchant kara-nofrom seikyuushobill\the bill of the wine merchant that father waited for every week"NT: chichifather ganom maishuuevery-week matteitawaited sakayawine-merchant nogen seikyuushobill\the bill of the wine merchant that father waited for every week"a. chichifather ganom maishuuevery-week sakayawine-merchant woacc matteitawaited\Father waited for the wine merchant every week."b. chichifather ganom maishuuevery-week seikyuushobill woacc matteitawaited\Father waited for the bill every week."5. TH: kyoushiteachers ganom kowagarufear kouchousenseihead-teacher kara-nofrom iitsukeinstructions\the instructions from the head teacher that the teachers feared.NT: kyoushiteachers ganom kowagarufear kouchousenseihead-teacher nogen iitsukeinstructions\the instructions of the head teacher that the teachers feared.a. kyoushiteachers ganom kouchousenseihead-teacher woacc kowagaru.fear.\The teachers fear the head teacher."b. kyoushiteachers ganom iitsukeinstruction woacc kowagaru.fear.\The teachers fear the instruction."6?. TH: obaasangranny ganom natsukashikunostalgically omoidasuremember doukyuuseiclass-mates kara-nofrom yosegakileaving-card\the leaving card from the classmates that Granny nostalgically remembers"NT: obaasangranny ganom natsukashikunostalgically omoidasuremember doukyuuseiclass-mates nogen yosegakileaving-card\the leaving card of the classmates that Granny nostalgically remembers"a. obaasangranny ganom dioukyuuseiclassmates woacc natsukasikunostalgically omoidasu.remembers\Granny nostalgically remembers the classmates."b. obaasangranny ganom yosegakileaving-card woacc natsukasikunostalgically omoidasu.remembers\Granny nostalgically remembers the leaving card."235
7?. TH: yukikoYukiko ganom gakkouschool deloc mitsuketafound koibitoboyfriend kara-nofrom tegamiletter\The letter from the boyfriend that Yukiko found at school"NT: yukikoYukiko ganom gakkouschool deloc mitsuketafound koibitoboyfriend nofrom tegamiletter\The letter of the boyfriend that Yukiko found at school"a. YukikoYukiko ganom gakkouschool deloc tegamiletter woacc mitsuketa.found\Yukiko found the letter at school."b. YukikoYukiko ganom gakkouschool deloc koibitoboyfriend woacc mitsuketa.found\Yukiko found (met) the boyfriend at school."8?. TH: risaachaaresearcher ganom hinan shitacriticised kagakushascientist kara-nofrom houkokushoreport\the report from the scientist that the researcher criticised"NT: risaachaaresearcher ganom hinan shitacriticised kagakushascientist nogen houkokushoreport\the report of the scientist that the researcher criticised"a. risaachaaresearcher ganom houkokushoreport woacc hinan shitacriticised\The researcher criticised the report."b. risaachaaresearcher ganom kagakushascientist woacc hinan shitacriticised\The researcher criticised the scientist."9?. TH: kodomotachichildren ganom wasureteitahad forgotten ojisanuncle kara-nofrom otoshidamanew year's present\the new year's present from the uncle that the children had forgotten"NT: kodomotachichildren ganom wasureteitahad forgotten ojisanuncle nogen otoshidamanew year's present\the new year's present of the uncle that the children had forgotten"a. kodomotachichildren ganom otoshidamanew year's present nogen kotofact woacc wasureteitahad forgotten\The children had forgotten (about) the new year's present."b. kodomotachichildren ganom otoshidamanew year's present nogen kotofact woacc wasureteitahad forgotten\The children had forgotten (about) the uncle."10. TH: hanjijudge ganom azawarattalaughed sardonically bengoshilawyer kara-nofrom shoruidocument\the documents from the lawyer that the judge laughed at sardonically"NT: hanjijudge ganom azawarattalaughed sardonically bengoshilawyer nogen shoruidocument\the documents of the lawyer that the judge laughed at sardonically"a. hanjijudge ganom shoruidocument woacc azawaratta.laughed sardonically\The judge laughed sardonically at/about the documents."b. hanjijudge ganom shoruidocument woacc azawaratta.laughed sardonically\The judge laughed sardonically at the lawyer."236
11?. TH: hanjijudge ganom shinjitabelieved mokugekishawitness kara-nofrom repootoreport.\the report from the witness that the judge believed"NT: hanjijudge ganom shinjitabelieved mokugekishawitness nogen repootoreport\the report of the witness that the judge believed"a. hanjijudge ganom repootoreport woacc shinjitabelieved\The judge believed the report."b. hanjijudge ganom mokugekishawitness woacc shinjitabelieved\The judge believed the witness."12?. TH: kachousection-chief ganom oboeteitaremembered bukasubordinate kara-nofrom memomemo\the memo from the subordinate that the section chief remembered"NT: kachousection-chief ganom oboeteitaremembered bukasubordinate nogen memomemo\the memo of the subordinate that the section chief remembered"a. kachousection-chief ganom memomemo woacc oboeteita.remembered\The section chief remembered the memo."b. kachousection-chief ganom bukasubordinate woacc oboeteita.remembered\The section chief remembered the subordinate."13. TH: chichifather ganom shitteiruknows gyosonshing-village kara-nofrom gakuseistudent\the student from the shing village that father knows"NT: chichifather ganom shitteiruknows gyosonshing-village noof gakuseistudent\the student of the shing village that father knows"a. chichifather ganom gyosonshing-village woacc sitteiru.knows\Father knows the shing village."b. chichifather ganom gakeseistudent woacc sitteiru.knows\Father knows the student."14. TH: gekaisurgeon ganom shujutsu-shitaoperated byouinhospital kara-nofrom kanjapatient\the patient from the hospital that/where the surgeon operated (on)"NT: gekaisurgeon ganom shujutsu-shitaoperated byouinhospital noof kanjapatient\the patient of the hospital that/where the surgeon operated (on)"a. gekaisuegeon ganom byouinhospital deloc shujutsu-shita.operated\The surgeon operated at the hospital."b. gekaisuegeon ganom kanjapatient woacc shujutsu-shita.operated\The surgeon operated at the hospital."237
15?. TH: kankoukyakutourists ganom shashinphoto woacc tottatook shimaisland kara-nofrom ryoushisherman\the sherman from the island that the tourists took pictures of"NT: kankoukyakutourists ganom shashinphoto woacc tottatook shimaisland nogen ryoushisherman\the sherman of the island that the tourists took pictures of"a. kankoukyakutourists ganom shimaisland nogen shashinphoto woacc totta.took\The tourists took photos of the island."b. kankoukyakutourists ganom ryoushisherman nogen shashinphoto woacc totta.took\The tourists took photos of the sherman."16?. TH: zasshimagazine ganom shoukai-shitaintroduced tarentoshootalent-show kara-nofrom geinoujinshow-biz-personality\the show business personality from the talent show that the magazine introduced"NT: zasshimagazine ganom shoukai-shitaintroduced tarentoshootalent-show nogen geinoujinshow-biz-personality\the show business personality of the talent show that the magazine introduced"a. zasshimagazine ganom tarentoshootalent-show woacc shoukai-shitaintroduced\The magazine introduced the talent show."b. zasshimagazine ganom geinoujinshow-biz-personality woacc shoukai-shitaintroduced\The magazine introduced the show business personality."17?. TH: terebikyokuTV-company ganom satsuei-shitalmed sumoubeyaSumo-stable kara-nofrom rikishiSumo-wrestler\the Sumo wrestler from the stable that the TV company lmed"NT: terebikyokuTV-company ganom satsuei-shitalmed sumoubeyaSumo-stable nogen rikishiSumo-wrestler\the Sumo wrestler of the stable that the TV company lmed"a. terebikyokuTV-company ganom sumoubeyaSumo-stable woacc satsuei-shita.lmed\The TV company lmed the Sumo-stable."b. terebikyokuTV-company ganom rikishiSumo-wrestler woacc satsuei-shita.lmed\The TV company lmed the Sumo wrestler."18. TH: shufuhousewives ganom shin'you-shiteitatrusted takushiigaishataxi-company kara-nofrom untenshudriver\the driver from the taxi company that the housewives trusted"NT: shufuhousewives ganom shin'you-shiteitatrusted takushiigaishataxi-company nogen untenshudriver\the driver of the taxi company that the housewives trusted"a. shufuhousewives ganom takushiigaishataxi-company woacc shin'you-shiteita.trusted\The housewives trusted the taxi company."b. shufuhousewives ganom unteshudriver woacc shin'you-shiteita.trusted\The housewives trusted the driver."238
19. TH: daimyoufeudal-lord ganom sagashiteitawas-looking-for oshirocastle kara-nofrom ninjaninja\the ninja from the castle that the feudal lord was looking for"NT: daimyoufeudal-lord ganom sagashiteitawas-looking-for oshirocastle nogen ninjaninja\the ninja of the castle that the feudal lord was looking for"a. daimyoufeudal-lord ganom ninjaninja woacc sagashiteita.was-looking-for\The feudal lord was looking for the ninja."b. daimyoufeudal-lord ganom oshirocastle woacc sagashiteita.was-looking-for\The feudal lord was looking for the castle."20. TH: kodomotachichildren ganom egaitapainted yamamountain kara-nofrom sarumonkey\the monkey from the mountain that the children painted"NT: kodomotachichildren ganom egaitapainted yamamountain nogen sarumonkey\the monkey of the mountain that the children painted"a. kodomotachichildren ganom sarumonkey woacc egita.painted\The children painted a picture of the monkey."b. kodomotachichildren ganom yamamountain woacc egita.painted\The children painted a picture of the mountain."21. TH: minkanjincivilians ganom osoretafeared guntaiarmy kara-nofrom shireikancommander\the commander from the army that the civilians feared"NT: minkanjincivilians ganom osoretafeared guntaiarmy nogen shireikancommander\the commander of the army that the civilians feared"a. minkanjincivilians ganom shireikancommander woacc osoreta.feared\The civilians feared the commander."b. minkanjincivilians ganom guntaiarmy woacc osoreta.feared\The civilians feared the army."22?. TH: genjuuminnatives ganom odoshitathreatened tankentaiexpedition-force kara-nofrom taichoucommander\the commander from the expedition force that the natives threatened"NT: genjuuminnatives ganom odoshitathreatened tankentaiexpedition-force nogen taichoucommander\the commander of the expedition force that the natives threatened"a. genjuuminnatives ganom taichoucommander woacc odoshita.threatened\The natives threatened the commander."b. genjuuminnatives ganom tankentaiexpedition-force woacc odoshita.threatened\The natives threatened the expedition force."239
23. TH: heishisoldiers ganom mamottadefended nanminkyampurefugee-camp kara-nofrom kyoushiteacher\the teacher from the refugee camp that the soldiers defended"NT: heishisoldiers ganom mamottadefended nanminkyampurefugee-camp nogen kyoushiteacher\the teacher of the refugee camp that the soldiers defended"a. heishisoldiers ganom kyoushiteacher woacc mamotta.defended\The soldiers defended the teacher."b. heishisoldiers ganom nanminkyampurefugee wocamp mamotta.acc defended\The soldiers defended the refugee camp."24?. TH: keisatsupolice ganom utagatteitasuspected kyoudancult kara-nofrom dendoushimissionary\the missionary from the cult that the police suspected"NT: keisatsupolice ganom utagatteitasuspected kyoudancult nogen dendoushimissionary\the missionary of the cult that the police suspected"a. keisatsupolice ganom dendoushimissionary woacc utagatteita.suspected\The police suspected the missionary."b. keisatsupolice ganom kyoudancult woacc utagatteita.suspected\The police suspected the cult."B.2 Experiment 2The following is a list of the materials for the questionnaire study referred to as \Experiment 2" inchapter 8. We show the materials in roman characters, with gloss and English translation, though ofcourse the actual experimental booklets were printed in Japanese script. \CL" indicates the clausalcondition (i.e. the condition which includes a clause boundary between the two possible attachmentsites). \TH" indicates the thematic condition (i.e. involving the postposition kara-no) and \NT" indi-cates the non-thematic condition (i.e. involving the postposition no). The two possible interpretationsappear as \a" and \b" under each item. We do not repeat text which already appears in appendixB.1 in the materials for Experiment 1. Items which are shared with Experiment 1 are marked with astar. Items 1-12 are animate-low, and items 13-24 are animate-high.1?. CL: yukikoYukiko ganom gakkouschool deloc mitsuketafound koibitoboyfriend ganom kaitawrote tegamiletter\the letter that the boyfriend wrote that Yukiko found/met at school"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 7)2?. CL: obaasanGranny ganom omoidashitaremembered doukyuuseiclassmates ganom kaitawrote yosegakileaving-card\the leaving card that the classmates wrote that Granny remembered"TH: obaasanGranny ganom omoidashitaremembered doukyuuseiclassmates kara-nofrom yosegakileaving-card\the leaving card from the classmates that Granny remembered"240
NT: obaasanGranny ganom omoidashitaremembered doukyuuseiclassmates nogen yosegakileaving-card\the leaving card of the classmates that Granny remembered"(for interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 6 1)3.? CL: shokuinemployee ganom hometapraised shichoumayor ganom kaitawrote kikakusho.plan-document\the plan document that the mayor wrote that the employee praised"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 1)4.? CL: seitostudents ganom mushi-shitaignored senseiteacher ganom shitadid chuuiwarning\the warning that the teacher made that the students ignored"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 3)5.? CL: hanjijudge ganom shinjitabelieved mokugekishawitness ganom sakusei-shitadrew-up repootoreport\the report that the witness drew up that the judge believed"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 11)6.? CL: risaachaaresearcher ganom hihan-shitacriticized kagakushascientist ganom dashitasent houkokushoreport\the report that the scientist sent that the researcher criticised"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 8)7.? CL: kodomotachichildren ganom wasureteitaforgot ojisanuncle ganom kuretagave otoshidamanew-year-present\the new year present that the uncle gave that the children had forgotten (about)"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 9)8. CL: heishisoldiers ganom mushi-shitaignored chuusalieutentant ganom sakendashouted shireicommand\the command that the lieutentant sakenda that the soldiers ignored"TH: heishisoldiers ganom mushi-shitaignored chuusalieutentant kara-nofrom shireicommand\the command from the lietenant that the soldiers ignored"NT: heishisoldiers ganom mushi-shitaignored chuusalieutentant nogen shireicommanda. heishisoldiers ganom shireicommand woacc mushi-shita.ignored\The soldiers ignored the command."b. heishisoldiers ganom chuusalieutenant woacc mushi-shita.ignored\The soldiers ignored the lieutenant."9. CL: yakuninocial ganom okottagot-angry seerusumansalesman ganom watashitapassed wairobribe\the bribe that the salesman passed that the ocial got angry about"1Although this material is shared with Experiment 1, the wording of the relative clause is slightly dierent,so we show the wording of all conditions. 241
TH: yakuninocial ganom okottagot-angry seerusumansalesman kara-nofrom wairobribe\the bribe from the salesman that the ocial got angry about"NT: yakuninocial ganom okottagot-angry seerusumansalesman nogen wairobribea. yakuninocial ganom wairobribe nidat okotta.got-angry\The ocial got angry about the bribe."b. yakuninocial ganom seerusumansalesman nidat okotta.got-angry\The ocial got angry with the salesman."10. CL: hishosecretary ganom mitsukerarenakattacould-not-nd buchoudepartment-chief ganom yondaread fakkusufax\the fax that the department chief read that the secretary couldn't nd"TH: hishosecretary ganom mitsukerarenakattacould-not-nd buchoudepartment-chief kara-nofrom fakkusufax\the fax from the department chief that the secretary couldn't nd"NT: hishosecretary ganom mitsukerarenakattacould-not-nd buchoudepartment-chief nogen fakkusufax\the fax of the department chief that the secretary couldn't nd"a. hishosecretary ganom buchoudepartment-chief woacc mitsukerarenakatta.could-not-nd\The secretary couldn't nd the department chief."b. hishosecretary ganom fakkusufax woacc mitsukerarenakatta.could-not-nd\The secretary couldn't nd the fax."11.? CL: kachousection-chief ganom oboeteitaremembered bukasubordinate ganom hattahatta memomemo\the memo that the subordinate stuck (e.g. on the notice board) that the section chiefremembered"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see experiment 1, item 12)12. CL: roudoushaworker ganom goui-shitaagreed chouteishaarbitrator ganom kangaetathought teianproposal\the proposal which the arbitrator thought of that the workers agreed with"TH: roudoushaworker ganom goui-shitaagreed chouteishaarbitrator kara-nofrom teianproposal\the proposal from the arbitrator that the workers agreed with"NT: roudoushaworker ganom goui-shitaagreed chouteishaarbitrator nogen teianproposal\the proposal of the arbitrator that the workers agreed witha. roudoushaworkers ganom chouteishaarbitrator nidat goui-shitaagreed\The workers agreed with the arbitrator."b. roudoushaworkers ganom teianproposal nidat goui-shitaagreed\The workers agreed with the proposal."242
13. CL: heishisoldiers ganom osottaattacked kyuudenpalace karafrom kitacame shishamessanger\the messanger that came from the palace that the soldiers attacked"TH: heishisoldiers ganom osottaattacked kyuudenpalace kara-nofrom shishamessanger\the messanger from the palace that the soldiers attacked"NT: heishisoldiers ganom osottaattacked kyuudenpalace nogen shishamessanger\the messanger of the palace that the soldiers attacked"a. heishisoldiers ganom kyuudenpalace woacc osotta.attacked\The soldiers attacked the palace."b. heishisoldiers ganom shishamessanger woacc osotta.attacked\The soldiers attacked the messanger."14. CL: junreishapilgrims ganom houmon-shitavisited seichiholy-place karafrom kitacame seishokushapriest\the priest that came from the holy place that the pilgrims visited"TH: junreishapilgrims ganom houmon-shitavisited seichiholy-place kara-nofrom seishokushapriest\the priest from the holy place that the pilgrims visited"NT: junreishapilgrims ganom houmon-shitavisited seichiholy-place noof seishokushapriest\the priest of the holy place that the pilgrims visited"a. junreishapilgrims ganom seishokushapriest woacc otozureta.visited\The pilgrims visited the priest."b. junreishapilgrims ganom seichiholy-place woacc otozureta.visited\The pilgrims visited the holy-place."15.? CL: kankoukyakutourists ganom shashinphoto woacc tottatook shimaisland karafrom kitacame ryoushisherman\the sherman that came from the island that the tourists took pictures of"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 15)16. CL: kokuminncitizens ganom erandachose seitouparty woacc daihyou-sururepresent kouhoshacandidate\the candidate who represented the party that the citizens chose"TH: kokuminncitizens ganom erandachose seitouparty kara-nofrom kouhoshacandidate\the candidate from the party that the citizens chose"NT: kokuminncitizens ganom erandachose seitouparty nogen kouhoshacandidate\the candidate of the party that the citizens chose"a. kokumincitizens ganom senkyoelection deloc sonothat seitouparty woacc erandachose\The citizens chose the party at the election."243
b. kokumincitizens ganom senkyoelection deloc sonothat kouhoshacandidate woacc erandachose\The citizens chose the candidate at the election."17.? CL: zasshimagazine ganom shoukai-shitaintroduced tarentoshootalent-show nidat detaappeared geinoujinshow-biz-personality\the show business personality who appeared in the talent show that the magazine intro-duced"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 16)18.? CL: terebikyokuTV-company ganom satsuei-shitalmed sumoubeyasumo-stable nidat haittaentered rikishisumo-wrestler\the Sumo wrestler who entered the stable that the TV company lmed"(for TH, NT and interpretations, see Experiment 1, item 17)19. CL: shiyakushocity-hall ganom keiyaku-shitacontracted kensetsugaishaconstruction-company nidat nyuusha-shitajoined-company sekkeishadesigner\the designer who joined the construction company that the city hall contracted"TH: shiyakushocity-hall ganom keiyaku-shitacontracted kensetsugaishaconstruction-company kara-nofrom sekkeishadesigner\the designer from the construction company that the city hall contracted"NT: shiyakushocity-hall ganom keiyaku-shitacontracted kensetsugaishaconstruction-company nogen sekkeishadesigner\the designer of the construction company that the city hall contracted"a. shiyakushocity-hall ganom sekkeishadesigner towith keiyaku-shitacontracted\The city hall contracted the designer."b. shiyakushocity-hall ganom kensetsugaishaconstruction-company towith keiyaku-shitacontracted\The city hall contracted the construction company."20.? CL: keisatsupolice ganom utagatteitasuspected kyoudancult woacc tsukuttafounded dendoushimissionary\the missionary who founded the cult that the police suspeced"(for THG, NT and interpretations, please see Experiment 1, item 24)21 CL: boudousharioter ganom osottaattacked keisatsushopolice-station woacc mamottadefended keikanpoliceman\the policeman that defended the police station that the rioter attacked"TH: boudousharioter ganom osottaattacked keisatsushopolice-station kara-nofrom keikanpoliceman\the policeman from the police station that the rioters attacked"NT: boudousharioter ganom osottaattacked keisatsushopolice-station nogen keikanpoliceman\the policeman of the police station that the rioters attacked"a. bouousharioter ganom keisatsushopolice-station woacc osotta.attacked\The rioters attacked the police station."b. bouousharioter ganom keikanpoliceman woacc osotta.attacked\The rioters attacked the policeman."244
22. CL: kangofunurse ganom denwa-shitaphoned byouinhospital nidat itawas ishadoctor\the doctor who was in the hospital that the nurse phoned"TH: kangofunurse ganom denwa-shitaphoned byouinhospital kara-nofrom ishadoctor\the doctor from the hospital that the nurse phoned"NT: kangofunurse ganom denwa-shitaphoned byouinhospital nogen ishadoctor\the doctor of the hospital that the nurse phoned"a. kangofunurse ganom byouinhospital nidat denwa-shita.phoned\The nurse phoned the hospital."b. kangofunurse ganom ishadoctor nidat denwa-shita.phoned\The nurse phoned the doctor."23.? CL: genjuuminnatives ganom odoshitathreatened tankentaiexpedition-force woacc hikiitaled taichoucommander\the commander who led the expedition force that the natives threatened"(for TH, NT and interpretation, see Experiment 1, item 22)24. CL: geijutsukaartist ganom egaitapainted tankoucoal-mine woacc nigetaescaped koufuminer\the miner who escaped from the coal mine that the artist painted a picture of"TH: geijutsukaartist ganom egaitapainted tankoucoal-mine kara-nofrom koufuminer\the miner from the coal mine that the artist paintedNT: geijutsukaartist ganom egaitapainted tankoucoal-mine nogen koufuminer\the miner of the coal mine that the artist painted a picture of"a. geijutsukaartist ganom tankoucoal-mine woacc egaita.pained.\The artist painted a picture of the coal mine."b. geijutsukaartist ganom koufuminer woacc egaita.pained.\The artist painted a picture of the miner."
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